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ABSTRACT
Service Oriented Applications (SOA) are designed and developed as a collection of interdependent models using the approach of Model Driven Architecture (MDA). Subsequent
reuse of such models in different states of abstraction requires them to be modeled with
orthogonal dimensions of variability. The key objective of adopting service orientation in
application development is to maximize reuse of both strategic and operational type business functions. Such business functions are developed in the form of processes and services
across multiple applications required for different usage contexts. This thesis presents a goal
oriented methodological framework to address variability management in service oriented
systems.
Variability Management (VM) as a research field has received considerable academic as
well as industry attention in the last few years. Most of the current approaches, associate
variability tightly in the context of new system design and development. For example, the
techniques for validating the readiness of existing software systems towards supporting variability has been mostly ignored. This can result in erroneous and redundant modifications.
Therefore, there is significant research space that left to be convincingly covered to develop
formal techniques for context-driven variant generation, goal-driven variant validation, identifying candidate variants from asset repositories and so on.
Goal decomposition models are always found to be effective in capturing and relating requirements stated by different stakeholders of a business organization. A goal represents of
intended operational states that an organization seeks to realize in a formalized approach. In
this research work, goal is treated as a binding guidance for designing or adapting multiple
variants associated with a process design. The aspect of goal preserving variations has not
been addressed adequately in existing research on variability management.
As a goal model efficiently captures multiple stakeholder expectations on a given system,
it must be ensured that both the discovered and derived variants of a given system are goal
preserving in nature. This requires the ability to formally reason the correlation and differentiation of such variants in terms of their semantic alignment with a given set of goal
models.
This thesis presents a novel framework that supports variability management in SOA-based
systems. In particular, a formal mechanism called Goal Oriented Variability Management
(GOVM) for reasoning, representing and realizing possible goal preserving variations for
a given system is provided. It successfully demonstrates how semantically annotated process models in BPMN notation and goal models in UML notation can be leveraged in an
integrated fashion. It also provides a lattice based algebraic approach to formally organize a collection of variants with or without partially ordered relationships (Containment,
Composition, contextual, Dependency, goal alignment) between them. This thesis further

demonstrates formal techniques for goal driven process derivation, effective reuse of business processes and a formal representation of service variability model. Experiments with
an extensively developed implementation as an eclipse based application framework demonstrate the feasibility of the core proposed techniques of this work.

KEYWORDS: Variability Management, Goal Model, Business Process Management,
Model Driven Engineering.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter outlines the motivation for the problem that is addressed in this thesis, identifies
a list of research questions, and outlines how these are addressed in the following chapters.
An overview of the structure of this thesis is given at the end of the chapter.
Most modern software supports configuration of behaviour at multiple locations in the
software. Variability refers to the changing aspects of a given artefact (such as design,
code) in such software. The re-usability is basically determined by the ability to provide the
required variability. Therefore, Variability management (VM) is concerned with the management of reuse of artefacts by supporting discovery and development of context-driven
variations. Therefore, one can argue that variability management is related to every activity
in a software development process. Despite the existence of a large body of useful results on
VM, there is room for systematization in this space, particularly in relation to a very basic
question: what makes an artefact a variant of another?. Fundamentally, here is a lack of
an overall reasoning about variability management in the existing literature. Existing body
of works seek to answer this question by suggesting an artefact is variant of another if it
executes a slightly different function, or is slightly distinct in terms of structure or design.
Such answers are ultimately unsatisfactory (in the limit, every artefact can be viewed as a
variant of another). This thesis work proposes that an artefact is only a variant of another if
both ultimately help realize the same objective. The thesis work in this context proposes a
formalized mechanism for identifying,validating and organizing existing variants in process
repositories, generating new variants and augmenting goal models driven by empirically
derived variants. Goal Oriented Variability Management (GOVM) is proposed as a
modular framework for supporting multiple Variability Management functions through the
underpinning of goals.
1
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Motivation

The problem of variability management (VM) [116, 33] has been motivated by the need to
effectively reuse artefacts [5, 47] and context-driven adaptation [70, 65]. Most of the current approaches, associate variability tightly in the context of system-to-be developed and
not in terms of evaluating existing systems for a given set of requirements. A formal definition of a system as a variant in terms of its relationship with another system has remained
elusive. This highlights the fact that there is need of considerable improvement towards addressing features such as goal-driven generation, validation and identification of variations.
Consequently, there is no sophisticated machinery that enables integrated variability modelling in model driven systems such as SOA-based applications. On the other hand, there
is increasing need for adapting process design and execution to address alignment drifting
from organization’s intended goals [109]. But, important use cases for VM, such as compliance resolution, adaptive case management, cloud-based enactment and variation metrics
as a basis for pricing and cost estimation, have been hitherto ignored in the literature. This
helps in avoiding redundant and repeated development of similar functions with minor variations in a development organization over a period of time. Goal decomposition models
are collection of goals [99] and are always found to be effective in capturing and relating
requirements stated by different stakeholders of a business organization. A goal in such a
model is basically a representation of a partial state description of an organizational objective. In my thesis work, I establish the notion that two artifacts are variants to one another
if and only if they eventually realize the same goal. This I believe, will enable better goal
adherence of executions of process models that are of industrial scale [114, 27, 9]. Extensive
surveys of VM approaches presented in works such [11], confirm that goal oriented management of variability is neither studied nor formalized and developed as a comprehensive
methodology for industrial adoption.
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)-based application development [72] involves design
and development of business architecture models, application architecture models such as
service models, data models, and finally implementation specification models such as service component architecture (SCA)1 specification models. Business architecture models
involve business process models, component business models, requirement models, and domain data models. The most common and widely used Business Architecture specification
1

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/specification/ws-sca/
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is the business process model as discussed in [3]. A typical SOA-based approach thus helps
in building composite business solutions by assembling a set of services as processes, using model-driven development (MDD). As discussed in [73], the models belonging to the
application architecture layers are dependent on the business architecture models and similarly the implementation models are dependent on the models from the system design layer.
Hence today SOA-based solutions are built using the model-driven development (MDD)
approach. Model Driven Development(MDD) techniques enable business analysts and application architects to better integrate the independently developed models in SOA-based
solutions [75]. In MDD, Solutions to new problems are abstracted and modelled in a platform neutral form and are transformed through one to many layers of integrated modelling
of multiple interdependent elements before getting into an executable state.Today systems
with Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) style are built with this MDD approach. Designing and developing service oriented applications starts with the development of business architecture models , application architecture models and implementation specification
models . Process models, Data models, Business Component models are some of the prominent models in the business architecture space. Service models, Entity models, Asset models, Activity models belong to the application architecture space. Low level design models
and platform dependent specification models such as service component architecture (SCA)
models belong to the implementation specification space. There is a significant trend of
both intended and unintended variations in process executions with original process design
due to increased adoption of adaptive Process Management Systems [85]. Organizations
need to anticipate, accommodate and design such deviations upfront, as realizations of alternate goals and map them as valid process variants. Adopting SOA-based methodology
of development leads to maximal reuse of business functions developed in the form of processes and services across multiple applications required for different usage contexts. But
currently, reuse of existing services is minimal in subsequent development of newer applications (for different client organizations with varied requirements and constraints), due to
lack of formal techniques for modelling, validating, discovering and integrating variations
across the different services. This warrants the validation of such evolutionary variations
in the execution of business process models. From the process execution logs capturing
the history of such executions, discovering and validating the strategic alignment of executed process instances is mostly an important contractual, regulatory or compliance need.
Current techniques for Process mining mostly addresses extracting and clustering activity
related information along with resource utilization from process logs [125]. The literature
provides useful techniques [31] for discovering and differentiating process capabilities. But
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the space of mining conformance to contractual obligations and strategic objective and the
reasoning of non-conformance remains mostly open with research challenges. . There are
significant challenges in mining process variants from event logs due to difficulty in discovering patterns of non-compliance [85] This is considered as a key step for addressing
flexible and adaptive process engineering and management as discussed in [122]. Also,
there is no adequate support in terms of formalized techniques to achieve key functions such
as context-driven process substitution,validation and identification from the historical data
containing process execution. The following points summarize the key challenges towards
variability management(VM):
• The functional objectives and the operational goals drives the conceptualization and
subsequent development of an application. Therefore most of the time, the re-usability
considerations are predominantly focused on optimizing subsequent development effort and cost. This leads to an upfront and one time variability management exercise.
Such an approach fits well in application development methodologies such as product
line engineering. But in the case of service oriented applications, the notion of reuse is
more widespread and mostly driven by changing business dimensions in the solution
consumption space. Therefore, we argue that formal mechanisms for modeling and
managing re usability need to be developed in the space of Variability Management
that are specifically focusing on service oriented development methodologies.
• Lack of support for comprehensive variability life cycle management in the modeling
space, This leads to generation of redundant variations across the different architectural layers of a SOA application stack. Most of such redundancy is due to lack of
formal variability transformation techniques to propagate variations across the models belonging to different layers of the SOA stack. Also within the same layer, the
different models are only interlinked with dependency relationships, but not formally
integrated due to the limitations of current SOA modeling tools. Therefore, independently generated variations of these models can be inconsistent with each other,
thereby hindering effective reuse.
• Lack of formal machinery for validating variations in terms of different stated constraints within the same layer or inferred from a higher or lower abstraction layer, so
that the developed variations can remain consistent for future requirements.
• Lack of formal representations and definition of the various constructs associated with
the variation modelling methodology leading to the presence of mostly subjective
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assessment of variations constructed or mined from existing application and model
repositories.
• Lack of formal mechanisms for discovering, categorizing, differentiating, integrating
and storing variants in terms of the order of deviation with a common underpinning
functional objective.

1.2

Research Questions

I now summarize the most important gaps in the literature and formulate a set of research
questions that will be addressed in this thesis. A more detailed and inclusive coverage of
related work is given in Chapter 2.4 and at the end of subsequent chapters.
Most of the variability management literature is focused on product line engineering approaches in terms of configuration and feature composition. This does not transform to the
SOA solution space, which is a different paradigm. The literature on formal modelling of
SOA systems have focused mainly on web service compositions and semantic mapping. The
current approaches on SOA variability is limited mostly to change management ( constraints
validation, propagation) perspective and supporting process flexibility (schema and instance
variations). Formal definitions of variability notations are missing There do not exist tools
and/or frameworks to support the Variability Modelling Life cycle : Define, Validate, Integrate, Use Identification of variability scope, validation and integration of variants is often
based on vague intuitions.
Therefore, the following research questions will guide my thesis work :
1. Research Question 1 : What is a formal definition of a variant?
2. Research Question 2 : Given an artefact such as a business process, how to identify
its variability scope and valid set of variations in an organization context?
3. Research Question 3 : What are the formal techniques to generate,validate and compose variants?
4. Research Question 4 : How to partition a repository in terms of variations?
5. Research Question 5 : Given a contextual change, how to identify the closest variant
for reuse?
6. Research Question 6 : Given a set of variants for an artefact, how to identify the
extent of variations?
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7. Research Question 7 : How might a tool to support this functionality be implemented
and validate and How do goals underpin a framework for Variability Management?

1.3

Research Outcomes

As part of my research work, I have developed an Integrated Variability Modelling Algebraic
Framework that addresses the aforementioned challenges. This would involve development
of formal variability modelling techniques in SOA-based systems. In particular, this thesis
work addressed the identified research questions, as follows.
Research Question Q1: Research question Q1 was addressed by introducing a novel goal
model based formalization, which is based on hyper graphs. This allows the representation
of one or more AND/OR sub graphs (with sub-goals as root goals) to over come issues when
stakeholders have distinct and alternate goals. With this, a novel approach of variability
modelling and subsequent derivation of goal preserving variants, completely driven by goal
decomposition models is developed. This is particularly experimented on business processes
where each task execution is represented as a service.
Research Question Q2: Research question Q2 (a) was addressed via a family of model
correlation and analytic operators that are semantically driven, which were demonstrated
to address positioning of family of processes from a process repository against a specified
organization goal model. The family of operators were abstract and modular in nature to
permit their instantiation for different model driven and domain centric entities. Basically
the goal entailment relation through the notion of immediate and correlated end effects associated with each node in the goal as well as process graphs is leveraged. Post this goal
correlation exercise, which generates a bi-graph to capture the goal alignments with a given
process family graph, both the variability scope in terms of the positioning of the correlated
goal (higher in the goal graph, larger is the variability scope) and identification of valid goal
preserving variants are achieved.
Research Question Q3: Research question Q3 was addressed by different types of
possible goal-preserving transformations in a semantically annotated process design. Each
of these transformations leverage both the independent and cumulative effect of execution
of composite artefacts such as process workflows. This takes care of generation, while
validation is specifically enforcing the alignment to atleast one of the goals and not being
redundant variation. Composition of variants is based on alignment of respective variants to
AND-refined sub goals in a process level root goal model.
Research Question Q4: Research Question Q4 was addressed by an integrated formal
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approach of two specific techniques. The techniques such as artefact tree generation is
proposed to create a tree based collection of variants and versions of an artefact like process
model, service design in a repository; and variation algebra which enables formalizing as
lattice based partial ordering of variants in terms of measurable functional complexity.
Research Question Q5: Research Question Q5was addressed by formalizing the selection of closest variant through a graph traversal approach. For a given artefact, the closest
variant is always one of its derived variant aligned to the corresponding OR-refined sub goal.
In general, the search of the closest variant will be carried first as depth first search and then
as a breadth first approach.
Research Question Q6: Research Question Q6 was addressed by formalizing the extent of variation as a geodesic distance between the two variants based on their alignment
in a given goal graph model. The edges typically in a business goal graph will not have
normalized weights (factors representing functional or non-functional complexity) and thus
the actual extent of variation will be the cumulative accumulation of weights of the edges in
the computed distance between the variants.
Research Question Q7: Research Question Q7 is addressed by implementing the system architecture for GoVM as an eclipse based framework called ”VIDA” (an ancient Tamil
word for unrelenting quest for victory) and also an abbreviation of Variability Integrated
Design of Artefacts. The different components of this tool are used to illustrate the corresponding GoVM functions such as Goal Service Alignment, Goal-preserving Variation generation, Goal-based variant verification and Goal model augmentation. Experiments specific
to the running example have been conducted to validate the each of the GoVM functions and
discussed in the respective chapters of this thesis.

1.4

Thesis Structure

The remainder of thesis is structured as follows.
• Chapter 2 provides the reader with necessary preliminaries and is split into two parts.
The first part covers formal preliminaries and clarifies terminology in the areas of
graph theory, partial ordering logic. The second part summarizes relevant variability
engineering concepts and terminology. It also summarizes related work and highlights
gaps left by these approaches. In particular, it discusses existing approaches for representing and reasoning with inconsistent variation generation/validation approaches.
The chapter also focuses on the representation and mining aspects of variations and
concludes with a summary of the identified gaps.
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• Chapter 3 starts by highlighting issues in variability modelling formalizations when
they need to evolve. This is followed by goal model formalization, which overcomes
these deficiencies. The chapter also discusses how a formal goal model can be leveraged to design a family of business processes. In particular it discusses, how the specific goal refinements such as AND, XOR can be leveraged to address domain centric
precedence constraints that directly transforms to generation of process control flows
with one ore more alternate paths of execution. The core aspect of my thesis on Goal
Oriented Variability Management (GOVM) is discussed. This helps in determining
all possible goal preserving variations available in a SOA-based application. Support
for designing and leveraging semantically annotated process models in BPMN notation and goal models in UML notation as part of GOVM is also discussed. The
chapter ends with a comparison of my proposed formalization with existing works in
this space.
• Chapter 4 presents a formal framework for goal driven classification of process instance variants mined from process event logs. Leveraging a notion of maximal correlation for each of the goal contained in the goal decomposition model this classification is achieved.
• Chapter 5 discusses approach for leveraging the process context, process state, and
process goals to generate predictions on goal aligned process variations and associated
performance of process execution. This chapter details the general framework and
presents an empirical evaluation leveraging an industry-scale incident management
process with an event log containing over 1400 process instance executions.
• Chapter 6 describes a tree model generation mechanism to represent versions and
variants of business processes stored in a process repository and how such a a formal
approach can be used to analyze variants or versions for given set of requirements and
constraints.
• Chapter 7 discusses a goal driven, context-aware data filtering, transforming and
integration approach for IoT-based systems. A data warehouse-based data model for
specifying the data needed at particular levels of granularity and frequency. This
helps in driving the data storage and representation aligned with the Semantic Sensor
Network ontology.
• Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and outlines future directions of research in the areas
such as IOT based cloud architectures.

Chapter 2
Background & Related Work
This chapter is separated into three parts. The first part is introduction of formal models and
terminology that will be used throughout this thesis. In particular, the basics of graph theory and Lattice are discussed. In particular, the representation of goal models as AND/OR
graphs (at the same time introducing the running example) is summarized. The second part
focuses on the formal representation of change management between service related design
artefacts such as use cases, sequence diagrams. This is important from the experimentation
stand point, where I discuss the variation engineering as sequential set of change propagation. The final part provides an overview of existing work and highlights gaps that are
addressed in this thesis work. The variability management in various modelling frameworks
is also summarized and gaps are highlighted.

2.1

Thesis Running Examples

Example. The running examples discussed in this section are used for illustrating the various proposed techniques in this thesis.

2.1.1

Insurance Claims Processing

It depicts the following scenario: FastClaims is an insurance organization dealing with
different lines of business related to insurance claims. As an organization it needs to confirm
to an integrated view of organization level objectives. This is represented as a goal decomposition model as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The goal Process Accident Claims is decomposed into the sub-goals Receive Claim, Verify Claim, Record Claim and Analyze
Injuries. Each of these sub goals, in turn contains both mandatory and optional sub-goals
9
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that the organization expects to be addressed by different business functions provided by insurance claim business processes. Now, consider an accident claim process Pr1 developed
by a service delivery organization UVSoft. The following objectives have to be realized :
• The first objective is whether the process Pr1 as depicted in Fig. 2.2 satisfies the goal
model Process Accident Claims of the organization FastClaims. To achieve
this, the process Pr1 needs to be evaluated to determine whether it preserves all the
mandatory sub-goals. After this evaluation, the process Pr1, if considered as goal
preserving, is ready for commissioning in FastClaims.
• The second objective is to identify variants of services for the process Pr1 from a
library of candidate services that satisfy the goal model of UVSoft.
• The third objective is to subsequently identify/derive new goal preserving variations
of the process Pr1 based on the correlated goal model and a specific set of goal
preserving service variants.
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Figure 2.2: Insurance Claims Process - Solution Pr1
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IT Incident Management

Figure 2.3: Goals & Sub-Goals
This running example is a simplified version of an incident management process typically
used in IT service industries to resolve issues with servers and other computer equipment.
Incidents are typically customer initiated calls based on service issues. If an incident is not
quickly resolved, or if the involvement of additional levels of support beyond the first level
are required, then the incident is classified as a problem ticket. The mission of incident management process is to handle all requests for problem solving and support in a consistent,
timely and cost-effective manner. The process typically begins with a request from a client
or with a problem statement highlighting the concerns of the client. It concludes with the
client being satisfied with the response and the solution provided to solve the problem.
The goals and derived sub-goals of this process are depicted in Fig. 2.3. As Fig. 2.3
illustrates, when a new incident is reported, it needs to be determined whether there was
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an earlier reported incident matching with the newly reported incident. If so, then the new
incident is linked with the problem ticket of the matched incident. Depending on the status of the linked problem ticket being closed or pending, the new incident is kept open or
closed. If there exists no similar incident, then the new incident is subjected to a standard
list of diagnostic tests to enrich the data. Then based on the identified level of complexity,
corresponding known fixes are tried to solve the incident. If the incident is solved, it is
closed. Otherwise, it is escalated to the next level of support. Once the escalation happens,
the steps of identifying level of complexity, trying out the known fixes to solve the incident
or to escalate to the next level are repeated. The different paths of activity flows are also
best captured by differentiating the links between the goals as either being AND or XOR
types, as depicted in Fig. 2.3. An AND link in Fig. 2.3 specifies that all sub-goals of a goal
need to be satisfied for the goal to be satisfied; an XOR link specifies that the sub-goals are
mutually exclusive, and only one is needed to satisfy the goal. For example, the goal of
Incident and Problem management fulfils the goals Fix Problem, Detect Problem and Verify Problem, viz., a case of AND relationship. If we consider the goals Isolate Problem or
Escalate Problem they share an XOR Relationship as in any given situation only one of the
goals can be fulfilled and they are mutually exclusive in nature.
Some of the applicable domain constraints for this business process are: whether to
escalate the problem to the next level, and whether a new incident should be linked to a
previous incident in order to enhance reuse of earlier solutions.

2.2

Formal Preliminaries

In this thesis, goal models are represented as graphs and hence leveraging the introduction
to graphs given in [131], the basic concepts and terminologies related to graphs are summarized.
A “graph” is basically a set of “nodes” and “edges”. The “nodes” are also commonly
referred to as “vertices”. A graph is called as a “labelled” graph, if its vertices or edges are
labelled. A graph in which all edges connects exactly two nodes are referred to as a “binary
graph”. The more general case of a graph where an edge connects more than two nodes is
referred to as a hyper-graph. If the edges of a graph are oriented then the graph is referred
to as a directed graph. Otherwise, the graph is referred as an undirected graph. For an edge
that connects vertex s to vertex t, s is the source and t is the target of the edge.
A partially ordered set (or poset) formalizes ordering of the elements of a given set in
terms of possible relationships between the elements. The relationships are binary in nature
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and implies some order of precedence for certain pairs of elements in the set. A finite
poset can easily be represented as a Hasse diagram depicting the ordering relation, which
is an anti-symmetric preorder. A good example is the vertex set of a directed acyclic graph
ordered by reachability. Subsequently a lattice is a Poset, in which every two elements
have a unique join and a unique meet. Lattice and its properties are leveraged for ordered
representation of variants derived using my proposed approach.

2.2.1

Goal, Service and Process Models

The heart of Goal Oriented Variation Management (GOVM) is the goal model in which
organization’s intentions are expressed, refined and eventually realized by a system design
artefact. The central element of any goal model is a goal. A goal is a “statement of intention”
[138] and describes intended aspects of the environment.
A Goal is defined as a formal assertion represented as a combination of conjunctive and
disjunctive set of clauses in CNF notation. For example,consider the goal ’Link to Existing
problem’ depicted in Fig. 2.3. A goal G can be decomposed into smaller goals (called as
sub-goals) and represented as G1 ∧G2 ∧...∧Gn . Each sub-goal Gi can itself be broken down
into a (conjunctive as Ill as disjunctive) combination of boolean conditions.
A Goal Model is thus defined as a collection of goals representing a decomposition or
refinement of a parent goal.
A goal model and its goals can be specified at different levels of formalism. In work
such as [96], goals are described (informally) in natural language. On the other hand, in formal approaches like “Knowledge Acquisition in automated Specification” (KAOS), goals
are, in addition to their natural language description, expressed in real time temporal logic.
In formal approaches, the goal satisfaction can be formally verified, often in an automated
manner by deploying model checking and theorem proofing technology. However, there
could be cases, where in a goal model, not all goals have a clear-cut satisfaction criterion.
Semi-formal approaches like NFR (and its extensions [56, 118, 46]), which permit qualitative reasoning over goal satisfaction address such limitations. Giorgini et al. [56] proposed
a qualitative as well as quantitative framework for axiomatic goal model elements. Sebastiani et al. Ernst et al. [46] proposes techniques to distinguish between mandatory goals and
optional goals in terms of the respective satisfaction criteria. KAOS framework emphasizes
organization goals and their refinement up to an execution or tactical level that facilitates
their realization. Thus the KAOS framework formally defines what constitutes a “correct”
refinement (relation) of a goal to its sub-goals. This, leads to the verification of goal refinements. A refinement of a goal by a set of sub-goals is correct if the sub-goals are consistent
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and together minimally entail the parent goal. A collection of sub-goals minimally entails its
parent goal if a non realization of even one of the sub-goals results in the failed entailment
of the parent goal.
A goal model can have a formalized graph representation [20]. In this work, we leverage
the hyper graph notion, to support the two categories of refinement relationships between a
goal and its sub-goals using hyper edges. A hyper edge is denoted as e ∈ E, such that ∣ e ∣≥ 2.
With this, OR-refinements (∣ e ∣= 2) and AND-refinements (∣ e ∣≥ 2) can be easily represented.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Given that, there will be a single parent goal and one or more
child goal as nodes, the hyper graph generated is of type backward hyperarc, or B-arc. Here,
Tail(ε) denotes the set of from vertex, and Head(ε) denotes the set of to vertex. If
there is only one from vertex , then the hyperarc is termed as B-arc or backward hyperarc.
Goals in a goal model may address from high-level organizational strategies to bottom
level execution or tactical concerns such as technical decisions. The root node represents the
main goal, satisfied by the other nodes representing the sub-goals. Parent goals represented
by the root node and subsequently by non-leaf nodes are refined into child goals such that,
there exists a possibility of correlation of a parent goal to a system that can possibly be realized by a composition of atomic functions correlated to the sub-goals . A goal that cannot
be further refined will be represented by the leaf nodes. As discussed in Lamsweerde [128],
a goal model is an important aspect of consideration in the system design phase.
A hyper edge between a parent goal and a set of sub-goals represents the mandatory satisfaction of all the sub-goals for satisfying the parent goal. This is also called AND-refinement.
A normal edge between a parent goal and a sub-goal represents the optional satisfaction
of the sub-goal for satisfying the parent goal. This is also called as OR-refinement.Thus,
with the notion of OR-refinement, a goal model permits more than one option to satisfy the
desired goals. Goal models share many principles with hyper-graphs.
Typically, the goals can be categorized as functional goals and non-functional goals,
where the former refers to functional aspects and the latter to non-functional aspects of the
system. Non-functional goals are also referred to as soft-goals[96].1 .
An example of a goal model, which will serve as a running example throughout this
thesis is provided in 2.1. This is expressed in the i* notation [134].
An effect e = {oi ∣ i = 1,2..N} is defined as a set of all possible outcomes. The effect is
the result of an activity executed by a cause or agent. Effects can be viewed as both: normative - to state required outcomes (i.e., goals); and descriptive - to describe the normal, and
1

The goal model shown in Figure 2.1 does not contain any soft-goals.
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predicted, subset of all possible outcomes.
A semantically annotated activity Se is defined as a tuple consisting of the activity S and
its corresponding set of end effects eS .Let < Si ,S j > be the ordered pair of activities, and
let eSi and eS j be the corresponding pair of effect annotations. Let eSi = {ci1 ,ci2 ,...,cim }
and eS j = {c j1 ,c j2 ,...,c jn } . CNF sentences can be viewed as sets of clauses, without loss
of generality. The cumulative effect of the two activities consists of the effects of the succeeding activity plus as many of the effects of the preceding activity as can be consistently
included. Now given an ordered pair of activities with such effect annotations, pair-wise
effect accumulation [69] determines the cumulative effect of executing both the activities in
contiguous sequence. If ei ∪ e j is consistent, then the resulting cumulative effect is eSi ∪ eS j .
Else, e′Si = {ck ∣ck ∈ eSi and {ck } ∪ eS j is consistent} and the resulting cumulative effect to be
e′Si ∪ eS j . Eventually the cumulative effect of executing the entire process is derived with a
given set of tasks that have end effect annotations.
A business process P is a collection of semantically annotated activities, with each activity
producing a set of effects upon execution. The cumulative effects of executing all activities
in a business process is the overall effect eP of the business process. A business process
can also take a role of a single activity by participating in the composition of other business
processes (in such cases they are called as sub processes). The key aspects of Goal oriented
Variability Management applies to processes that are both composite and simple in nature
equally.

Definition 1. A business process P in the context of service orientation is formalized as
a tuple containing the set of services realizing the tasks, the set of data and control flow
dependencies. It is represented us, P = {S,D,C}, where S = {S1 ,...,Sn } is the set of services
di j

that participate in P; D = {Di j }, iff Si → S j = true, is the set of all data dependencies of
ci j
service S j on Si , where i ≠ j; and C = {Ci j }, if Si → S j = true, where i ≠ j, is the set of
control flow dependencies between Si and S j , where the validity of Ci j is based on whether
Si influences the execution of S j , i.e., if Si is executed before S j in the flow of the process
execution.
If the execution of a preceding task affect the execution of the succeeding task in a
execution trace of the process, then the associated services realizing these tasks are stated
to share a control flow relationship dependency. If not, then the services are only sharing a
data flow dependency in terms of the process execution work flow.
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Definition 2. A service specification (or simply a service) (mostly a task or activity in the
scheme of process model) Si is defined in terms of the method signatures represented as set
of data elements, i.e., Si = {Din ,Dout }, where Din is a set of input data required for invoking
Si , and Dout is a set of data generated due to the execution of Si .
A process P is said to minimally entail a goal G , if all of its boolean conditions are
satisfied at the end of the execution of P.

2.3

Formal Models of Design Artefacts

In this section, the three main design artefacts related to use case modelling, interaction
modelling and structural modelling required in designing process and service models, viz.
are discussed formally. The formal semantics of these design artefacts are important aspects
of consideration from a model driven development approach in general. The associated machineries for transforming abstract representation of systems into platform independent and
platform dependent representations rely on the syntactic and semantic traceability aspects
between the different modelling constructs expressed with these formal semantics. From a
variability management perspective, these formal semantics play a critical role in all aspects
of engineering variations such as modelling, validating, discovering and integrating. Therefore in the rest of the section, the various design artefacts are discussed in the context of
the formal semantics and their application in the various types of variations associated with
these constructs. Figure 2.4 depicts these three models and are highlighted in red circles.

2.3.1

Use Case Models

A use case model represents the functional perspectives of the users of the system and other
external systems that have operational or functional requirements met by this system. An
use case model represents the relationships Rel between Actors A and Use Cases Rel and
also between Use Cases and Use Cases. Actors are entities that in simple terms provide
inputs to the system and extract outputs from the system; Use Cases, represents typically
a complete unit of transaction for which the Actors interacts with the system. Let UCD
denotes the collection of use case models defined for a given system:
UCD = {ucd1 ,...,ucdn } such that ucdi =< Ai ,UCi ,Reli >
Ai

: Set of all actors in a given use case model (systems or humans)
={ai1 ,ai2 ,...,aip }
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Figure 2.4: Design Models
UCi
Reli

: Use case Model containing the collection of use cases
={uci1 ,uci2 ,...,uciq }
: Collection of relationships between actors, use cases
and among use cases
assoc incl ext spl conc

={ → , → , →, → ↩ }
assoc

The relationship → depicts the interaction and the association of the actor towards realizaassoc
tion of the use case. In figure 2.4, this is illustrated by Investigator → ValidateClaim.
incl
The relationship ValidateClaim → CheckClauseValidity indicates that the realization
of LHS use case ValidateClaim includes the realization of the use case in the RHS. The
ext
extension relationship CheckClauseValidity → InvalidClaim denotes an enhancement in
the realization of the LHS use case towards supporting specific requirement scenarios. A
spl
specialization relation UC2 → UC1 introduces restrictions on the extension of use case in
conc
RHS with LHS . The relation ↩ indicates that the in-dependency in the realization of the
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corresponding use case.

2.3.2

Sequence Diagrams

Sequence diagrams provides the details of sequential interactions between the different system entities and actors towards the realization of a specific use case. SD = {sd1 ,...,sdm }
is the collection of sequence diagrams associated towards the realization of a given UCD.
Here, sdi =< E,Ms > where
E={e1 ,e2 ,...,em }

: All entities (System entities and actors) with
corresponding lifelines
Ms ={ms1 ,ms2 ,...,msq }: Set of all messages

There exists a source entity ( creating the message) and a destination entity (receiving the
message)for a message msi . A message can be categorized as a synchronous message, if the
source entity of the message awaits another message from the destination entity. Otherwise,
a message is categorized as a asynchronous message.
A sequential collection of messages thus exchanged between different pairs of source
and destination entities is called as an interaction fragment. It is generally used to represent
an atomic functional block in the sequence diagram. Three notations are used in such a
fragment. First, opt(sdi ,{msi }) depicts the execution of a given path, if the associated
condition is satisfied. Second, alt(sdi ,{msi }) depicts multiple paths and a boolean condition
that is evaluated for execution of one of these paths . Third, loop(sdi ,{msi }) depicts the
possibility of multiple continuous execution of the same path, which changing values to the
state variables based on a boolean condition .

2.3.3

Process and Service Specifications

A service specification s is formally represented as s =< Min {pi },M proc {pi } >. Min represents
the collection of functions that can be the published interfaces of the service for external
applications to interact. M proc is the collection of procedures used by these functions. The
input and output data elements to these functions and procedures are represented as pi .
The variations of a service specifications is categorized as implementation and interface
variations. An implementation variation provides an alternate procedure without modifying
the signature of the interface. On the other hand, an interface variation modifies the interface
i.e., Min , which leads to the modification of the internal procedures as well.
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A business process, in the context of a service oriented implementation can be defined
as BP =< T,D,C >, where:
T = {ti }, is the collection of tasks (or activities).
df

D = {Di j },i f f si → s j = true, is the collection of data dependencies between the tasks.
cf

C = {Ci j },i f f si → s j = true, is the collection of execution dependencies between the tasks.
In this research work, we make a simplifying assumption that each task ti in the process
is realized by a function of a service specification. The data and control flow dependencies determine the business process flow, i.e. the order and the conditions under which the
services are executed.

2.3.4

Change Impact Models

In this section, change relationships in design models are discussed. The details are summarized in figure 2.5.Many mapping relations can be discovered from the different design
models, which have to be obeyed even as the models themselves undergo changes. Such relations are called as invariant mappings.The existence of such mapping relations mandates
the semantic bindings amongst the models, even as the models themselves undergo changes.
Mappings between use cases and sequence diagrams, and between sequence diagrams and
service descriptions are depicted in Figure 2.5 via Ruc−sd and Rsd−ss , respectively. When a
use case tuc changes, it triggers a concomitant change, tsd , in the associated sequence diagram. This in turn triggers subsequent change, tss , in the service specifications derived from
the sequence diagram. The objective of any model synchronization framework, is therefore
to implement these changes such that the invariant mappings Ruc−sd and Rsd−ss are guaranteed among the modified design artefacts. This approach needs to be considered in the
context of variability management framework related to process and service models.
Relationships between different artefacts are preserved through the techniques of traceability. Often, such mappings are focussed on understanding the links on a singular level.
For example, in Model Driven Development (MDD) class diagrams defined in the object
oriented design (OOD) phase are synchronized directly with the implementation set. However, a change in a requirement is not semantically mapped to the corresponding code. The
multi-level traceability is used to determine the semantic modifications in a service interface
for one or more changes in a requirement. Specifically, relationships between use cases, sequence diagrams and service interface specifications are identified to facilitate the automatic
detection of changes in service(s). These mappings are discussed in detail in the following
sections.
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Figure 2.5: Change relationships among design artifacts
The first level mapping is from use cases to sequence diagrams. Use cases represent
functional requirements about what is expected of the system. Sequence diagrams help
realize a use case by depicting the dynamic behaviour of the entities required to fulfil that
particular functionality. First the elements of use cases and sequence diagrams are validated,
and then the invariant mappings between these elements are identified, leveraging the work
by [4].
The semantics of the elements of a use case and that of the sequence diagram need to
be consistent across any change. These invariant relations serve as the basis for defining
trace-ability links and determining the impact analysis on the sequence diagram for each
change in a use case. The list of fundamental invariant mappings Ruc−sd are as follows:
• A use case diagram is realized by one or more sequence diagrams. If ucd =< A,UC,Rel >
then ucd Ô⇒ {sd1 ,sd2 ,...,sdn } ⊆ SD. Here sdi realizes one or more uc ∈ UC, and is
depicted as sdi (uc j )
• An actor in a use case diagram is represented by an entity in the corresponding sequence diagrams.
∀ai ∈ A Ô⇒ ∃ei ∈ E such that ai ≡ ei . Thus ei (a j ) is the entity corresponding to the
actor a j
• A concrete use case maps to a unique sequence diagram
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conc

uc ↩ Ô⇒ sd. This is symbolized as sd(uc,unique), where unique refers to the singularity of the sequence diagram, i.e. an injective mapping.
• Include relation between a use case uc j and its parent uci maps to messages of a
sequence diagram sdk (uci ), modeled as an << opt >> interaction fragment.
incl
→ Ô⇒ {ms1 ,ms2 ,...,msq } ∈ sdk (uci )
• Extend relation between a use case uc j and its parent uci maps uniquely to a seext
quence diagram corresponding to the extended use case, i.e., sdk (uc j ,unique). →Ô⇒
sdk (uc j ,unique)
• Specialization relation between a use case uc j and its parent uci maps to messages in
the sequence diagram sdk corresponding to the parent use case uci , i.e., sdk (uci ).
spl

→Ô⇒ {ms1 ,ms2 ,...,msq } ∈ sdk (uci )

• Association relation between an actor ai and a use case uc j corresponds to messages
in the sequence diagram sdk (uc j )
assoc
→ Ô⇒ {ms1 ,ms2 ,...,msq } ∈ sdk (uc j )
The inference rules affects the change relationships between use cases and sequence diagrams. When a change occurs at the use case level, the set of potential change paths or
choices in the corresponding sequence diagram(s) can be inferred. These rules are derived
from the invariant mappings discussed earlier. Note that in the spirit of software maintenance, which is about making additions or enhancements to an existing base, only additions
and modifications to an existing use case model are represented.
Inference rules can be defined as :
Inference Rule =

UC −Change
SD − Impact

where UC −Change refers to a variation in actors or use cases associated in a use case diagram, and SD − Impact refers to the changes in the associated sequence diagram(s). Such
changes are defined so as to maintain the invariant mappings defined by Ruc−sd . The inference rules for mapping changes at the use case level to sequence diagrams are depicted in
Figure 2.6.
As described earlier in Section 2.3.1 the three primary elements of a use case diagram are
actors, use cases, and relationships; ucd =< A,UC,R >. The addition and modification of an
actor or a use case are considered as possible changes in the use case diagram level. Each of
these elements exhibit some relationship with a use case. Although, R is a primary element
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1.Add-Include-UC =
incl

Add(uc j , uci , uci → uc j )
Add({msi ({pk })}, sdm (uci )) ∨ Add(opt({msi ({pk })}), sdm (uci ))
2.Mod-Include-UC =
incl

Mod(uc j , uci , uci → uc j )
Mod({msi ({pk })}, sdm (uci )) ∨ Mod(opt({msi ({pk })}), sdm (uci ))
3.Add-Extend-UC =
ext

Add(uc j , uci , uc j → uci )
Add({ms j ({pl })}, (sd p (uc j ))) ∧ Add(sdm (uci ), sd p (uc j ), condq )
4.Mod-Extend-UC =
ext

Mod(uc j , uci , uc j → uci )
Mod({ms j ({pl })}, sd p (uc j )) ∨ Mod(sdm (uci ), sd p (uc j ), condq )
5.Add-Specialized-UC =
spl

Add(uc j , uci , uc j → uci )
Mod({msi ({pk })} ∨ condr , sdm (uci )) ∨ Add({ms j ({pr })}, sdm (uci ))
spl

6.Mod-Specialized-UC =

Mod(uc j , uci , uc j → uci )
Mod({msi ({pk })} ∨ condr , sdm (uci ))
conc

7.Add-Concrete-UC =

Add(uc j , uc j , ↩ )
Add({ms j ({pl })}, sd p (uc j , unique))
conc

8.Mod-Concrete-UC =

Mod(uc j , uc j , ↩ )
Mod({ms j ({pl })}, sd p (uc j , unique))
assoc

9.Add-Actor-1 =

Add(ai , uc j , ai → uc j )
Add(ei (ai ), sdk (uc j ))
assoc

10.Add-Actor-2 =

11.Mod-Actor =

Add(ai , uc j , ai → uc j )
Add(ei (ai ), ∀sdk (uc j1 , . . . , uc jn ))
Mod(ai , e j , e j (ai ))

Mod(e j (ai ), ∀ai ∈ sdk (uc1 , . . . , ucn ))

Figure 2.6: Inferencing rules for use case variations
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in a use case diagram, its addition or modification is not considered as a change. This is
because the impact on a sequence diagram upon adding a new relationship is equivalent
to the impact resulting from the inclusion of a new actor or use case. This equivalence is
elaborated in detail, after detailing the inference rules below. Note that the modification of
a relationship is an invalid operation.
The following notation is used to describe addition and modification respectively:
Add(elem,ent,rel(elem,ent))
Mod(elem,ent,rel(elem,ent))
where elem is either the actor or the use case that is to be added, uc is the use case to
which the elt is related with, and rel describes the relationship between elt and uc. where
elem is the element that is to be added, ent is the entity to which the elt is added to or
related with, and rel describes the relationship (if any) between elem and ent as a boolean
condition.
1. Add include use case - adding a use case (uc j ) that exhibits an include relationship
with the base use case (uci ) results in addition of messages in the sequence diagram
that realizes uci , i.e. sdk (uci ). Because the behaviour of uc j is a part of the uci ,
the messages are either enclosed in an << opt >> interaction fragment with a guard
condition or embedded as an inherent part of the sequence diagram. The positioning
of the messages is determined by user, who needs to examine the temporal ordering
of uc j , vis-a-vis the parent use case, uci .
2. Modify include use case - modifying a use case (uc j ) that exhibits an include relationship with the base use case (uci ) results in changing the existing messages in the
sequence diagram to reflect the changed functionality. These can be mandatory or
enclosed in an optional fragment.
3. Add extend use case - Creating a use case (uc j ) with an extend relationship to parent
use case (uci ) requires the construction of a sequence diagram (sd p ) that realizes uc j ,
i.e., sd p (uc j ). In addition, an interaction use with a condition variable (varq ) is introduced in the sequence diagram realizing uci , i.e., sdm (uci ). This indicates the point
at which the main behaviour branches to the extension, depending on the value of
the variable. This branching can be one of the following types: bifurcation (realized
by an << alt >> interaction fragment, i.e., varq = Alt), loop (realized by a << loop >>
interaction fragment, valq = Loop) or exception handling (realized by an << opt >>
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interaction fragment, varq = Opt). The value assignment of varq is represented in
Figure 2.6 by a condition condq .
4. Modify extend use case - Change the messages in the sequence diagram (sd p ) that
realizes the use case with extend relation (uc j ) to reflect the modified behaviour.
5. Add specialized use case - The addition of a child use case (uc j ) to an existing use case
(uci ) is depicted by the specialization relationship. There are three possible change
paths in the sequence diagram that realizes the parent use case, sdm (uci ): Replace
the general messages by specific ones, or make the boolean conditions (condr ) more
restrictive, or introduce new interactions either in the beginning or in the end of the
base sequence flow.
6. Modify specialized use case - Here the messages and/or the conditions relating to the
changed specialized use case (uc j ) are to be modified.
7. Add concrete use case - A concrete use case (uc j ) specifies behaviour that is separate
and is executable on its own. This results in the creation of a new sequence diagram
(sd p ) that realizes its functionality, sd p (uc j )
8. Modify concrete use case - Change the messages of the sequence diagram realizing
the modified concrete use case, sd p (uc j ).
9. Associate actor to use case with include/ specialize/concrete relation(s) - An association between an actor (ai ) and a use case (uc j ) implies that ai participates in the
behavior of uc j . Thus, an equivalent entity, ei , with the same name as ai is added to
the sequence diagram that realizes uc j . This is illustrated by Rule 9 in Figure 2.6.
10. Associate Actor to use case with extend relation(s) - If use case uc j exhibits extend relation with other use cases, say {uc j1 ,...,uc jx }, then ai participates in their behaviour
too. Hence, ei is added to sdk (uc j ) and sd1 (uc j1 ),...,sdk (uc jx ), as depicted in Rule
10 of Figure 2.6.
11. Modify Actor - Change the name of the entity to reflect the modified actor across all
sequence diagrams.
The second level mapping is from sequence diagrams to service specifications. Sequence
diagrams realize use cases and provide a detailed description about the flow of messages
between the entities. Service specification represents the different services derived from
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the sequence diagram, and provides an overview of their methods. The invariant mappings
between them are first defined and then the inference rules are formulated.
The semantics of the elements of the sequence diagram is considered to identify invariant
mappings to the elements of the service specifications. The list of fundamental invariant
mappings RSD−SS are given below:
• An entity in a sequence diagram corresponds to a service specification
ei Ô⇒ s j
• An invoked message, msi , to an entity ei in the sequence diagram corresponds to an
input method of the corresponding service
msi ({p j }) Ô⇒ Min ({p j }) of a service sl (ei ), where sl (ei ) depicts that service sl realizes the entity ei . This can also be denoted as Min (msi )
• An internal message in an entity ei in the sequence diagram corresponds to an internal
method of the corresponding service
msi ({p j }) Ô⇒ M proc ({p j }) of a service sl (ei ). This can also be denoted as M proc (msi )
From the previous approach, several changes to the sequence diagram can be identified,
based on the modeled use case changes. The inference rules for mapping these changes to
their associated changes to the service specifications, based on the invariant mappings from
Section 2.3.4 are discussed as below:
As before, each inference rule is of the form

Inference Rule =

SD −Change
SS − Impact

These rules are depicted in Figure 2.7.
Hence the change relationship aspects are the following:
1. Add Entity - this change adds a new entity to a sequence diagram, along with its
associated lifeline. The associated change to the service specification is to add a new
“dummy” service, whose methods are yet to be defined.
2. Modify Entity - modifying an entity in the sequence diagram results in a change to the
corresponding service. This type of modification could signify a role change of some
actor in the original use case.
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Add(ei , sd j )
Add(sk (ei ), S)
Mod(ei , sd j )
Mod(sk (ei ), S)
msi

3.Add-Msg =

Add(msi ({pk }), sd j , e p → eq )
(Add(Min ({pk }), sq (eq )) ∧ Add(M proc ({pk }), s p (e p ))) ∨ Add(sr , S)
msi

4.Mod-Msg =

Mod(msi ({pk }), sd j ), e p → eq )
(Mod(Min ({pk }), sq (eq )) ∧ Mod(M proc ({pk }), s p (e p ))) ∨ Mod(sr , S)

5.Add-Opt-Frag =

6.Mod-Opt-Frag =

Add(opt(sdi , {msi ({pk })}), sdi )
(Add(si1 (e j ), S) ∧ ...Add(sik (e j ), S)) ∨ Mod(si (e j ), S)
Mod(opt(sdi , {msi ({pk })}), sdi )
Mod(si (e j ), S)

Figure 2.7: Inferencing rules for mapping sequence diagram changes
3. Add Message - Adding a message (msi ({pk })) to sequence diagram (sd j ) implies
that a sender entity (e p ) invokes the operation of the receiver entity (eq ), and this is
msi
depicted by e p → eq . If this message is asynchronous in nature then e p does not wait
for its completion before continuing with the next step. Thus, other operations can be
carried out in parallel to that particular call. In contrast, if the message is synchronous
then e p waits for a response from eq before proceeding any further. Thus, adding a
message is represented in the service specification by one of two options: modify the
implementation of the existing services, s p (e p ) and sq (eq ) by adding corresponding
methods, or create a new service sr (eq ) that realizes the functionality of the newly
added message.
4. Modify Message (Synchronous or Asynchronous) - this is a generic change that arises
out of a modification to any use case, and consists of the following: rename message,
add/modify/delete arguments in a message. This is represented by the modification
of the service method (rename method, add/modify/delete arguments of the method)
representing the message.
5. Add Interaction Fragment - As discussed earlier, there are three possible interaction
operators - opt, alt, loop. The addition of a fragment implies the insertion of new
messages and/or entities. In the case of << opt >>, which arises out of the addition
of an include use case, new services or methods can be introduced to realize this
added functionality. Adding an << alt >> fragment has a similar impact as the <<
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opt >> operator. However, this may require the creation of more than one service,
executing in parallel, to fulfil the set of behaviours described by it. Finally, the <<
loop >> fragment, requires a certain set of functionalities to execute repeatedly. In
other words, a service or the constituent methods should be set to loop. The change
“Add Interaction Fragment” is an extension of the impact cause by “Add Message”,
the only difference being that in the latter there is an addition of a set of messages
and entities as opposed to a single message in the former. In Figure 2.7, only the
addition of << opt >> interaction fragment is represented; rules for adding << alt >>
and << loop >> fragments can be defined similarly.
6. Modify Interaction Fragment - This requires the modification of methods and services
corresponding to the modified messages and entities, respectively. As with the previous case, the impact of modifying an << opt >> interaction fragment is depicted in
Figure 2.7.
Remark. Currently the inference rules use the Add() and Mod() operators to only
highlight that services need to be changed or implemented. Automating the creation or
modification of the actual service methods involves integration with business process models. Towards this, algorithms discussed in my earlier work [103] for implementing such
automation can be leveraged.

2.4
2.4.1

Related Work
Product Line Engineering

The existing work in the area of software variability management have mostly focused
on variability management in product line architectures [127, 119] and feature engineering [34, 60, 26, 83]. In COVAMOF [40] for example, variations are modeled from a
product configuration and composition perspective. In [116], the authors define variability management as the representation and dependency resolution of variability in software
artifacts belonging to a product design. In Product Line Engineering (PLE) based approaches [28, 12, 127, 41], variability of products is systematized in terms of variability
identification, modelling, conflict resolution and finally instantiation. While such constructive approaches are very efficient, it deals with variations mainly in terms of adding new
components or removing existing components and (re)setting parameters purely from a
product line architecture perspective. This approach augurs well for developing software
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applications with a well defined list of features. Specifically this approach enables the development organization to decide which features need to be part of specific versions of the
product and so on. The notion of variations from an application user perspective is restricted
only in selecting the list of features declared as optional that will be part of the derived variant of this product. In nutshell PLE augurs well for the category of software applications
that foresee a large scale of users of the applications, with a predefined set of variations
that are only foreseen by the development organizations. Any subsequent changes to this
set, will be designed and implemented by the product development teams in an evolutionary
model over a period of time. The limitation of such an approach is in the consideration of
custom software development, where the software application is specifically developed for
a pre-defined context and for a given customer (user) centric specification. The notion of
available variations will be minimal from the initial context of its usage. Any subsequent
modifications to this software application will purely be dictated by newer contexts of its usage such as domain regulations, technical considerations or user centric modifications that
are not necessarily foreseen and implemented by the development teams. This is specifically
the case with Service Oriented Applications (SOA), where even at each of the service level,
the aspect of customization is purely in the context of its current consideration of use, not
foreseen or implemented by the service development team. Therefore, PLE as a development centric approach is not viable in SOA development and subsequent customization cycles. Typically an application implemented with a SOA-based approach involves integration
of multiple services developed or subsequently customized by multiple development teams
available from a library of services developed for past engineering requirements. PLE techniques aimed for developing applications with traditional industrial production engineering
approach have limited variability management support for modelling, discovering, validating and integrating variations of services for subsequent adoption in newer requirement contexts. The techniques proposed in this thesis work, formulates a comprehensive variability
engineering methodology and associated formal techniques for achieving the three phases of
variability engineering : Modelling, Validation and Discovering with an underpinning of a
goal model. With the proposed techniques, we provide a framework of controlled variations
in the context of a goal model. These variations can directly be engineered or selected and
integrated in an application (such as SOA-based applications) by the respective application
customization teams with minimal dependency from the original application development
team.
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Model Oriented Approach

Puhlmann et al. [117] primarily concentrate on detailing variations expressed via the objectoriented concept of inheritance (i.e., interfaces are considered to be invariant). In contrast,
my proposed approach follows an explicit notion of variability modelling for interconnected
models in the SOA solution space. My work can complement such an approach for better organization and consistent repeatable derivation of variants of existing components. In [135],
the authors propose techniques for representing goals to variability representations in the
form of feature models. They propose discovering alternate representations from OR/AND
refinement relationships between parent goals and children goals. Subsequently these alternate functionality are transformed into corresponding elements in respective variability
approaches such as feature modeling. But such approaches fail to satisfy the variability constraints associated with the underlying process design models. Also such an one time static
transformation to identify the mandatory, optional and alternate features suits well for product line design approaches such as feature models, but not for evolving variability design
required in SOA-based application design. In work such as [66, 68], the process goals are
proposed as a collection of tasks with specific input and output parameters, and are matched
against existing tasks in a capability library; the matching is accomplished via AI planning
techniques. In declarative work flow based approaches [124, 110], constraint satisfaction is
employed to address the different types of process flexibility such as differing a modelling
decision to a later phase of the process life cycle, accommodating changes to the process
design or deviating the process execution from modeling time decisions. It requires the constraints to be specified in a declarative language such as DecSerFlow [123], leading to challenges such as management of large collection of process variants in the repository [10]. My
proposed work, on the other hand, provides a more realistic and practical approach wherein
I provide the necessary facility for the business analyst to specify process and service goals
at a level of abstraction comfortable for him/her. An approach is provided to decompose the
goals into sub-goals until there is an ontological match between them and the semantically
annotated effects of services in the capability library. Subsequently the goal-linked process
and services are subjected to variability analysis for checking and generating valid variations that continue to preserve the goals but satisfy changing user requirements.
More over, a goal can be seen as a binding guidance for designing multiple features associated with a system design and not necessarily just with a one-one relationship with features.
Hence designing configuration points for switching between different usage scenarios could
be a better application of such goal models compared to designing variation points for addressing reuse driven design considerations. The challenge of leveraging such developed
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systems into evolving business and changing usage contexts also remains ignored. In summary such an approach suggests constraining solution space variability only by problem
space variability captured in the goal models.

2.4.3

SOA-based formal approaches

In the area of formal modelling of SOA-based solutions, there has been extensive research
particularly in the area of service orchestration (e.g., [79], COWS2 ), but not on variability
modelling. On leveraging feature modelling for service variability [133, 81, 5], the underlying basic assumption is that the software developer is aware of the minimum set of features
required in a service to fulfil a given functionality and that the service variant should possess the same set of minimum required inputs and outputs as the original service. The issue
of maintaining semantic consistency among the design artefacts of a constantly evolving
SOA-based solution via impact analysis is investigated in detail [107]. Taking this forward,
the proposed variability algebra can therefore help in enforcing change related constraints
formally during process design. This is achieved with formulating a boundary in terms of
variation points and corresponding variation actions. [82] has focused primarily on delineating structural adaptations in process models and has presented guidelines for developing
process variants based on these structural constructs. In my thesis, on the other hand, focus is
on variation semantics modelled via the combination of variations and variation points. The
thesis work compliments the notion of process flexibility discussed in [82]. Fiammante et
al. [49] discussed the categorization of SOA variability in terms of information variability,
service variability and process variability and also the mechanisms involved in achieving
these independently. The key contribution of [141] was to introduce usable Architectural
Building Blocks (ABBs) as the fundamental units of an SOA-based solution.However, none
of these work have focused on formalization of variability modelling. Using the proposed
variability algebra, I believe that such independently developed variations belonging to different types such as options, variants and boolean guards (as described in [127]) can be
validated, integrated and represented in a single variation model to generate solution level
variations. In my work, all variations are treated as optional that can only be applied on the
base elements such as services if needed. This is consistent with the notion of SOA unlike
variability management in product line architectures, where unwarranted variations need to
be explicitly declared optional to avoid any conflicts. Thus in contrast to [127], My work
can enable different development teams to develop or reuse the required variations that are
2
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valid in terms of the solution’s integrated variability model. Therefore, my proposed work
not only allows efficient reuse of solutions customized elsewhere, it also prevents repeated
redundant development of similar variations at multiple instances. The XVCL [139] approach provides a facility to specify variants of a software solution at all abstraction levels
in a generic manner. The variants specified thus can be integrated to form a solution variant,
via a process called “composition with adaptation”. My work is a step ahead where generation of variants at independent artefacts level is constrained unless they are required by a
top level goal model. This is possible because of common implicit modelling of variations
across the artefacts. The work on variability model such as [97] incorporates and extends
the ideas from [8] by applying it to the specific case of business process-based solutions.
While [26] provides a taxonomy of specific variability types (workflow, composition, interface and logic), my work considers and implements the actual semantics of variations. One
of the most well-known techniques for software product line management is GenVoca (followed by AHEAD)3 , which is a design and implementation method for defining families
of hierarchical systems as compositions of reusable components. However, the emphasis
in my work is on modelling and managing variations. The variation relations between the
generated variants discussed in [40] can easily be represented and cross validated through
the lattice based formalization. As service substitutability in [6], the authors discuss how
a service can be replaced with another service through domain ontological matching. This
basically assumes the services to have the same functionality, but with different syntactic or
semantic definitions. My proposed work complements [6] in deriving such functional variants, but can also focus on creating behavioural and structural variants. In [106], the authors
propose operators on integrating scenarios based on process or product level contexts. The
thesis work extend this notion of integration further in terms of deriving variants that can
actually help realize these scenarios. Subsequently the associated variability constraints are
validated to enable their integration without any conflicts.
The work reported in [83] shows a lattice-based representation can be used to prune infrequently used features in a software product line. This can be viewed as complementary to
this thesis work. The citation [2] presents an approach to compose multiple variability artefacts to assemble workflows. This approach is based on defining constraints among services
and their variants, and resolving those constraints to select the appropriate combination of
service variants for composing the work flow.
The importance of a systematic approach towards service identification from business
3
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process specifications has been highlighted in a recent article4 , which bolsters the need for
the variant derivation Algorithm. In a similar vein, IBM’s Model-Driven Business Transformation (MDBT) approach [78] proposes a model-driven approach for transforming business requirements into IT solutions. My proposed Algorithm, on the other hand, focuses on
transforming business processes into their constituent service variants.
This helps in centralizing the notion of reusability across products and helps effective
(re)development of similar products without redundant efforts. This basic notion of variability management have been extended and formalized specifically in the context of SOA
solution modelling and development. This is required as there are key differentiating factors
between PLE and Service Oriented Architecture(SOA) based development. For example,
in PLE, organization goals and actual product development are well integrated because of a
centralized single organization driven development model. But in SOA, a custom developed
SOA based application could comprise services and processes developed by different organizations [45]. These services and processes need to be modified for supporting different
user contexts, using valid variations that satisfy the corresponding organization goals.

2.4.4

Flexible Process Design

In related work on process flexibility and process variants [108, 111], the authors discuss
both process schema related and instance related changes from a change management perspective for processes at run time. Approaches such as Provop [65, 120], proposes techniques for managing a family of process variants associated with a single process model. In
such approaches, a variant is proposed to be derived by adjusting a given process model to
accommodate required changes. On similar lines, the citation [84] describes an approach
to quantitatively calculate similarity between any two variants of a business process, so that
activities such as process reuse, analysis and discovery can be facilitated. This is done
via the modelling of process constraints on tasks, such as which tasks should (or should
not) execute together. Such methods undoubtedly possess effective variability management
techniques, but without the notion of alignment conflict resolution with the associated goal
model and underlying process models. [23] discusses an approach for defining different
process models of increasing levels of abstraction and generating mapping between these
models. Such an approach provides increasing clarity in terms of process design and its
implementation as a SOA- based composition. But the mapping between such models re4
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stricts flexibility in the process design and correspondingly support for variability. There
is a lack of analysis towards the list of triggers effecting gaps between the different perspectives. Also the list of dependencies discussed between the business process and system
process are mostly obvious one to one mapping between corresponding elements. In [120],
the authors discuss the generation of abstract business process models leveraging the notion of behavioural profiles [130]. This results in aggregation of large number of tasks into
a smaller set for improvising process visualization.Typically, an initially designed process
model would have evolved or modified into different variants for addressing changing requirements over time or IT and location-centric constraints across the organization. In such
a scenario, deriving behavioural profiles based on a single process model without accommodating such differing instances may not serve the intended purpose of consolidation and
process re-factoring. Also, considering each process in isolation and deriving correspondingly independent behavioural profiles without establishing the similarity and variations in
the dependencies between activities can be a redundant exercise.
The behavioural profile is basically a collection of control flow orders between each
unique pair of nodes in a process model. It supports three types of ordering that can be
established between a pair of tasks based on analysing the flow traces. The proposed approach basically re-factor an implemented and well deployed concrete process model into
an abstraction form through merging of activities based on the derived behavioural profile.
The behavioural profiles thus developed initially can become invalid and obsolete over the
period of time. Also for a given domain (for ex., Insurance), typically there exists multiple
process models (Policy Creation, Policy Renewal and Policy closure) that deal with same set
of business entities (Policy, Customers) and also share a common set of activities with some
variations. This also results in scattering of domain knowledge required for process design
and subsequent refinement. Hence, in my view, there is a clear motivation and broader
necessity for extending such an approach to address the above challenges.
In the area of formal modelling of SOA-based solutions, there has been extensive research particularly in the area of service orchestration (e.g., [79], COWS5 ), but not on variability modelling. On leveraging feature modelling for service variability [133, 81, 5], the
underlying basic assumption is that the software developer is aware of the minimum set
of features required in a service to fulfil a given functionality and that the service variant
should possess the same set of minimum required inputs and outputs as the original service.
In practical considerations of services adhering to domain specifications, such assumptions
5
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may not remain valid. A relevant work on change propagation in SOA-based solutions [140]
discusses how to model the impact of a change in one design artefact upon the others in the
solution. In an earlier paper [107], the issue of maintaining semantic consistency among the
design artefacts of a constantly evolving SOA-based solution via impact analysis is investigated. Taking this forward, the proposed variability algebra can therefore help in enforcing
change related constraints formally during process design in terms of a boundary in terms
of variation points and corresponding variation actions.
[82] has focused primarily on delineating structural adaptations in process models and has
presented guidelines for developing process variants based on these structural constructs.
In my work, on the other hand, this thesis work focus on mining goal preserving variation
semantics from process logs. My thesis work complements approaches discussed in work
such as [63, 129], where the discovered process instance variants are leveraged in generating common reference process model. In comparison, the proposed approach in this thesis
can lead to generation of multiple reference process variant models, each preserving the
goal decomposition model considered for validation. Fiammante et al. [49] discussed the
categorization of SOA variability in terms of information variability, service variability and
process variability and also the mechanisms involved in achieving these independently. The
key contribution of [141] was to introduce usable Architectural Building Blocks (ABBs)
as the fundamental units of an SOA-based solution.However, none of these work have focused on formalization of variability modelling. Using the proposed variability algebra,
independently developed variations belonging to different types such as options, variants
and boolean guards (as described in [127]) can be validated, integrated and represented in a
single variation model. This helps to generate solution level variations. In my work, all variations are treated as optional that can only be applied on the base elements such as services
if needed. This is consistent with the notion of SOA unlike variability management in product line architectures, where unwarranted variations need to be explicitly declared optional
to avoid any conflicts. Thus in contrast to [127], My work can enable different development
teams to develop or reuse the required variations that are valid in terms of the solution’s integrated variability model. Thus, my thesis work not only allows efficient reuse of solutions
customized elsewhere, it also prevents repeated redundant development of similar variations
at multiple instances. The XVCL [139] approach provides a facility to specify variants of
a software solution at all abstraction levels in a generic manner. The variants specified thus
can be integrated to form a solution variant, via a process called “composition with adaptation”. I extend this approach to prevent generation of variants at independent artefacts
level unless they are required by a top level goal model. This is possible because of com-
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mon implicit modelling of variations across the artefacts. With my proposed approach on
variability model [97], that incorporates and extends the ideas from [8] by applying it to the
specific case of business process-based solutions. While [26] provides a taxonomy of specific variability types (workflow, composition, interface and logic), my work considers and
implements the actual semantics of variations. One of the most well-known techniques for
software product line management is GenVoca (followed by AHEAD)6 , which is a design
and implementation method for defining families of hierarchical systems as compositions
of reusable components. However, the emphasis in my work is on modelling and managing variations. The variation relations between the generated variants discussed in [40] can
easily be represented and cross validated through the lattice based formalization defined as
part of the variability algebra. As service substitutability in [6], the authors discuss how a
service can be replaced with another service through domain ontological matching. This
basically assumes the services to have the same functionality, but with different syntactic
or semantic definitions. The citation [2] presents an approach to compose multiple variability artefacts to assemble work flows. This approach is based on defining constraints
among services and their variants, and resolving those constraints to select the appropriate
combination of service variants for composing the work flow. In related work on process
flexibility and process variants [108, 111], the authors discuss both process schema related
and instance related changes from a change management perspective for processes at run
time. Approaches such as Provop [65, 120], addresses management of large family of variants for a given process model. In such approaches, a variant is proposed to be derived by
adjusting a given process model to accommodate required changes.

2.4.5

Variability in Process Mining

Process mining [126] related research work have efficiently leveraged the data mining aspects [122, 14] for addressing challenges on control flow discovery, process artifact evolution and model conformance. In comparison, my work focuses on goal alignment deviation
in execution of process models. Extraction of categories of process models is addressed in
work such as [88] from process repositories. In [24], a configurable process model as a
family of process variants is discovered from a collection of event logs. Approaches for
process variability support at design time, such as Provop [65], focus on managing large
collections of process variants of a single process model. In comparison, in this work, validation and categorization of process instance variants and process design variants using
6
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the notion of goal model alignment is achieved. This approach complement work such
as [80, 38] that focus on annotating process designs with goals. Work such as [94] propose techniques that utilize mined event correlations from process event logs to construct
a common process model. In comparison, my thesis work includes techniques to derive
event correlation groups aligned to the goal decomposition model. In addition, different
OR-refinement sub goals are augmented through correlation and provide goal driven assessment of differentiation between the variant models derived from the common process
model. My approach leverage and complement work on goal annotated process modelling
[13] by extending the notion of goal entailment through semantic end effect annotations and
subsequent correlation. In [76], the authors propose the use of probabilistic models for
discovering the intentions behind the process executions. In comparison, my work complements and extends such approaches for supporting knowledge intensive process models
which are mostly user expertise driven but confirms to process designs with specific human
decision points. [39] clearly establishes the need for a general framework for mining and
correlating business process characteristics from event logs. This thesis work confirms to
such a notion by leveraging goal alignment for enhanced reasoning on process characteristics. In work such as [62, 84], the authors proposed techniques for mining changes in
process models using execution logs. This thesis work enhances this work in comparison by
mining functional variants of the underlying process model, but also focuses on categorizing
these variants using goal models. The existing work on generating contextual correlation of
business processes have addressed multiple optimization needs like collaboration, model
conformance, process flexibility [77, 87, 30]. Work such as [67] efficiently focused on
generating performance predictions leveraging process simulation data. In comparison, the
thesis focuses on predicting performance and goal alignment drift that arises with contextual correlations in process execution data mined from process event logs. My proposed
approach with techniques for performance prediction and re-purposing to feasible design
options, complements work such as [136] that focus on generating hybrid process model
creation by leveraging event log clusters. In [24], the authors construct a common process
model relating to a family of variants, discovered from multiple process logs, which is complemented through the underpinning of contextual factors in my approach. The thesis work
also enhances works like [88] that addresses annotating process designs with goal notations.
This can be seen as an important aspect for representing context-aware processes, where
there can be considerable deviations from valid(goal aligned) process flows due to manual decision errors and other operational constraints that can be categorized as contextual
factors.
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Given these limitations, a formal approach is proposed for integrated variability modelling in SOA-based systems that is both goal driven and goal preserving. This can lead to
automated tool support for consistent and repeatable plug and play techniques for engineering, validating, representing, integrating and finally consuming variations.

2.5

Summary

The intention of this chapter was to ease the exposition of my work as well as the discussion
of related work, by providing the reader with an understanding of relevant techniques and
terminology.
• The first part of this chapter (section 2.2) recapitulated formal preliminaries. A brief
introduction to graph theory and g(Goal Models)is given.
• The second part of this chapter (section 2.3 ) gave an introduction to the various system design and modelling constructs. In particular, the representations of service and
process specifications are described. This chapter goes into the details of relating
modelling elements with different abstractions from a variation management perspective.
• The third part of this chapter (section 2.4), discusses and categorizes the related work
in this space in terms of how variability management have been addressed both from
a formalization as well as engineering point of view. This section also highlights the
limitations with each category of related work.

Chapter 3
Goal Oriented Variability Management
In any process intensive organization, there is a need for formal variability management
techniques for enumerating all possible variations for a given process design. The existing
works in the area of software variability management have not effectively considered any
organizational constraints in deciding the variability scope of underlying artefacts. Most
of the current approaches, associate variability only in the context of system-to-be developed and not in terms of evaluating existing systems for a given set of requirements. There
is a lack of formal mechanisms to represent and help differentiate variants derived out of
different reuse contexts for a process oriented application over a period of time. In this
chapter, I see goal representing organizational requirements as a binding guidance for designing or adapting multiple process designs towards realizing the associated goal models.
This leads to the core technical framework that my thesis work is constructed upon, called
GOVM (Goal-Oriented Variability Management). GOVM provides a principled basis for
organizing variants, generating new variants, identifying variants in model artefact repositories, validating variants and even augmenting goal models driven by empirically derived
variants. The objective is either to analyse existing process variations or to generate new process variations that are goal preserving in nature from an organization’s perspective. I have
demonstrated this approach, by implementing a prototype titled Variability Intensive
Design of Artefacts (VIDA) ( VIDA - is also stands for victory in Tamil, which is one
of the oldest languages) as an Eclipse plugin and conducting experiments using a set of
business processes in the insurance domain.
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Issues in Variability Management

Most of the current approaches, associate variability tightly in the context of system-to-be
developed and not in terms of evaluating existing systems for a given set of requirements.
Despite the existence of a large body of useful results on variability management (VM), there
is room for systematization in this space, particularly in relation to a very basic question:
what makes an artefact a variant of another? In addressing this question, I will focus on
business process design (business process or process here after) artefacts1 . I might seek
to answer this question by suggesting that a process is variant of another if it executes a
slightly different function, or is slightly distinct in terms of structure or design. Such answers
are ultimately unsatisfactory (in the limit, every process might be viewed as a variant of
another). I suggest that the answer to this question is underpinned by goals. A process
is only a variant of another if both ultimately help realize the same goal. This leads in
providing a formalized model driven engineering framework for identifying,validating and
organizing existing variants in process repositories, generating new variants and augmenting
goal models driven by empirically derived variants.
Key Contributions: This framework contributes to the literature in the following ways:
1. Goal-Oriented Variability Management (GOVM) : A formal framework, that
provides the foundations for process variability management.
2. Goal Process Alignment Model (GPAM) - A Formal approach for representing
goal entailment of process models using semantically annotated end effects.
3. Goal Variant Alignment Model (GVAM) - Enabling a goal-driven machinery for
categorizing a repository of process models in terms of goal preserving variations.
4. Variability Analysis through Goal Alignment Identification - An Eclipse
application that implements GOVM and support variability assessment and variant
identification for process models represented in BPMN notation.
Goal decomposition models [35] are always found to be effective in capturing and relating requirements stated by different stakeholders of a business organization.In this chapter,
I argue that goal models must be the basic foundation aspect for any framework for VM. I
use goal models (i.e., AND-OR goal graphs) as the basis for organizing, understanding and
visualizing the potentially complex collection of inter-relationships within a repository of
1

one might view, without loss of generality, a business function being realized by a business process design,
or a process design representing a composition of business functions
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process variants. I will correlate process designs with the goals that they help achieve. In
so doing, I are also able to leverage goals as abstract descriptions of the potentially complex
process designs that I are typically obliged to work with. This potentially ensures that variability in a SOA-based application completely reflects and adheres to the desired variability
stated as part of organizational objectives. As I can observe from recent extensive survey
of VM approaches like in [11], goal oriented management of variability is neither studied
nor formalized and developed as a comprehensive methodology for industrial adoption. I
state my assumptions on the inputs to the proposed GOVM framework as follows: (a) a
goal decomposition model (for example, as depicted in Fig. 2.1) with decomposition into
sub-goals (AND, OR) represented as a set of end effects which are boolean conditions in
conjunctive normal form (CNF) [74]; (b) a process library containing a set of processes with
semantically annotated cumulative end effects [69]. The process library consists of existing
process models and their associated variants annotated with their immediate effects; and (c)
a semantically annotated process design adhering to the goal model that I consider for variability assessment. In this work, I have assumed that the goal model and the process models
are annotated with end effects using the same domain taxonomies. Of course, one could
leverage semantic mapping engines such as [86] to relate models annotated with different
taxonomies, but I wanted to specifically focus only on the proposed GOVM approach and
simplify the illustration with an example case study and evaluation accordingly.

3.2

Goal Refinement

One of the most crucial (and difficult) tasks in enterprises today is the derivation of business
processes to meet stated business goals. Traditional approaches towards business process
derivation from goals have focused on modelling this problem as an artificial intelligence
(AI) planning problem e.g., citations such as [68, 66, 95]. This chapter proposes a different
approach. The following inputs are assumed: (a) a set of process goals represented as a
collection of boolean conditions in conjunctive normal form (CNF); (b) a capability library
of existing tasks that can be used to satisfy the goals, with each annotated via its effects [69];
(c) a set of domain constraints that impose restrictions on how task execution in the business
process should be sequenced. Given these inputs, the salient contribution of the approach
presented in this chapter is an algorithm for deriving a business process design from these
inputs.
A business process is a sequential collection of tasks or activities. In simplified representation, each task produces an effect at the end of it execution. The cumulative effects at
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the completed execution of the process based on an executed path of task executions is then
the final effect of the business process. Therefore, the effect can be stated as an observed
outcome of a completed execution of a task and possibly triggered by a cause or agent. Effects are both normative and descriptive in nature. The effects are termed as normative - as
they are represented in terms of observed outcomes, that are intended (i.e., goals); and they
are termed as descriptive as they describe the subset of all possible outcomes. The effect
annotations can be formally represented in the form of predicate logic. For simplicity, the
business process is assumed not to contain any iteratively executing loops. Paths containing
such loops can be abstracted into sub-processes or single tasks.
A process for pair-wise effect accumulation is defined in [53, 69], which, given an
ordered pair of tasks with effect annotations, determines the cumulative effect after both
tasks have been executed in contiguous sequence. The procedure serves as an easily understandable yet rigorous methodology for analysts to follow. The representation of effect
annotations in conjunctive normal form (CNF) [74] can be achieved by leveraging simple
techniques (e.g., [74]) that translates arbitrary sentences into a CNF representation. The
CNF sentences can be viewed as sets of clauses, without loss of generality.
Let < ti ,t j > be the ordered pair of tasks. Let ei = {ci1 ,ci2 ,...,cim } and e j = {c j1 ,c j2 ,...,c jn }
be the corresponding pair of effect annotations. If ei ∪ e j is consistent, then the resulting
cumulative effect is ei ∪ e j . Else, let e′i = {ck ∣ck ∈ ei and {ck } ∪ e j is consistent}. This leads
to a resulting cumulative effect as e′i ∪ e j . In other words, the cumulative effect of the two
tasks consists of the effects of the second task plus as many of the effects of the first task that
can be consistently included. Also, this includes the removal of those clauses in the effect
annotation of the first task that contradict the effects of the second task. The remaining
clauses are undone, i.e., these effects are overridden by the second task. In the following
sections, the pair-wise effect accumulation of two contiguous tasks t1 and t2 with effects e1
and e2 is denoted as acc(e1 ,e2 ).
Each task in the process contains two effect annotations. One is a task specific annotation of the specific effects caused by the execution of each task. The second is the annotation
of the cumulative effect Et caused till the execution of this task. The task specific annotation
and cumulative efect annotation is same for the first task in the process. The cumulative
effect annotation of the last task in the process is also the final effects associated with the
execution of the process itself. Et is defined as a set {es1 ,es2 ,...,es p } of alternative effect
scenarios. Alternative effect scenarios are introduced by OR-joins or XOR-joins, as discussed below. Cumulative effect annotation involves a left-to-right pass through a sequence
of tasks. Tasks which are not connected to any preceding task via a control flow link are
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annotated with the cumulative effect {e} where e is the immediate effect of the task in question. The effects are accumulated through a left-to-right pass of a sequence, applying the
pair-wise effect accumulation procedure on contiguous pairs of tasks. The process continues without modification over splits. Joins require special consideration. In the following,
the procedure to be followed in the case of 2-way joins is discussed only for brevity. The
procedure generalizes in a straightforward manner for n-way joins.
AND-joins: Let t1 and t2 be the two tasks immediately preceding an AND-join. Let their
cumulative effect annotations be E1 = {ec11 ,ec12 ,...,ec1m} and E2 = {ec21 ,ec22 ,...,ec2n }
respectively (where ecsc denotes an effect clause within an effect scenario). Let e be the
immediate effect annotation, and E the cumulative effect annotation of a task t immediately
following the AND-join is defined as E = {acc(ec1i ,e) ∪ acc(ec2 j ,e)∣ec1i ∈ E1 andec2 j ∈ E2}.
Note that, the possibility of a pair of effect scenarios ec1i and ec2 j being inconsistent is
not considered, since this would only happen in the case of intrinsically and obviously
erroneously constructed process models. The result of effect accumulation in the setting
described here is denoted by ANDacc(E1 ,E2 ,e).
XOR-joins: Let t1 and t2 be the two tasks immediately preceding an XOR-join. Let their
cumulative effect annotations be E1 = {ec11 ,ec12 ,...,ec1m } and E2 = {ec21 ,ec22 ,...,ec2n }
respectively. Let e be the immediate effect annotation, and E the cumulative effect annotation of a task t immediately following the XOR-join is defined as E = {acc(eci ,e)∣eci ∈
E1oreci ∈ E2}. The result of effect accumulation in the setting described here is denoted by
XORacc(E1 ,E2 ,e).
OR-joins: Let t1 and t2 be the two tasks immediately preceding an OR-join. Let their
cumulative effect annotations be E1 = {ec11 ,ec12 ,...,ec1m } and E2 = {ec21 ,ec22 ,...,ec2n }
respectively. Let e be the immediate effect annotation, and E the cumulative effect annotation of a task t immediately following the OR-join. The result of effect accumulation in the setting described here is denoted by ORacc(E1 ,E2 ,e) = ANDacc(E1 ,E2 ,e) ∧
XORacc(E1 ,E2 ,e). In my thesis work, I consider that OR-joins can be represented via
XOR-joins.
Pair-wise effect accumulation as described above will form the basis of the proposed
business process derivation algorithm. This formal technique is used to verify whether the
derived business process design does meet the stated goals.

3.2.1

Goal model compliance of process designs

The running example in this chapter is about a collection of business processes related to
insurance claims handling in an imaginary organization FastClaims. FastClaims man-
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dates its business processes to be compliant of the goal model shown in Fig. 2.1. I use
a hypergraph representation of goal models later, but for the time being, I shall simplify
matters by using solid lines to depict AND-decompostions and dotted lines to depict ORdecompostions of goals. The model describes the decomposition (over multiple levels) of
a single goal: Process Accident Claims. This goal is decomposed into the sub-goals
Receive Claim, Verify Claim, Record Claim and Analyze Injuries. Each of these
sub-goals, in turn contains the AND decomposition and the OR decomposition sub-goals
that the organization expects to be addressed by different business functions provided by
insurance claim business processes. In this work, I will use a collection of semantically annotated insurance claim handling processes leveraged in a single process model PM depicted
in Fig. 3.1. The approach of integrating multiple processes helps in illustrating how the
goal model can underpin variability management for a collection of functionally related processes. In the context of this running example, I propose the following objectives of GOVM
to be met:
• The first objective is to validate whether the process model PM satisfies the goal model
Process Accident Claims of the organization FastClaims. To achieve this, the
collection of processes in PM needs to be evaluated to determine whether they preserve
all the mandatory sub-goals.
• The second objective is to identify variants of processes in PM from a given process
library with list of candidate process variants that satisfy the goal model as shown in
Fig. 2.1
• The third objective is to subsequently identify and derive new goal preserving process
variants for the process model PM based on the correlated goal model.
The goals of a business process is defined as a combination G1 ∧ G2 ∧ ... ∧ Gn of boolean
conditions in CNF, all of which need to be satisfied at the end of the process execution. For
example, the goal ’Link to Existing problem’ as depicted in Fig. 2.3 can be represented as
follows: Goal: Achieve[LinkIncidentToProblemTicket] (∀ i: incident, pt: problem ticket, p:
problem, it: incident ticket) IsCausedBy(p,i) ⇒ link(it, pt).
Each boolean condition Gi can itself be broken down into a (conjunctive as well as disjunctive) combination of clauses, each of which is a sub-goal of Gi . The case of conjunction
is best illustrated by the goal ’Incident and Problem Management’ as it is a combination of
sub goals ’Fix Problem’, ’Diagnose Problem’ and ’Verify Problem’ and all these sub goals
are expected to be realized in conjunction. Similarly the disjunctive case is illustrated again
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by the goal ’Diagnose Problem’ as realizing this goal can satisfy one of the goals ’Link to
existing problem’ or ’Enrich Problem’.
The goal refinement procedure is based on the KAOS methodology [36]. For a goal
Gi , let it be expressed as Gi1 ∧ Gi2 ... ∧ Gim , where each sub-goal Gi j is of the form Gi j1 ∨
Gi j2 ...∨Gi jl . That is, each clause Gi j is a purely disjunctive clause. In accordance with [36],
the sub-goals are stated to refine Gi if the following hold:
1. Gi1 ∧ Gi2 ... ∧ Gim ⊢ Gi (entailment)
2. ∀i ∶ ∧ j≠i Gi j ⊢
/ Gi (minimality)
3. Gi1 ∧ Gi2 ... ∧ Gim ⊢
/ f alse (consistency)
That is, the set of sub-goals for a goal will achieve the goal (entailment); it will be the
smallest set of sub-goals to achieve the goal (minimality); and it will never be incorrect
(consistency).
In its turn, each disjunctive clause can itself be refined into a collection of one or more
conjunctive clauses, each of which could themselves possess a collection of two or more
disjunctive clauses, and so on. Indeed, the presence of a disjunctive clause signifies a set of
mutually exclusive options by which the particular sub-goal is to be satisfied.
The goal refinement procedure, therefore, refines the overall goals of a business process alternatively using conjunctive and disjunctive clauses, until all sub-goals have been
completely specified to the user’s satisfaction. The goal model presented in Fig. 2.3, is the
outcome of such an exercise.
A singleton clause in a (refined) goal specification is defined as a clause that is a single
literal. In contrast, a non-singleton clause is a disjunctive combination L1 ∨ L2 ... ∨ Ln of
literals.

3.2.2

Domain Constraint Specification

A goal can therefore be viewed as merely a collection of boolean conditions, without any
specific ordering on how they have to be fulfilled in the business process. In case the analyst
desires to impose an ordering, he/she can specify them in the form of domain constraints,
which are restrictions on the way in which the goal conditions are to be achieved. Business
compliance constraints can also be specified using the domain constraint formalism.
Formally, a domain constraint is defined as a tuple < Ci ,C j ,rel >; where Ci and C j are
boolean conditions; and rel is one of the following relations - IMM standing for immediately, EV E standing for eventually. This is to be interpreted as: the condition Ci has to be
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realized in the business process before the condition C j can be realized. The operator rel
qualifies this constraint by specifying how soon C j should be realized after Ci . Please note
that the discussed domain constraints are at a higher level of abstraction than task precedence constraints expressible in languages such as concurrent transaction logic (see [95]
and the citations contained therein); indeed, later how these constraints are used to create
precedence constraints among the derived business process steps is discussed.
From the above formulation of domain constraints, the following proposition can be
stated.
Proposition 1. Any precondition can be represented via a domain constraint.
Proof: If a task Ti has no predecessors, then it is the starting task of a business process, and
its precondition can be represented via the domain constraint
< precondition(Ti ),e f f ect(Ti ),IMM >. If Ti has at least one predecessor, then its precondition can be represented as a boolean condition C1 ∧C2 ∧...∧Cn , where each Ck is an effect of
a predecessor. If the effect of Ti is e f f ect(Ti ), then the precondition of Ti can be represented
via the set of domain constraints {< Ck ,e f f ect(Ti ),IMM >},0 ≤ k ≤ n. QED
In the running example, considering the goal ’Try Potential Fixes’, the domain constraint can be constructed as: < IsProblemIsolated(it) ∧ AreKnownFixesAvaliable(it),
TryPotentialFixes(it), EV E >, where it denotes the incident ticket, IsProblemIsolated(it)
and AreKnownFixesAvailable(it) as boolean conditions share the relation EV E with again
another boolean condition TryPotentialFixes(it),. Similarly the condition ’CanCreateNewProblem’ has to be realized after the condition ’CannotEscalate’ in realizing the goal ’CreateNewProblem’ and they share the relation IMM.

3.2.3

Process Derivation from Goals

The process derivation algorithm takes as input the refined (i.e., ontological matching with
effects) goals G & domain constraints DC, and effect-annotated tasks in the capability library, and produces a set of effect-annotated process steps PS and a set of precedence constraints PREC among the process steps. A precedence constraint among two process tasks
rel
Ti → T j specifies the order in which each task should execute vis-a-vis the other, and where
rel ∈ {IMM,EV E}, with IMM standing for immediately and EV E standing for eventually.
The former type of precedence specifies that T j must execute immediately after Ti has executed, whereas the latter specifies that T j can executed any time after Ti has executed.
The algorithm consists of the following steps. First, it distinguishes between singleton
and non-singleton clauses; for each singleton clause, it identifies the appropriate task in the
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capability library whose effect entails the clause, and adds that task to the set of process
steps PS. For each non-singleton clause, however, the algorithm determines a collection of
tasks whose collective effects entail the clause. It then adds the tasks to PS, along with an
appropriate XOR gateway. Second, the algorithm generates precedence constraints from
the domain constraints. Third, the algorithm evaluates the generated precedence constraints
for inconsistencies and alerts the user in case it discovers any, so that the user can resolve
the inconsistencies. Finally, the algorithm generates a business process design from the
(user-resolved) precedence constraints.
Precedence Constraint Generation: The sub-case first considered is when both Ci
and C j can be fulfilled by single tasks; the sub-case when either Ci or C j is fulfilled by a
disjunctive combination of tasks, is dealt with under XOR gateways.
Hence the algorithm for generating precedence constraints from the domain constraint
< Ci ,C j ,rel >, with each condition represented by a single task, works as follows. First, each
condition Ci and C j is analysed, and the appropriate process tasks that fulfil the condition, are
identified. Second, for each pair of tasks Ti ,T j , with Ti (resp. T j ) pertaining to Ci (resp. C j ),
rel

the precedence constraint Ti → T j is generated, where rel is represented by EV E or IMM.
XOR Gateway Generation: A disjunctive clause is represented via an XOR gateway.
In addition, it is required to accommodate domain constraints of the form < Ci ,C j ,rel >,
where either Ci or C j is a disjunctive clause, and where one of either Ci or C j is a nonsingleton clause. This is needed in order to generate the appropriate precedence constraints
from these domain constraints. Hence if such a domain constraint exists, three sub-cases
need to be considered:
1. Only Ci is a disjunctive clause: Ci would be represented via an XOR gateway Ti1 ∨
Ti2 ...Tim , by tasks Ti1 ...Tim that collectively fulfil condition Ci ; and C j by the single
task T j that fulfils condition C j . For this sub-case, a “dummy” XOR-join node Ti,m+1
is created, whose effect is Ci ; The following precedence constraints are also created:
IMM
rel
Tik → Ti,m+1 ,k = 1,...,m, and Ti,m+1 → T j .
2. Only C j is a disjunctive clause: this is the reverse of the above sub-case; if C j is represented via the XOR gateway T j1 ∨T j2 ...T jm , and Ci by the task Ti , then the precedence
rel

constraints, Ti → T jk ,k = 1,...,m, are generated.
3. Both Ci and C j are disjunctive clauses: Let Ci be represented by an XOR gateway with
pi paths, and C j be represented by an XOR gateway with p j paths. Then, as in the first
sub-case above, a “dummy” XOR-join node Ti,m+1 , is first generated, whose effect
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is Ci . Next, for each node Tik ,0 ≤ k ≤ j on the XOR gateway whose effect is C j , the
rel

following precedence constraint is generated: Ti,m+1 → Tik , 0 ≤ k ≤ j.
Inconsistency Resolution & Business Process Design Generation: Once the precedence constraints are generated, inconsistencies could arise. For any pair of tasks Ti and
T j , an inconsistency is defined as the existence of two precedence constraints that are muturel

rel

ally conflicting. That is, if there are two precedence constraints Ti → T j and T j → Ti , where
rel

rel ∈ {IMM,EV E}, then this is an inconsistency. For each precedence constraint Ti → T j ,
the inconsistency detection procedure checks whether there exists a (direct or transitively
rel
obtained) constraint T j → Ti . Inconsistencies are flagged to the user, who will then need to
resolve them manually.
The actual generation of the business process design, assumes that all inconsistencies
have been resolved by the user. It basically consists of adding edges between tasks Ti and
T j based on the derived precedence constraints, whether ti is supposed to immediately or
eventually precede T j . For the former case, the edge between two tasks is added right away.
For the latter, on the other hand, whether a chain of immediately-type constraints already
exists on a path between the tasks is checked. If so, then the last task on this chain is
made the predecessor of T j . If not, then Ti itself is made T j ’s predecessor. While doing
so, the algorithm also uses the effect accumulation procedure described earlier to verify the
compatibility of the business process under generation with the refined goals.
Proof of Process Derivation Algorithm
To verify the correctness of this algorithm, the following criteria needs to be proved:
• The derived process PS satisfies the Goal G.
• The sequence of tasks in PS, satisfies the precedence constraints PREC
With Proof by contradiction approach, Let the derived process PS is assumed not to
satisfy the goal G. This implies, the effects associated with PS does not satisfy the conditions
associated with G.
Suppose the CNF form of G is G → G1 ∧ G2 ∧ G3 ∧ G4 where each of G1 to G4 are the
subgoals of G containing literals from X = xi or x̃i∣i=1,2,...,50. So let the each of G1 to G4
is expressed as G1 → x1 ∨ x2, G2 → x3 ∨ x4 G3 → x5 ∨ x6,G4 → x11 ∨ x12. Similarly the
Process PS is expressed in the form of conjunctive clauses consisting of literals from the set
X. Let S1, S2 are the two derived tasks from the service library that forms the process PS
for the given goal G. Let the tasks are semantically expressed as follows:
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Service
S1
S2

Mapped Goals
S1 ⊢ G1, S1 ⊢ G4
S2 ⊢ G2,S2 ⊢ G3

Service Clause
x1 ∧ x11
x4 ∧ x6
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Mapped Goal Clause
x1 ∨ x2, x11 ∨ x12
x3 ∨ x4, x5 ∨ x6

Common Literal
x1(G1), x11(G4)
x4(G2), x6(G3)

Table 3.1: Mapping of Services to Goals
S1 → x1 ∧ x11,S2 → x4 ∧ x6. Using any simple CSAT solver, the mapping of these services
can be established as illustrated in the Table. 3.1.
For the process PS not to satisfy the goal G, atleast one of the sub goals of G need to
remain unsatisfied.But given the algorithm steps of selecting a task from the service library,
only if atleast one of the sub-gaols are correlated and deriving a process only if all the subgoals are satisfied, the following are established :
PS = {S1,S2}, G = {G1,G2,G3,G4} S1 ⊢ G1 ∧ G4 and S2 ⊢ G2 ∧ G3.
This implies that the process PS satisfies the goal G.
To prove the precedence constraints are satisfied by the sequencing of tasks, by proof of
contradiction, let us assume a wrong sequence of tasks (S2 followed by S1) is formulated
as process PS. That is PS = {S2,S1}. This implies the effect accumulation step continue
to generate a cumulative set of end effects of process PS that satisfies the goal G, where G
= {G1,G2,G3,G4}. But given the precedence constraints (immediate or eventual), effects
produced by tasks without honouring the precedence constraints are negated. With that the
following will result:
PS will be reduced to just {S1}, as effects of S2 are negated based on the precedence
constraints set by goals G1 and G4. There fore, PS without satisfying the precedence constraints will not satisfy goal G.

3.3

Goal-Oriented Variability Management

In this section, I discuss the key models of Goal oriented Variability Management. I begin
with some formal descriptions of various constructs I leverage in this approach.

3.3.1

Centrality of Goals in VM

In this section, I argue for the centrality of goals in variability management. My proposed
approach as depicted in Fig. 3.2, involves formal techniques to leverage a goal decomposi-
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Figure 3.2: GOVM Methodology
tion model for discovering, categorizing and validating the relationships between a process
model and a candidate set of process variants. Subsequently the discovered goal entailment
for the process model is used for generation of new goal preserving variants. A process
model, which needs to be evaluated for goal alignment and an associated repository of candidate process variants constitute the required inputs to achieve this. As discussed in this
running example, I see the goal model as a hierarchical representation of organizational objectives that are functional and non-functional in nature. I represent the goal model as an
acyclic F-hypergraph. Here, Tail(ε) is the set of source vertex, and Head(ε) is the set
of target vertex. For an incidence matrix generated from the hyper graph as follows, I
will focus only on the OR-refinements with the value of 1 (value higher than one implies
AND-refinement), for evaluating variant correlations: For example, the OR-refinements in
this goal graph provide pointers to the different process variants that can entail the goal.
⎧
⎪
−1
∶ g j ∈ Tail(ε)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∑ ai j = ⎨ >= 1 ∶ g j ∈ Head(ε)
⎪
⎪
j=1
⎪
⎪
∶ otherwise
⎪
⎩ 0
Therefore I denote the goal model as G(V,E) with vertex set V and edge set E. An Fhypergraph (given by a set of vertices V and edges E ) is a generalization of a simple (directed) graph, which allows edges with a single source vertex but (potentially) more than
one target vertex. A formal definition can be found in [51]. I use edges e = (x;Y) to denote an
AND-refinement between a goal x and a set of sub-goals Y (note that edges represent refinement relationships between Goals and Sub-goals at any level in the overall goal hierarchy).
In this running example, the vertex set for the goal Process Accident Claims contains
the four AND refinement sub-goals Receive Claim, Verify Claim, Record Claim and
n
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Analyze Injuries. That is, the edge (G;[G1,G2,G3,G4]) in Fig. 2.1 denotes an ANDrefinement. In an OR-refinement I use edges e = (x;Y ) and e′ = (x;Y ′ ) to denote that the
sets of vertices Y and Y ′ are distinct OR-refinements or realizations of x. For example, in
Fig. 2.1, the edges (G9;G91), (G9;G92) and (G9;G93) denotes that the sub-goals G91,
G92 and G93 are distinct OR-refinements of Goal G9.
I annotate each leaf goal with a propositional literal represented in CNF form. Each parent goal can now recursively annotated using the conjunction or dis-junction of its child
goals respectively. In an earlier paper [54], I proposed a goal refinement procedure based on
the KAOS methodology [36] to ultimately represent the satisfaction of the root goal with a
propositional formula. With this procedure, I asserted the following:
• A set of sub-goals of a goal will achieve the goal (entailment)
• This set will be the smallest set of sub-goals to achieve the goal (minimality)
• The above mentioned assertions will never be incorrect (consistency)
In the following sections, I will discuss how these three basic assertions can be applied
to build specific functions of GOVM.

3.4

Goal Process Alignment Model

A Goal-Process Alignment Model (GPAM) can be defined as an annotated Process Model
containing a set of goal aligned processes PiG , for a given process model P containing a
set of processes Pi and a given goal model G containing a set of goals Gi . Each process
in GPAM is annotated with the correlation of maximally aligned goal from G. Each goal
process alignment is formalized basically as a CSAT (conjunctive normal form satisfiability) problem. But in general, to discover and validate goal entailment for a given set of
processes, my proposed approach can be integrated with any formal machinery ( example
computational tree logic or temporal logic) for computing entailment [100, 121]. A CSAT
based machinery (such as any Max-SAT solver) takes a boolean formula in CNF as input
and based on assignment of boolean values to its variables checks whether the formula evaluates to one. Therefore, given a Process S, finding correlation with a goal model G can be
achieved by identifying the truth assignments in the CNF expression of G using the cumulative end effects of S. There could be scenarios where multiple OR-refinement goals (parent
- child or sibling goals) are satisfied with one process. The objective is then subsequently to
find the maximally refined goal correlation for a given process. Given a goal decomposition
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Process Name

List of
Goals

ReceiveClaim

Receive Claim, Register Claim

DetermineLiability

User Liability Info,
Verify Claim, Process
Accident Claim, Determine Liability, Check
Fraud
Assess Vehicle Tracking, Assess Crime
Record, Process Payment, Verify Claim,
Process
Accident
Claim, Determine Liability, Record Details,
Check Fraud
Receive Claim

ClaimInvestigation

Record Claim
PotentialFraudCheck

AnalyzeInjuries
FinalReview
EstimateLoss
GenerateClaimReport

ProcessPayment

Correlated

Use Liability Info, Verify Claim, Process Accident Claims, Determine Liability, Check
Fraud
Critical
Assessment,
Analyze Claim
Review Assessment
Critical
Assessment,
Analyze Claim
Generate Analysis Report
Process Payment, Address Clarification

Maximally
Correlated
Goal
Register
Claim
Determine
Liability

Matched
Clause

Goal

Reg-Claim,ScanClaim,SignClaim
Det-Liability,
Che-Fraud

Assess
Crime
Records

Che-Crimerecord, Inv-Claim

Receive
Claim
Use Liability Info

Reg-Claim, ScanClaim
File-Claim, FaxClaim

Critical Assessment
Review Assessment
Critical Assessment
Generate
Analysis
Report
Process
Payment

Med-Rep

Table 3.2: GPAM for process model PM

Final-Review,
Mail-Note
Che-Repair
Repo

Proc-Pay
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model (AND-OR goal graph) G, a goal Gi will then be referred to as the maximally refined
correlated goal Gij for a business process S j if all of the following stated conditions are
satisfied:
• Condition C1: For each final effect scenario e of S j , e ⊧ Gi .
• Condition C2: There do not exist a goal G′i in G that can be realized via (AND/OR-)
refinement of Gi , such that for each final effect scenario e of S j , e ⊧ G′i .
For example a customer notification process Si ∶ Email − Noti f y ∧ SMS − Noti f y will
satisfy both the goals Gk ∶ Email − Noti f y and Gl ∶ SMSN oti f y, where Gk , Gl are ORrefinements of goal G ∶ Noti f y −Customer. But in this case, none of these goals can be
tagged as maximally refined correlated goal as the condition C1 fails.Algorithm 6 provides
a step-wise approach towards this as follows:
• A process model with list of processes and the goal model with list of goals as input
is considered. Two maps M1, M2 are created to contain the goal process correlation
set with unique combination as key value pairs.
• For each process in the process model, the proposed system evaluates the truth assignments of all goals in the goal model. Towards this, the procedure CheckGoalEntailment
facilitating invocation to any standard Max-SAT solver 2 is used. This is repeated for
all processes in the process model. Each process from the process model and the list
of correlated goals will be stored as a key value pair in Map M1.
• Identifying the maximally refined goal correlation Gij for each business process S j
enables the generation of Map M2. This is achieved by subjecting all the correlated
goals for a given process with the conditions C1 and C2
Therefore, once all the processes associated with the given process model are correlated
with respective goals in a goal model, generation of GPAM is complete. At the end of this
exercise, if any of the process artefacts do not have a correlated goal, it can be concluded
that process P is not satisfying the goal G.
Formal proof of GoalAlign Algorithm
Algorithm 6 can be formally proved for its correctness in the context of checking both goal
entailment and also for getting the maximally correlated goal.
2

www.sat4j.org
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Algorithm 1: GoalProcessAlign
1: Input Goal decomposition model - G, Input Process Model - P, Map [Process,List[Goal
models]] M1, Map [Process,Goal models] M2, List GPAM.
2: for all processes S1 ..Sn in Process Model P do
3:
for all goals G1 ..Gm in Goal decomposition model G do
4:
bgoalEntailed = CheckGoalEntailment(Gi , Si )
5:
if (bgoalEntailed = true)
6:
Add key: Si , value : Gi in M1
7:
M1.put(Si ,Gi ,)
8:
end for
9:
if(M1.getValue(Si ) has multiple goals)
10:
M2.Put(Si ,getMaxCorrelatedGoal(M1,Si ))
11: end for
12: GPAM.add(M1)
13: GPAM.add(M2)
14: Return GPAM
Firstly, checking the goal entailment for a given pair of Gi , Si is a straight forward step.
It basically checks if the end effects of Si entails the goal Gi in terms of its annotated boolean
conditions. This can be achieved with any modern Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers, as
they are capable of solving 100s of variables quickly. To prove this step, either of the following two scenarios need to checked:
1. Gi , Si are correlated, but the SAT solver declares no correlation.
2. Gi , Si are not correlated, but the SAT solver declares correlation.
It can be argued, that the above scenarios are possible, only with a wrong manual annotation of either of the goals are services, but not when they are correctly annotated, given a
use of valid SAT solver.
Similarly for a given goal model, it can be formally proved that there exists only one
maximally correlated goal for a given service with a list of correlated goals. By proof of
contradiction, if there exists more than one goal Gi ,G j are maximally correlated, then for
each final effect scenario e of S j , e ⊧ Gi ,,G j . This implies that either of Gi ,G j is an ORrefinement of other. This violates condition C2 and thus only of these goals, which is the
OR-refinement of other, will be declared as the maximally correlated goal for the service Si .
GPAM can be illustrated as follows: First, a semantically annotated process model like
the Insurance Claims process model as shown in Fig. 3.1 is considered. The annotated goal
decomposition model depicted in Fig. 2.1 and the list of candidate processes available in
the process library are considered. Algorithm 6 generates GPAM as depicted in Table. 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: List of processes in the process library
Now considering the process ReceiveClaim, it can be observed that it is correlated with the
goals Receive Claim and Register Claim. As the goal Register Claim is the AND
Refined goal of ReceiveClaim, the process ReceiveClaim needs to minimally entail the
goal Register Claim to be goal preserving, which it does. Similarly, consider the process
PotentialFraudCheck. It can be seen as minimally entailing the goal Use Liability
Info, which makes it as goal preserving for the parent goal Check Fraud in the context
of the process model PM. Similarly , each of the processes in the process model PM will be
eventually satisfying all of the mandatory sub goals of the goal Model Process Accident
Claims as illustrated in Table. 3.2. Therefore, it can be concluded that the PM is goal preserving with the goal model Process Accident Claims. A GPAM model thus generated,
enables the actual goal driven variability analysis and generation based on the notion of correlation between unique process-goal pairs.

3.5

Goal Variant Alignment Model

This section discusses the generation of Goal Variant Alignment Model(GVAM) and its application. Basically GVAM is a consolidation of goal preserving variants identified from
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Algorithm 2: GoalVariantAlign(Map GPAM, Library C
1: Empty Map M1, GVAM
2: for all variants S1j ..Sm
j in Library C for process S j do
3:
for all goals G1 ..Gn in T(Gij ) do
4:
bGoalEntailed = CheckGoalEntailment(Gi , S1j )
5:
if (bGoalEntailed = true)
6:
add or append Gi as value to key S1j in M1
7:
end for
8:
if(M1.getValues(S1j ) has multiple goals)
9:
GVAM.Put(Si ,getMaxCorrelatedGoal(M1,Si ))
10: end for
11: return GVAM
a process library for each business process correlated with a given goal model. Therefore
GVAM enables substitution of a process with one of its corresponding goal preserving variants based on changing requirements for the underlying process. First, a process variant
is established as goal preserving only if it eventually adheres to the same goal that the base
process adheres to. In the rest of this section, a goal G′ is considered being an alternate realization of a goal G if and only G and G′ represent alternative OR-refinements of a common
parent goal.
A process P′ (representing cumulative effects E ′ ) is considered to be a variant of another business process P (representing a set of final effects E) , if any one of the following
conditions are satisfied:
• Post-condition entailment (C1): For every effect e′ ∈ E ′ , there exists an effect e ∈ E
such that e′ ⊧ e and for each e ∈ E, there exists an e′ ∈ E ′ such that e′ ⊧ e.
• Goal entailment (C2): For some maximally refined correlated goal G of P, e′ ⊧ G for
every e′ ∈ E ′ .
• Disjunctive entailment (C3): A maximally refined correlated goal G′ of P′ is alternate realization of another goal G of P or obtained via a series of OR-refinements of
any other goals that are alternate realizations of G.
Observation: Given two business processes P1 and P2, if a maximally refined correlated goal G2 of P2 can be obtained via a series of OR-refinements of a maximally refined
correlated goal of P1, then condition C2 (goal entailment) holds.
The generation of GVAM as depicted in algorithm 2 involves the following : The GPAM
model capturing the correlation of a given process model with respective goals in the goal
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Existing Goal

Correlated Process

Assess
Crime
Record
Use Liability Info
Critical Assessment
Critical Assessment

ClaimInvestigation
PotentialFraudCheck
AnalyzeInjuries
EstimateLoss
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Augmented New
Goal
Assess Vehicle
Tracking
Check Fraud
Asses
Crime
Record
Analyze Claim

Refinement
Type
Sibling

Mapped Process
Variants
Process S14

Parent
Sibling

Process S6
Process S15, Process S22
Process S7

Parent

Table 3.3: Augmented List of Goals
model is leveraged. Given a process library containing the list of processes, this enables
the process designer to identify for each of the correlated processes the list of goal preserving variants. The Algorithm 2 outlines the steps for generating GVAM. Based on the goal
Gij aligned with the process S j in GPAM, each variant Sik of S j from the process library is
checked for respective goal alignment in the goal model. The objective is identify a maximally refined correlated goal Gik j from the goal set T(Gij ) = {Gij ∪ C(Gij ) ∪ P(Gij ) ∪ S(Gij )}.
This is achieved using a function getMaxCorrelatedGoal that returns the goal with the
maximal correlation. Here, C(Gij ) is the set of OR-refinement child goals of Gij , S(Gij ) is the
set of sibling goals of Gij and P(Gij ) is the parent goal of Gij . If any of the goals g j ∈ T(Gij )
satisfy the conditions C1, C2, C3, then the process Si′ is a goal preserving variant of the process S. The result of this validation is captured as Goal Variant Alignment Model(GVAM) as
depicted as a table in Fig. 3.4. It can be observed that the column Goal Preserving Variants
in the table representing GVAM contains the variants along with the satisfied conditions
within brackets.
Now, to illustrate, let us consider the process ReceiveClaim. Before subjecting to goal
correlation, the process process S3 was identified as a variant of process ReceiveClaim
by the user. But for each of the end effects of process S3, there is no corresponding end
effect in process ReceiveClaim. Similarly, the goal RegisterClaim correlated with process ReceiveClaim is also not entailed by the end effects ofprocess S3. Also no sibling
or parent goal of RegisterClaim is satisfied by the end effects as Ill. As none of the conditions C1, C2 or C3 are met, the process ReceiveClaim is not considered as a variant of
Process S3.
Goal model augmentation
Goal model augmentation is an exercise of consolidation of all possible goal correlations from a process and the family of its variants as illustrated in Fig. 3.5 It initiates with
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Figure 3.5: Augmented Goal Model

Figure 3.6: Augmented List of Goals
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the generation of GPAM and GVAM models through which all goal preserving variants are
discovered. Then it specifically addresses two scenarios: one, when there are more than
one process variants that are aligned with the same goal in the goal model; two, when there
are still useful variants left in the library that have not been correlated with any goal. Addressing these two scenarios helps avoid redundant generation of new variations entailing
the same goal and enables to focus only on goals that are not yet correlated with any process
variants. This is illustrated in Table. 3.3 for the running example. The GVAM is basically
leveraged to match each of the goal preserving variants with the maximally correlated goal.
Such an augmented goal model as depicted in Fig. 3.6, enables analysis of derived variants
in terms of their relationships between each other, extent of variation between a given pair of
variants, easier differentiation of variants based on the entailed collection of sub goals and
also abstraction of new variants that are yet to be derived. For example, given a requirement
to satisfy an uncorrelated goal, its easier to identify the closest matching variant for this
requirement. With this, it can be inferred that the process ClaimInvestigation in Process
Pr1 is a variant of the process Process S14 from the process library. Similarly the process AnalyzeInjuries is also a sibling type variant for the processes Process S15 and
Process S22 in the process library. In that order, these two processes in process modelPM
are equally refined in terms of the goal model with respect to the process variants. Also,
the extent of variation required to substitute in such sibling type variants could be comparatively more as these processes would have been developed for scenarios that require
alternate functionality. On the other hand, the process PotentialFraudCheck is a most
refined variant compared to the process Process S6 and can easily substitute Process S6
as it is just functionally more richer.
Generation of goal preserving variants Leveraging GPAM, new (goal preserving) variants of a process can be defined and added to the process model repositories. In previous
sections, it is discussed how leveraging GVAM, it can be ensured that all the participating
processes have an associated maximally refined correlated goal from the goal model. For example, the GVAM as depicted in Fig. 3.4 for the process model InsuranceClaimsProcess
lists all of the associated processes along with the maximally correlated goal from the goal
model. Firstly,the cumulative end effects of the process are derived based on its participating activities that are annotated with end effects. Once the cumulative effects are derived
for each of the participating processes, the variants of each process can be subsequently
derived. For this, the effects are accumulated by applying the pair-wise effect accumulation
procedure as discussed in section 3.2. In addition to the effect annotation of each activity,
its required to annotate each activity Ai with a cumulative effect EAi . Therefore, the cumu-
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Figure 3.7: Goal preserving variant of process model PM
lative effect of an activity consists of its effects plus as many of the effects of the preceding
activities as can be consistently included. The cumulative effect annotations at each activity
level can subsequently help in replacing a single or a group of activities with an appropriate
goal preserving variant. Through this, the cumulative effect of a process variant S’ derived
from a process S satisfies the correlated goal G or its parent, sibling or child goals. From
this running example, the process RC : RecordClaimDetails contains the cumulative effect ERC : Reg Claim ∧ Scan Claim ∧ Sign Claim¬ Repo ∪ Reg Claim ∧ Scan Claim . This
means at the end of execution of the process RC : RecordClaimDetails, the cumulative
effect ERC is attained. From this running example, a process model variant as depicted in
Fig. 3.7 from the process model PM can be derived by substituting goal preserving variants
of the process PotentialFraudCheck.

3.6

Evaluation

The objective of the evaluation is to confirm the following:
• The Goal-Process Alignment Model (GPAM) is generated correctly using Algorithm 6
from goal models and process models.
• GPAM is leveraged to identify variants of processes from a given process library leading to the generation of GVAM model using Algorithm 2.
• Using goal preserving transformation techniques, valid substitutions for each task are
identified in a given business process with corresponding variants identified using
GVAM
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Therefore, the evaluation of the technique discussed in this chapter will primarily help in
demonstrating the scalability and correctness of algorithms 6 and 2. This is needed in order
to demonstrate that my approach is usable on real-life business processes. A prototype
implementation of GOVM approach has been implemented as part of VIDA tool. The tool
implements the framework as depicted in Fig. 3.2 and contains the following components:
• Process Model Reader: Reads the semantically annotated process model and identifies the processes involved in a process model and also their semantic effects. The
process models are based on BPMN Notation and edited using eclipse BPMN2 Modeler3 . The Process Model Reader generates the CNF representation of the process
model, which is leveraged for generating GPAM and GVAM models.
• Goal CNF Generator: Reads the goal decomposition model illustrated in Fig. 2.1,
refines and produces the CNF representation for the goal.
• Goal Process Mapper: Maps the processes in the process model to the goals in the
goal model so as to perform Goal driven variability analysis of processes. This implements Algorithm 6. For this running example, the alignment of processes with goals
that enable the generation of GPAM is illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
• Process Variant Generator: For each of the processes mapped with the goals, this
component generates the goal preserving variants. In other word, this component
implements Algorithm 2. The list of existing processes available in the process library
as depicted in Fig. 3.3 for the running example is leveraged for this. The process
variant definitions generated by “VIDA” tool can be subsequently implemented using
any of the variability frameworks such as [32, 104].

3.6.1

Scalability

The goal model depicted in Figure 2.1 is used for the evaluation of this proposed approach.
The goal model contains a total of 34 clauses with 50 variables in all (α = 1.5) across 9 leaf
goals. The evaluations are done on a 64 bit Windows server with Intel Celeron processor @
1.07 Ghz, 4 GB RAM. Two different process libraries are used(including one from the running example) with 26 and 90 processes respectively. A total of 4 process models (including
the process model PM from the running example) are considered for variability analysis with
these libraries. The process models and process library will be different in terms of total
3

http://eclipse.org/bpmn2-modeler/
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Figure 3.8: Validation of existing variants in VIDA tool

(a) Computation Time for Process Goal Alignment (b) Computation time for variant identification

Figure 3.9: Comparison of computation time with different process libraries
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number of clauses (C) associated with a given process model and ratio of boolean variables
(representing effects) to the number of clauses (α).
The execution time of algorithm 6 depends on the following: the number of OR refinement sub goals in a given goal model, the number of conjunctive clauses and the number of
boolean literals representing end effects in each clause. Also the actual evaluation of goal
alignment depends on the magnitude of the input process model in terms of the following:
number of processes in the process model, and number of end effect annotations associated
with each process. Similarly the execution time of algorithm 2 depends on the available list
of candidate process variants in the process library and the number of goal process correlations in the generated GPAM.
Therefore the scalability drivers of this framework are primarily the number of goals in the
goal model, the total number of processes in the input process and the number of candidate process variants in the process library. The effectiveness is evaluated in identifying
goal preserving variants for each of the processes in these process models using both the
libraries. The results of these evaluation are compared with manual efforts done by three
solution architects with expertise in process model design and solution development. For
ease of illustrating the comparison, the best efforts are calculated in terms of time taken and
correctness. This is depicted in Figure 3.9. The left side of Figure 3.9 depicts the comparison of time taken to compute goal alignment of all processes in the different process models.
As it can be observed, irrespective of increasing number of clauses capturing end effects in
the process models, the framework computes the goal alignment against a given goal model
with just incremental increase in time linearly. This is comparably much faster than what it
takes for manual validation of goal alignment. This result confirms that even with process
models of industrial scale (where average number of clauses can be in the range of 200 to
400), this proposed approach can complete the goal alignment computation much faster.
Completion of this assessment manually might take significantly much larger time and effort and will be error prone. It can also been observed that the computation time does not
significantly change with increasing number of clauses in the process models. Therefore,
this approach can scale to very large models. For example, for the largest process model
in the evaluation with (25 clauses (C) and an average α value of 3) end effect annotations,
the GOVM framework took approximately 4 secs against the best of three manual efforts of
2750 secs.
Similarly the right side of Figure 3.9 shows the computing time for identifying goal preserving variants for each input process model for the given goal model. This is repeated for two
different process process libraries. As can be observed, the time taken to find all the goal
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(a) Variants Identified from Aligned Goal Model (b) Variants derived from Aligned Goal Model

Figure 3.10: Comparison of variants correctly identified from aligned goal model
preserving variants increases linearly with increasing number of processes (higher number
of C and α values) in the process model. But again this is significantly lower in identifying
the right process variants or generating new process variants compared to the best of the
three manual efforts. For example, for the simplest process model of 5 processes, the total
time taken to identify the goal preserving variants for all the processes took around 800 secs,
while it took three times more effort with the manual effort. For the complex process model
in this evaluation, this effort have increased by five times.

3.6.2

Correctness

The whole notion of goal oriented variability management depends a lot on how correct the
proposed approach is in terms of performing variability analysis against a given goal model.
This needs to be evaluated both in terms of goal alignment for a process model and subsequently the identification and generation of valid goal preserving variants. This is evaluated
as follows: For each process model, the number of aligned goal models are identified. This
exercise is repeated again manually with the architects to manually identify the goal alignments. Then for the goal aligned processes, the identification of variants that preserve the
“maximally refined correlated goal” is executed. The result of this evaluation is depicted
in the left side of Figure 3.10. With increasing complexity in the input process models, the
GOVM framework can consistently align with correct number of goals compared to best of
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the three manual alignment of goals. One can also observe, that the tool performs both correct validation of alignments and is able to retrieve all the alignments from the goal model.
Subsequently, the tool was also evaluated to identify goal preserving variants from the two
libraries. Here both the libraries Ire designed to consist mostly relevant variants of the most
complex process model and also to have half of invalid variants. In each of these cases,
the proposed framework helps in correct validation and identification of variants from the
large pool of processes in the library. I also ran an evaluation to identify possible process
variant designs. As depicted in the right side of Figure 3.10, the tool helps in generating
consistently more variants for a given process model and on average, the number of variants
generated per process is also significantly better. This confirms that the proposed GOVM
framework is correct for goal driven variability analysis.
The generalization of the proposed approach in this chapter and the threats to its validity is
presented as follows: Firstly, the semantic annotations of process models, goal models in
terms of the end effects are expected to be precisely applied for any given domain. This is
demonstrated using the VIDA tool that leverages standard description fields associated with
the process activities and nodes representing goals to specify the annotations. Secondly,
the validation of goal alignment is achieved in two stages, first between the process and
goal decomposition model, the second between the goal decomposition model and process
variants. In this tool, the process model and goal model are subjected to a basic validation
mechanism for completeness and correctness. This is specifically in terms of the labeled
annotations. This helps to validate whether a given goal model is complete and the comprehensive representation for validating a large scale data set of process execution records. The
framework in this aspect is generic and not limited to process models of any scale. This is
clearly demonstrated with the evaluation setup involving 1400 process instances. Therefore,
the threat to the validity (both construct and internal) of the GOVM approach in terms of
systematic errors or data measurement is minimal. The only limitation of the approach is
using this approach with incompletely annotated goal model or not using a valid semantic
matching tool. But validating the completeness of annotations and correctness of matching
can help address this limitation by establishing correlation between a goal model and the
discovered process model variants.

3.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I have proposed a goal oriented variability management approach for SOAbased application design. In particular, I have shown how goal models can be leveraged for
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variability analysis of simple as Ill as composite processes, validation of existing variants
for preserving the intended goals and derivation of valid variants to support OR-refinement
sub goals that are yet to be realized. This helps in addressing some of the key variability
management functions such as identifying, differentiating and merging variants in process
repositories, and estimating the variability extent and cost associated in addressing changing
customer requirements in utilizing existing applications.

Chapter 4
Goal Aligned Process Variants Mining
Discovering deviations in business process executions from intended designs helps enterprises to evaluate their execution/conformance in terms of their strategic goals. A process
instance even if deviating can be a valid variant of the intended process design provided it
achieves the same goals. However, categorizing and classifying process execution deviations in a goal-driven fashion (necessary to decide if a deviation represents a valid variant)is
a research challenge. As execution of real world knowledge-intensive processes over a
period of time, typically manifest a large number of variants, this can pose a significant
business problem. Therefore, this chapter discusses an approach to help decide whether
past executed process instances are valid variants using the goal-driven principles of validity. The proposed approach also supports analysing the impact of contextual factors in the
discovered goal-aligned deviations in process execution. The approach is demonstrated using ”VIDA”, with an industry-scale setting in IT Incident Management with a process log
of 25000 events.
This chapter discusses, how goal aligned process variability models are used to categorize process instances in section 4.1.The impact of contextual factors associated with valid
clusters of process instances is also discussed in section 4.2. In Section 4.4, the evaluation
results of the proposed are discussed.

4.1

Knowledge Intensive Business Processes

Business process management (BPM) frameworks needs to ensure that the desired and
stated outcomes are achieved with the execution of the various processes [44]. Over a period
of time execution of a business process deployed for real world industrial business operations leads to generation of multiple variants. Therefore, management of business processes
70
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with multiple variations, involves continuous evaluation and improvisation of existing process model designs and may lead to generation of family of functionally related process
models [109]. But, the discovery and reasoning of process variations in resource constrained
knowledge intensive domains [42] continue to remain a challenge. This can be argued as
one of the important facets of variability management (VM) in the space of business process
management. Mining and classifying goal alignments of executed process instances from
process logs is required to continuously improve process designs [122] and governing goal
models [92]. Such bottom-up exercises enable organizations to ensure better goal adherence
of process executions [43]. Therefore, the main objective with this chapter is to propose a
formal approach to mine, validate, categorize and reason variants of knowledge-intensive
processes [42] using contextual factors with the underpinning of a goal model.
A knowledge-intensive process is a sequence of automated or human tasks, with each
task producing an effect in the form of a state transition. Effects are viewed as : normative as they state required outcomes (i.e., goals); and descriptive in that they describe the normal,
and predicted, subset of all possible outcomes. It is assumed that the effect annotations have
been represented in conjunctive normal form (CNF) [74].
The proposed technique in this chapter, leverages the goal model refinement procedure discussed in[54]. This enables representation of goal models with conjunctive and disjunctive
clauses.
Execution of resource constrained processes such as incident management may deviate
due to periodic changes (“Friday afternoon preceding a long Weekend there are fewer agents
available) or due to changing external factors(e.g., “ competitors offering increased warranty
period with free support”). Such changes impact the selection of one process variant over
another and it is vital to detect and analyze them. Correlating variants with contextual
factors enables the correct matching between process variant and context, which is another
interesting outcome of this work.
In this chapter, a goal driven classification approach on mined process instances to discover process design variants is discussed. The following inputs are required for this approach: (a) a goal decomposition model represented as a collection of boolean conditions in
conjunctive normal form (CNF) [74] and (b) set of process event logs containing multiple
process instance execution record data. The following are the intended objectives of this
approach: 1. Discovering unique process variants executed out of a given process design. 2.
Categorizing alignment of each process variant(and its associated instances) with a specific
OR-refinement sub goal from the goal decomposition model. 3. Identifying the contextual
factors impacting the correlation of goals in a given goal decomposition model.
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Figure 4.1: Incident Management process with Effect Annotations

The proposed approach is discussed with a running example on IT incident resolution
process as depicted in Fig. 4.1. The goal model depicted in Fig. 2.3 is considered to validate
and categorize the executed process instances of this process. Each sub-goal in the goal
decomposition model is annotated with corresponding end effects that can be achieved by
realizing the goal.The goal model mandates the compliance of any execution of the process
design with the following requirements : When a new incident is reported, detection of
earlier reported problems matching with this new incident needs to be achieved. If there
exists problems related to the reported incident, then the reported incident is linked with the
problem. A problem can be viewed as a higher level classification for a group of incidents.
Depending on the status of the linked problem,the new incident is either stated as unresolved
or in progress. If there exists no similar incident or no linked problem, then the reported
system or application is subjected to a standard list of diagnostic tests to enrich the incident
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description. If the reported issue is solved, the incident is closed. An AND link in Fig. 2.3
specifies that all sub-goals of a goal need to be satisfied for the goal to be satisfied; an XOR
link specifies that the sub-goals are mutually exclusive, and only one is needed to satisfy the
goal.

4.2

Goal-based mining of Process Variants

In this section, the goal-driven variant mining approach is discussed. The process event
log generated by the process choreographic machinery is used to mine the correlation between goals and process instances. An event log can be categorized as follows: (1) events
that record the completion of process activities and (2) events that record state changes of
business entities (Order, Customer etc.) impacted by a process. There can be a one-to-one
association between the execution of a process activity and an object’s state change. But
often, even a process activity level execution leads to multiple state transitions in different
objects. The proposed approach in this chapter aims to leverage events more as representations of the accrued effects of a business process. Without loss of generality, each accrued
effect can be viewed as a tuple ⟨φ ,t⟩. Here φ is an assertion of observed effect in the underlying first-order language (referring to the state of an object impacted by the process)
and t is a recorded time-stamp data. The underlying first-order language is based on any
ontological schema that is domain-specific.
Discovering the goals (in an organization’s goal model) that a given process instance helps
satisfy helps in determining whether that instance is a valid variant of the underlying process design. To determine goal satisfaction, its needed to access to the end effects that accrue
when a process instance executes to completion (It can then be checked if these end effects
entail the goals in question). The determination of the end effects of a process instance
can be straightforward if the event logging machinery logs both changes and non-changes
(i.e., If the event logging machinery periodically records the states of all objects of interest
observed during the execution of a process). In such settings, the final accrued set of states
represent the cumulative end effects of an executed process instance. More commonly,
though, one can expect the event logging machinery to record only the changes. Such settings warrants specialized techniques to determine which changes persist and which are
overridden by subsequent changes. Techniques that focus on reasoning about action and
state update operators are used to determine how a knowledge-base describing a state of
the world is updated as a consequence of the execution of an action. A number of state
update operators have been reported in the literature, such as the Possible Models Approach
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[132] and the Possible Worlds Approach [55]. In such considerations, a partial state can
be defined as the set of effect assertions that hold after the execution of one task and prior
to the execution of the next (under the assumption that the same object is not concurrently
impacted by multiple process instances, so that it is possible to segregate the effects of distinct process instances). The effect assertions can be obtained from summarization of effect
events after removing the associated time-stamps. Given a partial state S and a set of effect
assertions e obtained from effect events accruing from the execution of a task, the resulting
partial state is given by S ⊕ e. Here, ⊕ is a state update operator that is used as a Possible Worlds Approach for state update (although any other state update operator could be
validly used instead). This ⊕ operator is defined as follows (with the assumption that each
effect assertion is written in the Conjunctive Normal Form). The approach also depends on
a knowledge-base KB of domain constraints. If S ∪ e ∪ KB is consistent, then S ⊕ e = S ∪ e.
Otherwise, S ⊕ e = e ∪ {s ∣ s ⊆ S,s ∪ e ∪ KB is consistent, and there does not exist any s′ where
s ⊂ s′ ⊆ S such that s′ ∪ e ∪ KB is consistent}. The approach start with an initial partial state
description (which may potentially be empty) and incrementally update it (using ⊕) until the
partial state immediately following the final task in the process instance is reached. These
represent the end effects of the process instance. The final output of the state update operator is potentially non-deterministic and can lead to multiple sets of end of effects. The
goal satisfaction analysis can be performed with each of these (as in some of the definitions
below), or additional sensing techniques to determine which of these competing sets of end
effects actually transpired can be employed.
Correlating goal models and processes: A goal decomposition model provides an effective basis for categorizing (and hence developing a deeper understanding of) each process
instance that is mined from the event log of past process executions. By correlating each
process instance with a goal in the organizational goal model, the intent underpinning the
execution of particular instance can be inferred and, as shown below, can be used in inferring
which process models/instances it was a variant of. The correlation of a process instance to
its maximally refined correlated goal in the organizational goal model is as described below:
Given a goal model (AND-OR goal graph) G, a goal Gi will be referred to as the maximally
refined correlated goal for a process instance p if and only if all of the following conditions
hold:
• Condition C1: For every set of accrued end effects e of p, e ⊧ Gi .
• Condition C2: There exists no goal G′i in G that can be obtained via (AND/OR-)
refinement of Gi such that for every end effect e of S j , e ⊧ G′i .
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Determining valid variants: The conditions using which a process instance can be established to be a valid variant of another process instance, or of another process design need
to be defined to start with. Multiple competing intuitions as conditions are defined below
in this section. There is a simplifying assumption made on testing the validity of a variant.
It is approached as a commutative binary test involving a pair of process instances and/or
designs (recall that a process design can also be annotated with post-conditions/effects at
design time and thus subject to similar analysis). Let E be the set of sets of end effects of
one process and E ′ be the corresponding set for the other process.
Post-condition entailment: For every effect e′ ∈ E ′ , there exists an effect e ∈ E such that
e′ ⊧ e. Similarly for every effect e ∈ E, there exists an effect e′ ∈ E ′ such that e′ ⊧ e. This
notion makes no reference of compliance to the organizational goal model, but mandates
that all end effects of one process to be realized by another process for them to be deemed
to be variants. This may be an overly strong condition in some settings.
Goal entailment: Two processes can satisfy the same maximally refined correlated goal
G in the organizational goal model. This is a weaker notion, requiring that processes realize
the same goal to be deemed to be variants.
Disjunctive entailment: There exists a goal G in the organizational goal model such that
for every effect e′ ∈ E ′ , e′ ⊧ G and for every e ∈ E, e ⊧ G. A corollary of this condition is
that both process instances have maximally refined correlated goals which are related via
a sequence of OR-refinements to a common ancestor goal in the goal model. The variants
thus represent alternative ways of realizing the common ancestor goal.
Analyzing how a process instance realizes a goal: The end effects of a process instance can be a rich source of information on how that instance realized a particular goal.
The reasons for different (non-functional) performance profiles of different instances (for
example, why certain instances executed quickly or cheaply, while others took a longer
time) can be analyzed using such information. This can subsequently correlated with the
different levels of client satisfaction for different process instance executions. Key to this
analysis is the ability to correlate the precise set of end effects of a process that contributed
to the realization of a particular goal.
To this end, the notion of a goal-realizing effect group is defined to be a minimal subset
of the set of end effects that realize a given goal. Given a set of end effects E of a process
and a goal G, the goal-realizing effect group gr for G is a set of effect assertions such that:
• gr ⊆ E,
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Algorithm 3: GoalAlign
1: Input Goal Model - G,List of Event Groups - L, Map [Event Group,List[Goals]] M1,
Map [Event Group,Goal] M2, List PIGA.
2: for all event groups S1 ..Sn in L do
3:
for all goals G1 ..Gm in Goal Model G do
4:
bEntailed = CheckGoalEntailment(Gi , Si )
5:
if (bEntailed = true)
6:
Add Si as key, Gi as value in M1
7:
M1.put(Si ,Gi ,)
8:
end for
9:
M2.Put(Si ,getMaxCorrelatedGroup(M1,Si ))
10: end for
11: PIGA.add(M2)
12: Return PIGA
• gr ⊧ G and
• there exists no gr′ where gr′ ⊆ E, gr′ ⊂ gr and gr′ ⊧ G.
A goal-realizing effect group provides a valuable unit of analysis. This is further demonstrated in the empirical evaluation section.
The proposed approach is a system that leverages any goal decomposition model to identify the extent of goal adherence in an organization for a given process model. This implies
that this system can be used to study the goal adherence with different goal decomposition
models based on changing business and other environmental factors.

4.3

Process Instance Goal Alignment (PIGA)

In this section, the formal technique for identification of correlation of event process
event transitions with goals is discussed. This is termed as Process Instance Goal alignment
(PIGA). PIGA is formalized basically as a conjunctive normal form satisfiability (CSAT)
problem, which is NP-complete. Therefore, for a given goal-realizing effect group S, identifying correlation with a goal G in formal terms is simply finding the truth assignments in the
CNF expression of G using the cumulative end effects of S. The Algorithm 3 outlines the
steps of achieving PIGA. It take the list of state transitions and the goal decomposition model
as input. Then two map objects M1, M2 are created to store the set of goal event correlations
in the form of key value pairs. The function CheckGoalEntailment considers a given goal
(annotated with intended set of effects in CNF) and a event group (annotated with actual set
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of effects) to compute the entailment as a truth satisfactory exercise. For each event group
in the process log, the truth assignments of all goals in the goal model are validated. This is
repeated for all groups in the process log. Each event group and the list of correlated goals
will be stored as a key value pair in Map M1. The function getMaxCorrelatedGroup takes
this map M1 and identify the maximally correlated group (based on satisfying the conditions
C1, C2 and C3) for each goal. This evaluation is repeated for each of the mined process instance to identify the “valid process instances”. The representation of each process instance
as a list of maximally refined correlated goals results in the completion of Process Instance
Goal Alignment (PIGA). At the end of this exercise, if any of the mandatory sub goals of
root goal G is not correlated, it implies that the process instance P is not correlated with the
goal G and therefore can be rejected.
Correlating process variants with contextual factors: An additional class of analyses
becomes feasible as a consequence of our approach - one that identifies correlations between
contextual factors and process variants. These correlations (which are easy to establish via
the application of association rule mining) can lead to recommendation rules which suggest
which process variant might be most appropriate under a given set of contextual conditions.

4.4

Evaluation

The objective of the evaluation is to demonstrate that PIGA model is useful in realizing the
following aspects:
• Identifying valid executed variants of processes via reference to a goal model.
• Categorizing process instance variants via their goal correlations.
• Associating contextual factors with identified process variants that can provide guidance in selecting the correct variant for the context.
For the evaluation, a process event log consisting of 25000 event records is considered.
The log represents the execution history of a help desk division in an IT organization dealing
mainly with user reported technical issues. The process log contains 1400 process instances.
Each process instance has an average of 14 events per case. Fig. 4.2 depicts the number of
instances in terms of the number of state transitions (effects) per instance. The plot suggests
that some incident resolution instances deal with considerable human effort resulting in a
large number of effects, while others involve very little (a small number of effects). These
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Figure 4.2: State transitions of incident tickets
variations can be driven by the complexity of the incidents, but may also due to poor selection of the process variant being used to deal with it. The intention is to determine the
number of instances are goal aligned, which of these instances are valid variants and what
are the contextual factors that guide the choice of a variant (many of these instances conform
to the process design in Fig. 4.1). The organizational goal model is depicted in Fig. 2.3.
The evaluations is done on a 64 bit Windows 7 machine with Intel Celeron @ 1.07 Ghz,
4 GB RAM on which the VIDA tool was executed.
First, the generated PIGA model for a sample set of process instances from the running
example is considered. This is depicted in Table 4.1. It can be observed that the executed
process instance INS0001 realizes three distinct goals (”Detect Problem”, ”Fix Problem”,
”Verify Problem”) in terms of three corresponding goal-realizing effect groups GR1, GR2
and GR3 respectively. Each effect groups can be correlated with one of the mandatory subgoals in the goal model in Fig. 2.3. With this, it can be established that INS0001 is a valid
goal preserving process instance of Fig. 4.1 as it satisfies the two conditions denoted as C1
and C2. The process instance INS0001 can be established as a variant of process design
in Fig. 4.1 as the groups GR2, GR3 are alternate realizations of goals Fix Problem and
Verify Problem respectively. Similarly, the executed process instance INS0096 is associated with the goal-realizing effect groups GR1, GR7,GR10. This is also a valid process
instance. The instances INS0001 and INS0096 are clearly established as variants belonging
to the category of Disjunctive Entailment.
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Now considering the process instance INS0034 , it can be observed that there is correlation of the corresponding effect groups with mandatory sub-goals of the goal model. In
effect, it is a valid process instances that adhere to the root goal in Fig. 2.3 even though its
execution is performed differently. The instance INS0034 is clearly established as a variant
belonging to the category of Goal Entailment.
This can be observed as follows: In the case of INS0001, the identified solution is locally applied by the support executive and only confirmed by the user. But in the case of
INS0034, given the nature of the customer system, the customer is instructed to follow the
guidelines to apply the fix and fixing is subsequently confirmed. These instances are therefore belong to two categories (Remote fix, Local fix with guidance) of process variations
and the instance INS0001 is a goal aligned variant of the instance INS0034.
Considering the invalid process instances such as INS0015 and INS0024, it can be observed that logically the tickets are closed. But there is no entailment of both the mandatory
sub-goals Fix Problem, Verify Problem. Similarly the instances INS0033, INS0066
are not valid instances as they don not entail the goal Verify Problem. The solution verification was not performed in these instance. Instances such as these were false positives,
because they were declared as correct execution in the manual auditing of process executions, as the tickets were actually termed as closed.
Without the notion of goal adherence, the instance INS0033 would have been confirmed
as a successful execution of the incident resolution process. The instance INS0033 belongs
to the category of Post Condition Entailment without the notion of goal adherence.
The PIGA approach can subsequently evaluate all the 1400 process instances given in the
process log for goal alignment. The generated PIGA model for all the 1562 event instances
can be represented in total of 74 goal correlating effect groups. In this, 55 groups were
observed correlating with a mandatory sub-goal from the goal model depicted in Fig. 2.3.
This means only 681 instances can be categorized as valid instances out of the total set
of 1400 process instances. The remaining instances were termed as invalid as they do not
correlate all the mandatory goals.
Subsequent to the categorization of valid process instances in terms of their goal correlation, the proposed approach identifies the context factors that can be associated with each
category. To facilitate this, the free text ticket description and summary fields associated
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State Transitions

Instance ID

Goal

Event
Groups
GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

GR6

GR7

GR9
GR10

(Start,Open
Notification,
Ticket Opened, Acknowledge
Notification,
Investigation
Started)
(Tech Note Identified, Solution Identified,
Fixing
Started, Pending Customer,
Incorrect Solution, Tech
Note Identified, Solution
Identified, Fixing Started,
Pending Customer)
(Service Restored, Ticket
Closed)
(Start,Open
Notification
Not Sent, System Alerted,
Notification Sent, Ticket
Opened,
Acknowledge
Notification,
Investigation
Started, Problem Identified)
(Start, Open Notification
Not Sent, System Alerted,
Notification Sent, Ticket
Opened,
Acknowledge
Notification,
Investigation
Started, Problem Identified)
(Tech Note Identified, Solution Identified,
Fixing
Started, Problem Fixed)
(Reassigned-Additional
Work, Solution Identified,
Customer Notified)
Customer Confirmed, Ticket
Closed

INS0001,INS0015,
INS0034,INS0066, Detect
Problem
INS0096

INS0001

Fix
Problem

INS0001

Verify
Problem

INS0024

Detect
Problem

INS0033

Detect
Problem

INS0033,INS0066,
Fix
INS0096
Problem
INS0034

Fix
Problem

INS0034,INS0096 Verify
Problem

Table 4.1: Process Instance Goal Alignment
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with each ticket data is transformed into high frequency parse tokens leveraging tools such
as [89]. To provide a threshold on noise, the approach restricts the number of such tokens
associated with each state transition to a maximum of 5. This was arrived post trial and
error exercises and dictated by the nature of data in the incident management domain. With
this, When a maximally refined correlation group is constructed, the high frequency tokens
from individual records are extracted and associate with the group. For each event group,
the contextual factors with maximum support and confidence are thus associated. As depicted in Table 4.2, most of customer self-help fixes have been contributed by connection
issues related to remote systems. Also tickets due to failures of third party software have
been raised taking considerable effort in diagnosing and closing the problem. Also most
of the ticket escalation issues have been contributed by either wrong email addresses or
wrong ticket assignments. For example, with the instance INS0034, one can identify that
Email Notification, Remote Connection Issues and Manual Solution Fix are
the associated contextual factors. It can be inferred that the factors Remote Connection
Issues and Manual Solution Fix leads to preserving of goal Fix Problem. Such scenarios can eventually lead to augmenting the current goal model with creating additional
OR-Refinement child goals for the goal Fix Problem.
The generalization of the approach discussed in this chapter and the threats to its validity
can be presented as follows: Firstly, it is expected that the semantic annotations of process
models, goal models in terms of the end effects are precisely applied for any given domain.
I demonstrated this using the implementation set-up, by leveraging standard property fields
associated with the tasks or goals to specify the annotations. Secondly, the validation of goal
alignment is two staged, one between the process model and goal model, the other between
the goal model and state transition groups from mined process instances. The tool helps with
a basic level of validation of both the process model and the goal model for completeness
and correctness in terms of the specified annotations. This is basically to confirm whether
a given goal model is the right candidate for validating a larger data set of process instance
records. The approach in this aspect is generalized and is not restrictive to process models
or goal models of any scale or any domain. This is clearly demonstrated with the scale of the
case study involving 1400 process instances. Therefore, I argue that the threat to its validity
(both construct and internal) in terms of systematic errors or data measurement is minimal.
The only limitation I foresee is by leveraging the approach with incompletely annotated
goal model or not using a valid semantic matching tool. But ensuring the completeness of
annotations and correctness of matching can help address this limitation by establish correct
correlation between a goal model and process instance.
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Goal
Category Associated
Aligned
Variant
Groups
Instances
5
20

9
10

1
6

4

Customer
Self-Fix
Execute
Diagnostic
Fix
Discard
Incidents
Define
New
Problems
Escalate
Problem
Enrich
Existing
Problem
Pending
Closer

Contextual factor

Name
Remote Connection Issues
Known Solution, Email
Sent

Max.Support
.07

Max. Confidence
.9

.08

1.0

Third party Vendor Issues
Event Trace Missing

.09

0.9

.07

.8

.009

0.6

5

Wrong Ticket Assignment
Additional Diagnostics

.05

0.7

31

Wrong Email Note

0.06

.9

62
155

11
51

10

Table 4.2: Categorization of variant instances based on goal alignment
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Chapter Summary

The emergence of Knowledge-intensive business processes, has led to challenges of nonconformance and misalignment to organization goals and strategies. This is mainly due to
unintended deviations of process executions to accommodate the impact of external drivers.
Therefore, the evaluation and confirmation of adherence with stated goals associated with
the process models remains an important research challenge. In this Chapter, I have proposed a goal oriented process variability mining and categorization approach. This bottomup approach enables to assess the depth and breadth of goal adherence in business process
executions in organizations.

Chapter 5
Process Performance Prediction :
Contexts, States and Goals
Industry-scale context-aware processes typically manifest a large number of variants during their execution. Being able to predict the performance of a partially executed process
instance (in terms of cost, time or customer satisfaction) can be particularly useful. Such
predictions can help in permitting interventions to improve matters for instances that appear
likely to perform poorly. This chapter proposes an approach for leveraging the process context, process state, and process goals to obtain such predictions. This chapter is organized
as follows: In section 5.1, the current approaches on leveraging contextual information for
process performance prediction are discussed. In section 5.2, the correlation of contextual
factors associated with valid clusters of goal aligned process instances, process states and
performance indicators are discussed. Section 5.3 presents the evaluation of the proposed
approach in this chapter by running experiments on an real world industry setting leveraging
the Watson Analytic Engine framework.

5.1

Contextualization of Process Performance and Goal Drifts

Adequate management of industry scale process models involves dealing with large scale
process variations [109]. This is typically the case in Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
support organizations, as they support multiple business processes for different clients.
Given the strictness and penalty aspects of violating service contracts governing such business processes, these organizations tend to improve the performance aspects of individual
process executions. This is currently achieved with extremely complex and manual auditing exercises due to the quick accumulation of multiple variations of process executions in
84
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typical industrial set-up. Most of the current literature assumes that the performance of a
process instance is entirely determined by what happens over the course of the execution
of the process instance. We see limitations in most of these approaches, when applied in
knowledge intense process models, where the specific instance executions are dictated by
other factors that are not part of process executions. Mining such factors and discovering
correlations with both process performance and validity of execution remains a significant
challenge. In this chapter, I argue that leveraging business process performance [15] from
process execution event logs is an important aspect of Variability Management (VM). In this
chapter, it is argued that the correlation of semantic effect traces (mostly state transitions)
with goal alignments and associated context factors facilitates a comprehensive approach for
predicting performances . Goal models [113] provide a natural underpinning for validating
and classifying process variations ( design time or execution time). In [102], the notion of
effect logs that can be associated with the process execution machinery is presented. The
process effect log is viewed as a series of time stamped ticket description log entries along
with the semantic trace of effects (state transitions), task details, performance time spent
and the process instance identifier. The process performance time is defined as the time interval between the start and completion of execution of a process instance. But most of the
current literature assumes that the performance of a process instance is entirely determined
by what happens over the course of the execution of the process instance. In this chapter, I
specifically explore the impact of the following factors with which process performance can
be determined:
• The process context: The context is defined by the state (determined by the states
of a designated set of contextual objects and the relationships between them) that
holds immediately prior to the start of process execution, but that is not impacted
by it. Example of contextual factors in the case of incident management domain are
problem category, handling agent experience, customer priority and problem severity.
• I make the simplifying assumption that the context remains static, though actual contexts evolve (but not on account of the process execution).
• The effects achieved by the process: The process effects are defined as change of
states of business entities (Insurance status for example) impacted by the process.
There fore, the effects of a process can be modelled as a sequence of (potentially
partially described) states.
• The intentions associated with the execution of the process, specifically the goals and
sub goals that the process instance seeks to satisfy.
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With this proposed approach, I wish to realize the following objectives:
• Given the context in which a process instance begins execution, and a partial sequence
of states achieved thus far (by a partially executed process instance), predict what the
performance (under a set of performance indicators) of that process instance will be.
• Given the context in which a process instance begins execution and a goal model, predict the best OR-refined sub-goal of the process goal that should be achieved for that
context. Identifying the specific sub-goal narrows down the set of alternative process
designs that can be deployed (these are precisely those process designs for which the
maximally refined correlated goal is the OR-refined subgoal that is identified by this
machinery).
Re-purpose [58] helps in switching from an existing process or a process fragment by finding one that is a goal aligned variant, designed for a different intention(which I aim to adhere
to). Realizing this machinery requires that I have access to a history of triples in the form
of (context, subgoal, performance-indicator). For each process instance in this history, the
PIGA technique is used to compute the maximally refined goal that is realized by that
process instance. This helps in generating Context Correlated Goal Models (CCGM)
that constitutes the core aspect of this proposed approach. Each of the three classes of factors
(context, effects and intentions) can be independently correlated with performance. Watson
Analytics engine [19] is leveraged for its regression analysis techniques given the actual
measured process execution times are available. This helps to predict the performance of an
instance given: a. The context ; b. partial state sequence; c. intentions associated with this
process.
In this chapter, I consider an Incident management process design depicted in Fig. 4.1,
with annotated end effects. Every execution of this process design is supposed to satisfy the
goal model with annotated end effects depicted in Fig. 2.3. An event log containing 1400
executed instances of this process design is considered. Using the VIDA tool [101], the
"Effect Log" is generated. This helps in categorizing the executed process instances (using the notion of effects) based on their goal correlations. This categorization is leveraged in
the proposed machinery to identify valid goal aligned process variant designs and associated
process instances. Using the text categorization tool discussed in [89] in the process event
log, it can be observed that the difference in terms of process deviations and goal alignments
between these different instance categories have a strong correlation with a specific set of
contextual factors (such as Problem category, agent or customer centric aspects). In the
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subsequent sections, I will discuss how these contextual factors can be used to realize the
intended objectives of this approach.

5.2

Context based correlation and prediction of process
performance

In this section, the key aspects of the proposed approach are discussed. A contextual Factor
represented as {X∣Φ(X)} is a set of possible values for X, where each value of X has a
distinct impact to the execution of associated process instances. A context-aware business
processes is an ordered sequence of both automated and human executed process activities,
with each activity generating an effect for a given set of contextual factors. Effects can be
viewed as : normative - as they state required outcomes in terms of specific state transitions;
and descriptive in that they describe the subset of all possible outcomes.
It can be noted that an event log can be viewed as being composed of 2 kinds of events:
(1) events that record task executions and (2) events that record object state changes impacted by task execution. The intent is to leverage events of the second kind, by viewing
these as representations of the observed effects of a task.
Determining valid variants: It is required to define the conditions formally under
which a process instance is deemed to be a valid variant of another process instance, or of
another process design. It is assumed that the test for validity of a variant is a commutative
binary test involving a pair of process instances and/or designs (recall that a process design
can also be annotated with post-conditions/effects at design time and thus subject to similar
analysis). Let E be the set of sets of end effects of one process and E ′ be the corresponding
set for the other process. Now, the Near-term effect deviation is derived as the distinct set
of effect assertions only present the observed state compared to its normative set using the
state deviation operator ⊖. Given that S ∪ e ∪ KB, SN ∪ e′ ∪ KB remain consistent, SN ⊖ S
results in a distinct set of deviations e′ . With this, the reasons for different (non-functional)
performance profiles of different task executions (for example, why certain tasks executed
quickly or cheaply, while others took a longer time) can be investigated. In such settings,
specialized techniques to determine which deviations persist and which are overridden by
subsequent changes are required. Therefore, this approach can be used to compare either at
the task execution level (by comparing process instances upto a given point of execution in
terms of executed tasks) or at the time of completed process execution. The state deviation
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Groups
3 (GR1,GR7,GR10)

Correlation category
Primary Correlation

Instances
355

52

Alternate Correlation

325

19

No Correlation

529

88

partition type
basic process instances
goal aligned Process variant instances
non-aligned process instances

Table 5.1: Process instances categorization based on correlation
operator ⊖ is used at the end of execution of a set of tasks in the process model, based on
significant accumulation of new category of effects in terms of state transitions.
The first step in this proposed approach is selecting the contextual factors that have high relevance and impact towards the significant number of process execution. Towards this, I have
leveraged the text clustering tool in ticket management domain discussed in [89]. This helps
in transforming free text ticket descriptions into high frequency parse tokens, which are
treated as contextual factors. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the list of contextual factors DataIssues +
AgentExplow,DataIssues + Highseverity,
RemoteResolution + CustomerNew, RemoteResolution + AlertsComplete,
SoftwareUpgrade, PasswordReset + AgentExplow, PasswordReset + SeverityHigh
that have been mined from the process log discussed in the running example. Fig. 5.2
depicts the distribution of number of process instances associated with each of the selected contextual factors. It can be observed that the number of incidents impacted by
AgentExpLow is comparatively higher.. Fig. 5.1 depicts the mean process execution time
(the time interval between the opening and closing of incident in the incident management
system measured in minutes) for the instances impacted by each of these factors. It can be
observed that the contextual factor AgentExpLow have a very high impact in terms of the
overall resolution time of the associated set of process instances. This is a significant insight
as the same factor have the highest impact in terms of number of process instances. It can
also observed that the context factors ProblemNew,EscalatedOnce take understandably
more resolution time than others because of the nature of such incidents.
The objective is to leverage this generated correlation model to predict performance of
an instance under execution. The next step in this approach is towards identifying relevant
accumulated partial states for assessing the contextual impact on performance. This helps
in better reasoning of the impact of a contextual factor such as AgentExpLow and not gen-
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Figure 5.1: Contextual factors and incident resolution time
eralize at the overall instance execution level.
Given an event sequence of the form e1, e2, e3. and the context CON, a partial state sequence s1, s2, s3 is computed, where s1 = CON ⊕ e1,s2 = (CON ⊕ e1) ⊕ e2,s3 = ((CON ⊕
e1) ⊕ e2) ⊕ e3 and so on. Note that the application of the state update operator ⊕ can lead to
outcomes that are non-deterministic in nature. So a given event trace corresponds to multiple partial state sequences. In this work, I use the Possible Worlds Approach for state update
(although any other state update operator could be validly used instead.An initial partial state
description (which may potentially be empty)is considered and incrementally it is updated
(using ⊕) until the partial state immediately following the final task in the process instance
is reached. In this historical data, both the event trace sequence (received event log) and
the partial state sequence (generated effect log) are considered separately. This is required
to determine contextual correlation based prediction of a process instance performance at a
specific execution state. End effects accrue when a process instance executes to completion
(I then check if these end effects entail the goals in question). The determination of the end
effects of a process instance can be straightforward if the event logging machinery logs both
changes and non-changes (i.e., I periodically log the states of all objects of interest). In
such settings, the final set of object states represent the end effects of the process instance.
More commonly, though, it can be expected that the event logging machinery to log only
the changes (but not the non-changes). Note that the effect assertions from effect events
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of process instances based on contextual factors
can be obtained merely by removing the associated time-stamp.In the course of a process
instance execution, the accrued partial states at a given time are considered for correlating
with the corresponding context to predict the performance. This is required to take specific
assessments on the possibility of re-purposing to an alternated design of execution if a predicted performance time is higher than accepted range. Given a set of contextual factors
′
′
′
CF = CF1 ,CF2 ..CFn of a process, effect groups E ′ = E1 ,E2 ..En belonging to a candidate process variant, I argue that the context correlated partial effect scenarios can be categorized as
follows:
1. Impact in both partial state and process model. ▽CF ⇒ ▽E ′ ⇒ ▽P. The deviations
in the partial state E ′ and process design P in this category is generally due to impact
of the process context. This is best illustrated by the presence of contextual factors
Third party vendor issues, Wrong Ticket Assignment resulting out of agents with low
experience handling the incidents.
2. Impact in only partial state . ▽CF ⇒ ▽E ′ . This categorization occurs due to change
in functional aspects of one or more of task executions that does not result in a task or
process model change. For example, problems that remain unresolved are subjected
to additional diagnostics that impact the resulting causal effects of the executed tasks.
It is possible to mine historical performance data at each possible stage of partial states
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Goals - Design Variants
G1G2G4G5 - Design1
G1G2G4G6G8G9
Design2
G1G3G4G5 - Design3
G1G3G4G6G7G9
Design4
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Data
Issues
+
Agent
ExpLow

Data
Issues
+
high
Severity

Remote
Resolution
+ Customer
New

Remote
Resolution +
Alerts
Complete

SW
Upgrade

Pwd
Reset
+
Agent
ExpLow

Pwd
Reset
+
High
Severity

75
5

7
95

8
0

9
5

95
50

15
54

20
0

7
10

0
0

55
2

10
40

30
0

20
10

0
0

Table 5.2: Distribution of process instances based on Goals for a list of Contextual factors
accumulation. But in this approach, I have optimized the correlation by leveraging the ORrefinement goal correlations associated with each state transition from the process event log.
To achieve this, the Process Instance Goal Alignment Model (PIGA) is leveraged.
The distribution of process instances based on goal correlation is depicted in Table 5.1.
There are only 355 instances of processes out of a total of 1209 instances, that were executed as intended. These process instances aligned with primary goals in the given goal
model. This is established in terms of the effect groups based correlation with the respective goals in the goal model. Similarly, 325 instances aligned with alternate goals in the
goal model. Executions of these instances can still be declared as valid, given their goal
alignment to alternate goals. These instances are termed as goal-aligned variants of the
original process design. The total unique number of effect groups that correlate with the
various alternate goals are 52. This indicates the operational dynamics and the associated
flexibility involve in knowledge intensive business processes domain like incident management. Lastly, a total of 529 instances were declared as invalid executions given their lack
of alignment with the given goal model. This is a significant finding in terms of validating
process executions. From the PIGA model, the proposed machinery identifies the state transitions associated with OR-refined sub-goals for retrieving multiple triples of Context, States
and Performance time and generating Context Correlated Goal Models (CCGM) from the
process and effects log data. The CCGM generated for the running example is illustrated
in Table 5.4. Leveraging CCGM, the distribution of process resolution time for each of
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the selected contextual factor at the associated partial states is computed. For the sake of
representation, I have only highlighted the specific partial state at each realization of the
corresponding OR-refined sub-goal. The Watson Analytics engineis used for performing statistical analysis of the process execution time given a certain context. In section
5.3, the generated prediction models using CCGM are discussed. The prediction models are
subsequently used for evaluating performance for a process instance under execution. Table 5.1 provides an interesting insight towards the goal correlation categories and the associated number of instances in each of these categories. Table. 5.2 provides a tabulated
representation of the instances, in which I have listed only the OR-refinement goals from
the goal decomposition model depicted in Fig.2.3. The process design variants tagged as
Design1, Design2,Design3, Design4 are based on the specific state transition paths that
are executed correlating to the respective goals. It can be observed that the variations in the
goal alignment of these process designs can be attributed for categorizing them as different design variants of the same process. It can be observed that HighSeverity category
incidents are correlating with the OR-refinement goals LinkToExistingProblems (G2),
EscalateProblem(G6) and CreateProblem(G8) and accordingly the process variant design design2 is opted for this category of incidents. This is to reduce such HighSeverity
tickets getting reported in the future. Therefore the agents receiving the customer complaint, select a design variant that align with the goals (G2, G6 and G8). The resolution of
HighSeverity tickets basically involves escalation to a team with higher technical expertise, which makes it a time consuming process design. With this specific goal aligned correlation, the proposed approach can be used for generating recommendations for re-purposing
of an instance execution, irrespective of its current partial state aggregation. Thus in this
case, irrespective of the current selected process design (by an inexperienced agent as have
observed from the running example), this machinery can be used to re-purpose the process
execution to switch to design 2 or in worst case (if its too late to switch), aborting of the
instance execution and start a fresh instance instead.

5.2.1

Watson As A Process Analytics Engine

In this section, a brief description of IBM Watson Analytics Engine [71] in the context
of a process analytic platform is provided. Firstly it needs to be observed that IBM Watson
Analytics [19] employs regression analysis to decide selection of statistical techniques on
large scale data pipelines. This augurs well for analysing data sets like process logs that
exponentially accumulates information from multiple execution of processes. The merit of
the Watson engine is its ability to determine optimal statistical techniques by automated
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analysis of quality and structural aspects of a given data set. Users can get exploratory or
predictive analysitcs using a simple dashboard view.Users can also submit additional questions in plain natural language and get quick analytical insights as responses. Secondly, with
validated data sets (like the process effect log data) in terms of completeness and correctness, the platform provides deep analytic and predictive insights that are both predictive and
exploratory in nature to some very interesting questions that we asked this engine in process
mining space. The questions were selected based on the assessment of the effectiveness of
its inferential statistics techniques with a training data set.. The training data set belongs two
categories of process log data sets PD and TD. The questions that were asked using both
these data sets is listed in 5.3. The rationale for selecting the questions is mainly based on
the objectives of our proposed approach to investigate correlation of context factors, goal
alignment and effect traces to process performance time. The questions are subsequently
tuned based on Watson engine’s generated question templates based on the input data sets
PD and TD respectively.

5.3

Empirical Evaluation

The purpose of evaluation of our approach is to establish the following : 1. Semantic trace
of effects and context factor associations mined from process effect logs enables prediction of process performance indicators(such as total resolution time) with better accuracy.
2. Goal correlations associated with semantic trace of partial executed processes enables
selection of goal aligned process variant for completing executions. Our experiment setup
basically consists of the following : 1. VAGAI tool to generate annotated semantic traces
and goal alignments, that we call as process effect logs 1 . 2. Watson Analytics Engine
for generating performance and goal alignment prediction using correlation model based on
two categories of training data sets discussed in 5.3. The first phase of the evaluation deals
with the running of VIDA tool with the process log to generate the data sets belonging to the
categories PD,TD respectively. The generation of the PD data set leads to the identification
of 4 distinct goal aligned process design variants that were distributed across the different
executed instances as depicted in 5.2. Such a goal aligned categorization of mined process
instances helps achieve two aspects in comparison with most of the current process mining
approaches for validating executions : It discovers valid execution of process instances that
are typically considered invalid deviations in terms of a given process design. 2. It enables
simplified evaluation of all records of process executions that can originate from multiple
1

https://www.scribd.com/document/333254045/IncidentLog
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Question
ID
Q01

Q02

Q03

Q04

Q05

Q06

Q07

Q08

Q09

Q10

Question Text
Given a threshold on performance
what are the most commonly occurring semantic effect traces?
What are the context factors that
are associated with processes taking
high performance time?
Given the current effect sequence
E1E2E3, what is the probability of
the process being goal aligned for a
given goal G?
Given the current effect sequence
taking performance time N, what is
the projected completion time of the
process
Given the current context, and the
current effect sequence, what is the
remainder of the effect sequence for
a successful (goal-aligned) completion
Given the current context, What
will be the number of instances that
are aligned with Goal G1?
Given the current context, what is
the probability of this instance to
conclude with a specific Effect sequence?
Given the tickets with current effect
sequence, what is the average total
performance time of completion of
these tickets?
Given the current context, how
many executed instances will be
valid ?
Given the current effect sequence,
which process designs the completed instances will be aligned
with?
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Used Data
set
TD

Question
Type
Exploratory

TD

Exploratory

PD

Predictive

PD

Predictive

TD

Predictive

PD

Predictive

PD

Predictive

TD

Predictive

TD

Predictive

TD

Predictive

Table 5.3: Questions to Watson engine
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process designs that are semantically similar but have different structural and functional
enhancements. 3. It also enables re factoring of multiple process designs into a single integrated process design based on the comparison of respective goal alignment paths at the
process level. Such a setup for mining goal and process design correlations can easily be
repeated with different goal models and process designs towards evaluation of design conformance and learning process flexibility. This we see as an important contribution of our
approach. With the TD data set generated with the VIDA tool, we achieve additional enriched insights on partial execution characteristics of process executions in terms of context
factor and semantic trace annotations. This is depicted in Fig. 5.4. This subsequently helps
in predicting performance, validity of execution in terms of goal alignment for an executing process to manage the required deviations as depicted in Fig. 5.3. This in comparison
enables leveraging such predictions to significant increase the validity of execution of process instances. In the rest of this section, we will discuss specific prediction insights from
the case study to illustrate the proposed approach, which constitutes the second phase of our
evaluation. Towards this, we engage with the Watson analytics engine. The data set containing the PD type data set discussed in 5.2 enables to pose questions of type Q10. Similarly
5.4 containing the TD type data set supports questions of type Q08,Q09. These data sets are
provided as input training data to Watson engine respectively.
The Watson Analytics engine using the data sets, generated multiple predictive and exploratory insights annotated with specific question templates. Given the focus on assessing
the correlation of contextual factors, semantic trace of effects and goal alignment on process performance, we restricted the scope to the questions listed in 5.3. The consolidate
view of predictive insights as a visualization is depicted in Fig. 5.3 which is a manual step
post running the training data set with Watson engine. We started with questions of type
Q01, Q02 to generate the predictions of process performance time (in minutes) for each
of the six contextual factors DataIssues + AgentExplow,DataIssues + Highseverity,
RemoteResolution + CustomerNew, RemoteResolution + AlertsComplete,
SoftwareUpgrade, PasswordReset + AgentExplow, PasswordReset + Severity High
at specific partial states in the execution of process instances. This consolidated representation generated using the Watson Analytics Engine tool helps in predicting performance
at different partial states of an instance execution. For example, let us consider the two
contextual factors Data Issues + AgentExplow, DataIssues + Highseverity, we can
observe from Fig. 5.3. Due to low agent experience for the same category of incidents
”Data Issues”, it can be observed that there is significant increase in execution time in tasks
such as Opening the ticket, Problem debugging compared to the context, when the sever-
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Process
Instances

Observed Partial State Effects

62

T4:(Resolution Suggested)

155

T3:(Resolution Known)

11

T5:(Resolution Cancelled)

51

T5:(Ticket NotEnriched)

10

T1:(Problem NotCategorized), (Escalate
T9:(Problem DetailIncomplete) Problem,
Link
to
Existing
Problem)
T2:(Problem SeverityWarning), (Escalate
T3:(Set TicketPriorityHigh)
Problem,
Enrich
Problem)
T4:(Customer NotNotified)
(Escalate
Problem,
Enrich
Problem)

5

31

ORrefined
Goal Entitlement
(Link
to
Existing
Problem,
Close
Problem)

(Link
to
Existing
Problem,
Close
Problem)
(Close
Problem)

(Escalate
Problem)

Context Factor Set
Name (Value)

CM1 = Connection(’Remote’,
’NotAvailable’,
’BehindFirewall’),
CustomerExpertise(’High’),
CustomerPriority(’Low’)
CM2
=
Solution(’Known’,
’AutoFix’, ’BroadCast’), CustomerAffected(’Group’)
CM3
=
Agent(’New’),
ProblemOrigin(’3rd
Party’, ’NotUnderContract’)
CM4
=
CustomerProvided
(’NoEventTrace’,
’NotReproduced’)
CM5
=
Agent(’New’),
ProblemAutoCategory(’Failed’)
CM6
=
Agent(’Expert’)
, ProblemAutoCategory(’Complex’)
CM7 = CustomerSupport(’Rare’),
CustomerProvided(’NoEventTrace’,
’NotReproduced’)

Table 5.4: Context Correlated Goal Models (CCGM)
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Figure 5.3: Performance predictions at partial states
ity of ticket opened is high. Such an insight when shared with the process analyst team ,
can lead to the assignment of senior agents for the same category of tickets. This demonstrates the impact of context factors in execution of similar process instances. Similarly
using this prediction model represented in Fig. 5.3, we can make predictions for different
categories of tickets instances at multiple states of process execution. This eventually can
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lead the organization to evaluate their resource deployment strategies, shifting to a different process design variant. For our experiment purpose, we have restricted the scope to the
goal aligned process instances observed in the event log. This helps when engaging with
the Watson Analytics platform to predict the specific partial state aggregations that result in
aligning with one of the OR-refinement goals from G2: Link-To-Existing-Problem
, G3: Try-Potential-Fixes , G5: Close-Problem , G6: Escalate-Problem ,
G7: Re-Escalate-Problem , G8: Create- Problem. Similarly we can observe repurposing instances with the context PasswordReset with Agent having lesser experience
to process design 3 correlating with Goal ExecuteDiagnosticFix (G4) and closing. This
we claim as an interesting proposition of our approach , where an instance under execution can be aborted , if its observed deviation terms of goal alignment is termed invalid
based on the prediction model. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for example if we observe incident categories belonging to HighSeverity with partial state accumulations aligned with
G3:Try-Potential-Fixes. In this case, re-purposing to Design2 is not possible as the
alignment with G2: Link-to-Existing-Problem has been ignored. The correctness of
the proposed approach was established with questions of type Q03,Q04, Q08 as follows:
1. We manually generated log dataset containing randomly selected 50 process instances
purposely with partial effects (indicating they are running process instances) as test data set
to Watson engine. 2. We used the prediction model to pose the questions listed in 5.3. The
prediction model helps in generating the following based on the questions : 1. Predicted
association of a given context factor for goal aligned design variant 2. Predicted association
of given effect trace in process performance time based on goal alignment as depicted in
Figure 5.5. We discuss the generalization of our approach and the threats to its validity as
follows: Firstly, we depend on accurate annotations of process models, goal models in terms
of the end effects for a given domain. Based on our experience in similar industrial setups,
we see this as a valid assumption given that experienced process designers and business
analysts taking weeks of effort in defining such business models. Also, in the VAGAI tool,
we subject the process model and goal model to a basic level of validation for completeness
and correctness in terms of the specified annotations. We see our approach not restrictive
in this aspect to process models or goal models of any scale or any domain. This is clearly
demonstrated with the scale of our case study involving 1400 process instances. Therefore,
we argue that the threat to its validity (both construct and internal) in terms of systematic errors or data measurement is minimal. Secondly, incorrectly recorded observations and poor
descriptions of events data could lead to generating inaccurate context correlated prediction
models using our approach. But the possibility of such scenario is minimal, as mature IT
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Figure 5.5: Predicted association of design variant at partial state executions
organizations subject execution of customer sensitive processes like ticket resolution with
rigid auditing procedures.
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Chapter Summary

The emergence of context-aware processes have contributed to arising challenges of nonconformance and misalignment to stated goals and strategies. In this chapter, a context
based goal and performance correlation approach is proposed for predicting performance
and for re-purposing process designs.

Chapter 6
Formalization of Variability Modelling
Representation in Process Repositories
Organizations dealing with application development life cycle development activities and
with business process outsourcing support for external customers looks for ways to cut cost
to remain competitive. Towards that, they mandate reuse of existing assets such as process
models from their repositories rather than redundantly developing them from scratch. In the
case of business processes, such an objective gains lot more significance as multiple applications needs to be developed by following stringent development methodologies (specifically
in the case of service oriented development) involving multiple stake holders from Business
Analysts, Architects, Data Analysts, Designers, Developers and Testers. Also subjecting the
developed process designs for applicable legal and other regulation compliance is a costly
exercise. But there are research challenges that remain to be addressed towards realizing the
reuse of artefacts such as process models. Firstly, there is a lack of formalized representation of business process models in process model libraries. Secondly, there is lack of formal
means to differentiate the model variations produced in subsequent development life cycles
from the variations that are customized for a specific context of usage. The former type of
variations are typically evolutionary in nature and are produced by the development team
who owns and publishes the model in the repository. In the rest of this chapter, these type of
variations are called versions. The later type of variations are custom modifications done to
a downloaded model from the repository for a specific context of usage. These type of variations are termed as variants. A formal technique to effectively differentiate, this will subsequently enable the selection of the best fitting variant in terms of the given requirements.
Third, there is lack of formalized techniques to assess additional modification possibilities
and the validity of such modification from a selected variant to meet the new requirements.
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In this chapter, the formal machinery supporting GOVM discussed in the previous chapters
3 is leveraged to support organizing, modelling, analysing, searching and matching business
process assets in a repository. Towards this, a formal approach is presented for representing
a family of business processes in the form of a goal augmented process tree model. This is
demonstrated using a collection of business process assets related to the insurance domain
in a real world process repository set-up.
Given increasing cost and competitive pressures, business organizations are looking towards means for effective reusing of existing business processes from repositories [84]. The
emergence of service-oriented architecture (SOA) [72], with its emphasis on loose coupling
and dynamic binding, is seen as a promising way to enable more effective reuse by packaging assets as reusable services accessible only via their interfaces.
The following are the salient aspect of this framework discussed in this chapter:
• A tree model representation of business processes as versions and variants based on a
formal machinery to compare and analyse variants and versions.
• Formal techniques for determining the extent to which the best fit candidate process
of the tree meets the requirement of a new business application.
The running example presented in this chapter presents the scenario of searching in a
process repository for an insurance claims business process artefact. The requirements associated with search of the process is as follows: The process takes the customer details and
claim details. The execution of the process results in acceptance of the claim, if the claim
details are verified and possibility of any fraudulent exercise is ruled out. Additionally,
on acceptance of the claim request, the actual claim to be paid against the customer’s request is calculated. The following scenario is considered for the illustration : There are two
process models Pr1 and Pr2 as depicted in Figs. 2.2 and 6.1, respectively that are related
to this requirement. The process Pr1 is modelled as a composite process involving three
sub-processes Record Claim - to validate and register the claim request, Verify Claim to verify through specific algorithms and human centric tasks the authenticity of the claim
data, and Analyze Claim & Report - to subsequently the analyze the extent of damage
to decide the claim amount to generate respectively. In the sub-process Verify Claim, the
services DetermineLiability and PotentialFraudCheck are executed in parallel, and subsequently their results are sent to ClaimInvestigation service. A final review of the verified
claim is done by FinalReview service.
In the process Pr2, the services (or tasks as call in this work intermittently) DetermineLiability and PotentialFraudCheck are executed in a serialized manner. Also, the service Po-
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tentialFraudCheck service is customized for detecting fraudulent claims based on the extent
of liability. The input and output data elements for each of the services belonging to both
the processes Pr1 and Pr2 are as depicted in Fig. 6.2. Typically, no single business process
solution could conceivably meet all functional and non-functional requirements of an application to be built that triggers the search in the repository. This leads to a potential trade-off
in selecting one of the candidate business processes selected through the search from the
repository. In some cases, the search criteria for selecting the processes can include details
at the level of the tasks contained in the business process model. Typically such criteria are
stated as the input and output data interface signatures. For example, if the process analyst
executing the search, specifies that the required business process asset should contain a service PotentialFraudCheck which needs to accept extent of liability as input, then the search
algorithm should return only Pr2 as its result. Once the analyst selects the appropriate process, she would analyze and customize it to suit her requirement, thereby creating a new
variant of the process. This customization would be recorded against the specification of the
services in the process that the analyst has customized. In addition, she should also be able
to record her experiences on using the process, in terms of the it’s non-functional properties.
Such information should enable her to store the customized process back into the repository
as a variant of the originally selected asset. This running example, therefore, raises two
key research issues. First, business process solutions must be represented along with their
constituent services and variants/versions thereof, and in a manner that rigorously distinguishes versions from variants. Second, there is a need for a matching algorithm that checks
a requirement against the various variants/versions of a business process solution and allows
the user to select an asset as reuse-worthy that meets their requirements. In the rest of this
Chapter, I will be investigating these two issues in detail. Let us assume a basic insurance
claims process solution, Pr1, implemented as in Fig. 2.2. In Verify Claim sub-process, let us
assume that the DetermineLiability and PotentialFraudCheck services are first executed in
parallel, and then their results are sent to ClaimInvestigation service. A final review of the
verified claim is then implemented by FinalReview service.
Now, let us assume a tailored version Pr2 of this business process solution, with the
following changes (See Fig 6.1):
• DetermineLiability and PotentialFraudCheck services are serialized.
• PotentialFraudCheck service is modified, considering the extent of liability.
• New LiabilityPlusFraudCheck service is added.
With the following changed requirements:
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Figure 6.1: Modified process Pr2 for insurance claims management

(1) Services contained in Pr1

(2) Services contained in Pr2

Figure 6.2: Process and its Variant services
• Improve cycle time for Verify Claim sub-process - for a new class of “high priority”
applicants not previously served
• Improve fraud checking - a new and improved fraud checking service to be incorporated for high value claims
The said example illustrates the various ways in which variants/versions of a business
process can be generated. Consider that a user searching for a business process solution
that verifies insurance claims could also be interested in a business process that comprises a
particular set of services together with satisfying certain non-functional constraints such as
performance and reliability. Typically, no single business process solution could conceivably meet all these requirements, leading to a potential trade-off among competing business
processes from the repository.
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This running example, therefore, raises two key research issues. First, business process
solutions must be represented along with their constituent services and variants/versions
thereof, and in a manner that rigorously distinguishes versions from variants. Second,
there is a need for a matching algorithm that checks a requirement against the various variants/versions of a business process solution and allows the user to select an asset as reuseworthy that meets their requirements. In the rest of this Chapter, I will be investigating these
two issues in detail.

6.1

Variant Representation in Business Process Repositories

6.1.1

Variability Meta Model for Processes

The variability meta model for process is which consists of variation points and variation
features. variation points are the points of intrusions, where changes are introduced and
variation features, are the semantic sequence of actions, which state represent the changes
and any specific constraints of applicability. More than one variation feature can be introduced in the same variation point. Similarly multiple variation points can be applied with the
same variation feature. This metamodel is depicted in Fig. 6.3 and consists of the following
parts.
• Variation Points: These are the points in the process or service, where variations can
be introduced. They are in turn of two types. Implementation variation points
are the points in the component where only the implementations of certain methods
can be modified. Whereas, specification variation points are the points at
the interface of the component which can be modified. This may necessitate changes
to the internal implementation of the component.
• Variation Features: These refine variation points, by specifying the action semantics
of the variation and its specific applicability. The same variation point can admit more
than one variation feature, and one variation feature can be applied to many variation
points.
Such a meta model can support modelling of both service and business process variations.
Service-level Variations are variations at the level of individual services. They can in
turn be classified into two sub-cases. First, Service implementation (ServImpl) variations
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Figure 6.3: Variation Metamodel
model changes only to the internal service implementations, without requiring changes to
their interfaces, and this is realized via implementation variation points. An example would
be to modify the internal fraud checking operation in PotentialFraudCheck service. Second, Service Interface (ServIntf) variations model changes to the interfaces of the services,
which will also require implementation changes - this is realized via specification variation
points. An example would be to add the outputs custInfo and claimInfo to DetermineLiability service. This would also require concomitant ServImpl variations, as follows:
• Input data received by the service - this could arise due to the following triggers.
First, a change in the output data sent by a previously executed service, which is to
be consumed by the service in question; second, a change in the input data needed by
a service to be executed later - this data may have to be transmitted by the service in
question, perhaps after modification
• Output data sent by the service - this would be a trigger for modifications to the services to be executed next, i.e., those that are dependent on the service in question
Process-level variations are variations in the application flow of the business process.
These are realized via combinations of ServImpl and ServIntf variations, and can be classified as follows. First, in AddSeqSvc-type variation, a service S j is added between Si and
Sk . If this does not cause any modifications to the inputs of Sk and outputs of Si , then the
output methods of Si and input methods of Sk have to be redirected towards S j - this can
be realized as a ServImpl variation, since this will involve modifying the input and output
methods for the services Si and Sk . However, if modifications are required, then this will be
realized as a ServIntf variations on Si and/or Sk , and needs to be modeled as such. An example is to add a suitably modified PotentialFraudCheck service between DetermineLiability
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service & Liability+FraudChecks service. Second, in DeleteSvc-type variation, service Si+1
(predecessor is Si and successor is Si+2 ) is deleted. If this does not cause any modifications
to the outputs of Si or the inputs of Si+2 , then the output methods of Si and input methods of
Si+2 need to be redirected towards each other. However, if modifications are required, this
will require ServIntf variation on Si and Si+2 , and needs to be modeled as such. Third, in
AddParSvc-type variation, a service S j is added between Si and Sk in parallel - this would
require ServIntf variations to Si and Sk . If this does not cause any modifications to the
inputs of Sk and outputs of Si , then additional methods would need to be added to each service to accommodate the new service Si - this would be a ServImpl variation. However,
if modifications are required, then this will be realized as ServIntf variations on Si and Sk ,
and needs to be modelled as such. Fourth, AddFlow-type variation is akin to adding an
edge in the business process - this will be a ServIntf variation, requiring interface changes
to the services. Finally, DelFlow-type variation is akin to deleting an edge in the business
process - this is similar to AddFlow, in that it would require ServIntf-type variations. By
way of illustration, Table 6.1 lists some example (not exhaustive) service- and process-level
variations for our running example.
Functionally similar process models both in semantic and syntactic terms can be related
to each other as variants and versions. The following definitions help in formally differentiating the notion of variants and versions.
Definition 3. A variant A′ is defined as a new process derived from an existing process A
with one or many variation features on a set of variation points declared in A:
V Px
A′ ←A + ∑ki=1 δV (A)i such that δV (A)i → {V F1 ,V F2 ,⋯,V Fm }
In Definition 3, ∑ki=1 δV (A) is a derived variant of the process A, and {V F1 ,V F2 ,⋯,V Fm }
are the collection of variation features applied in V Px , a set of variation points associated
with V (A).
Referring to Fig. 6.2,it can be observed that PotentialFraudCheck service of process
Pr2 can be derived from PotentialFraudCheck service of process Pr1 as its variant. This
is achieved by incorporating variation features for handling LiabilityInfo, which is an additional input to this service.
Definition 4. A version of an artefact A is defined as a set of additive modifications providing new business functions. This subsequently necessitate changes in the variation model of
A to make it remain consistent with the new version. This is represented as:
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Variation Points

Variation Feature

DetermineLiability
service

calcLiability
method

PotentialFraudCheck 1) fraudCheckAlgo
service
method
2) Return
statement
Insurance Claims
EnterClaimDetails
service,
overall solution

Variation Features
ServIntf-type

ServImpl-type
ServIntf-type
AddSeqSvc-type

ClaimInvestigation
service,
DetermineLiability
service,
PotentialFraudCheck
service

Table 6.1: Types of Variations

A′′ ←A + ∂V (A)
with

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪∆i (A),i = 1,2,⋯,n
such that ∂V (A) = ⎨
⎪
′′
⎪
⎪
⎩V M(A) +V M(A )

V F1 V F2
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Types
Add the following
outputs: custInfo,
claimInfo
1) Modified operation:
new FraudCheckAlgo
2) Add the following
output: LiabilityInfo
1) Add (modified) PotentialFraudCheck service
between DetermineLiability service and
Liability+FraudChecks
service
2) Add (new) Liability+FraudChecks
service
between
EnterClaimDetails service
(not shown)
and DetermineLiability
service
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V Fm+1 V Fm+2
V Pn+1 ⎛ a1
V Pn+2 ⎜
⎜ b1
⎜
′′
⎜
V M(A ) =
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
V Pn+y ⎝ z1
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... V Fm+x

a2
b2

...
...

z2

...

am ⎞
bm ⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
zm ⎠

V M(A) denotes the variation model of the process A. Similarly, V M(A′′ ) represents a
modified variation model that conforms to the structure and semantics of the process asset
A′′ . By Definition 4, modifications applied to derive A′′ from A is represented by ∂ V (A),
the difference in the static part of A is represented as ∆i (A) , and the differences in V M(A),
variation model of A to derive the variation model of V M(A′′ ) is denoted as V M(A′′ ) .
In the matrices V M(A) and V M(A′′ ) ,an entry in a cell of the matrix denotes the existence of a variation generated by the injection of the corresponding variation feature in the
column on a declared variation point in the row.

6.1.2

Process tree Representation Model

Given most repositories have implicit version control mechanisms,a typical process model
or any other associated artefact will have a collection of versions created and published in the
repositories. Each new version will evolve from its base version for accommodating changes
over a period of time. Mostly such changes are due to confirming to new specifications or
standards that the process was depending on. The rationale for creating a new version from
its base process is typically well documented.
An process tree (Fig. 6.4) is defined as follows.
Definition 5. A process tree denoted as T = (N,E) is defined to hold the following properties:
• Base process is the root node of the tree
• Any node in the tree is then is derived from the base process as its version or variant
and should satisfy the following:
– The parent node of a process version is always a process version and not a process variant.
– The parent node of a process variant is always a process version and not a process
variant.
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Figure 6.4: Process tree representation
The edges connecting the nodes in the process tree can be categorized as follows: A
version edge denotes the transition from a parent node of type version to the child node of
type version and a variant edge denotes the transition from a parent node of type version to
the child node of type variant.
The proposed approach can be generalized to support a formalized organization of collection of any other artifacts such as models containing sub-processes, services or even just
data entities. This tree representation, illustrated in figure 6.4, is an enhancement over traditional version based representations in process repositories.
As per definitions 3 and 4, every process derived as variant or version from the process A
is already represented in terms of process A and annotations capturing the specific variations.
Mapping the definitions 3 and 4 onto the process tree representation, it can be observed any
node in the process tree (excluding the root node) is derived from its parent process. In our
process tree, a variant A′2 is directly derived from a version, and not from another variant A′1 .
This is due to the fact that a version contains the variation model thus enabling the derivation
of a variant. On the other hand, a variant is derived by subjecting a sequence of variations
on a version. The variant does not contain a variation model as subjected variations would
have made the variation model irrelevant.

6.1.3

Process Dependency Matrices Model

The process tree representation model is incomplete without a means to formally specify
the various asset variants and versions in terms of the “base process” which is the root of
the tree. As defined in Section 6.1.1, a base process is initially created with clearly defined
static and dynamic parts. The static part consists of a set of “base” features and the variation
model consists of variation points and variation features. The dynamic part consists of a set
of tuples < V Pi ,V Fj >, mapping a variation feature onto a variation point. Hence any process
on the process tree can be distinguished from the base process by denoting the differences
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from its static and dynamic parts to those of the base asset.
For the sake of simplicity, each process in the process tree is denoted in terms of the
differences between it and its (unique) parent on the tree. Let the process in question be S′
and its parent be S. Now, as per Definition 5, the edge (S′ → S) is either a variant or version
edge only, i.e., S′ can only be a variant or version of S. Hence the difference between S′ and
S is denoted either in terms of change to dynamic or static part, respectively.

6.1.4

Goal Aligned Process Tree Creation

The goal aligned process tree creation starts with a repository of process models as input.
GOVM techniques discussed in Chapter 3 are applied for each process in the repository in
the context of a given goal model. This leads to the generation of augmented goal models
annotated with the process variants.. This augmentation can therefore be subsequently used
to update an existing or create a new process tree. A newly-created process will be similarly
annotated with the details of the underlying process tree representation in terms of its realization path. This subsequently enables de-duplication and removal of redundant process
model variants existing in the repository.
Initially, a process tree will only have a base business process along with its aligned
goal model. Over a period of time, the process tree will be updated with the insertion of
new business processes that are functionally similar and aligned with the same goals in nature. Therefore, the process tree will evolve to include more nodes reflecting new versions
and variants under the same tree. Eventually, different process trees might be merged to
represent a new set of related versions and variants of new processes. Thus, the process
tree representation address challenges due to performance and accuracy concerns generally
associated with the faceted search techniques of current repositories facilitating reuse of
process like artifacts. Also, the process tree will be correlating with a given goal decomposition model. But on the addition of every other node as a process variant in the tree,
additional set of alternate goals which are Or-refinement to the process correlated goal are
correspondingly annotated with the goal preserving variant node.
The SOA-based solution model is viewed as a set E. This set contains elements such
as process model, service model, data model, etc., along with each of their variants. The
elements of the set can be represented as a partial order with the binary inclusion relation
≤, as follows: for any two elements x and y, x ∈ E and y ∈ E, x ≤ y if x is needed in order
to develop y. For example, x and y would share the inclusion relationship so described if
y was a variant of x, since x is needed in order to construct y. Another example would be
if y is a process model and x a service model needed for building y. The primary use of
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this partial order is to integrate the independently developed variations of each element in
an SOA-based model. For ease of exposition, this can be pictorially illustrated via a Hasse
diagram [21] as in Fig. 6.6 for various variants of the VC sub-process. (Later in this Chapter,
I show how it can be formally represented as a lattice [37], which helps optimize variant
selection.)

Figure 6.5: The variant of sub-process Verify Claim

Figure 6.6: Hasse diagram representation
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Properties of the Variability Algebra

The proposed variability algebra is a category [112], as per the following theorem. The
category theoretic representation is only used as an illustration for describing the properties
of the proposed variability algebra. In the rest of this chapter, no formal results are derived
with this representation.
Theorem 1. For a defined Variability Model, the services and their variants that comprise
the Variability Algebra form a category.
Proof: A category is a set of objects with morphisms (mappings) between them. In this case,
the services and their variants are the objects and the variation functions are the morphisms.
It obeys the following properties:
• Property C0: The set of services and their variants forms the objects of the algebra,
and the variation functions linking services and their variants form the morphisms
among the objects. Among two services that are not variants of each other, due to the
absence of a variation function, a default null morphism can be defined.
• Property C1 - Associativity: Morphisms are associative, i.e., if there exist variation
Fb
Fa
Fc
functions S0 → S1 , S1 → S2 , and S2 → S3 , then (Fa ○ Fb ) ○ Fc = Fa ○ (Fb ○ Fc ). That is,
Fa ○ Fb represents the (eventual) derivation of S2 from S0 , while Fb ○ Fc represents
the (eventual) derivation of S3 from S1 . Hence both (Fa ○ Fb ) ○ Fc and Fa ○ (Fb ○ Fc )
represent the (eventual) derivation of S3 from S0 .
• Property C2 - Pairwise Disjoint: The morphisms are pairwise disjoint. That is, if there
Fb
Fa
are two variation functions S0 → S1 and S0 → S1 , with the same domain and range, then
they are identical, since they produce the identical variant on the same base service.

If a base service is defined as the minimum set of service operations needed to implement the service specification [97], then the variants of the base service extend the base
functionality by “adding” and/or “modifying” the base service’s functionality, as per our
definitions above. Hence the service operations of a service variant can be said to “include”
(in some sense) those of the base service. The base service and its variants can therefore
be represented as a lattice [37] by extending the partial order representation such as that
depicted in Fig. 6.5. Composition of these service variants to form a business process variant can therefore be represented via mappings between the lattices. I now extend the above
category-theoretic ideas to consider the composition of services in a business process as part
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of an SOA-based solution. But first it can be noted that as per Definition 3, a base service is
always included in its variant, this inclusion relationship can be used to prove the following
result.
The following lattice-theoretic ideas (Theorems 2, 3 and 4) are proposed to basically
identify, validate and optimize the integration of generated service variants. This helps in
automating variability oriented design in large scale SOA-based systems. This is achieved
by establishing the minimal dependency relations between the variants of services that constitute a business process.
Theorem 2. The base service and its variants form a poset [37].
Proof: Let the base service and its variants form a set P under the variant relationship as
defined in Definition 3, and which is denoted by ◁. That is, S0 ◁ S1 if S1 is a variant of S0 .
Then the following properties of a poset can be proved directly from Definition 3:
Reflexivity: S0 ◁ S0
Antisymmetry: If S0 ◁ S1 and S1 ◁ S0 , then S0 = S1
Transitivity: If S0 ◁ S1 and S1 ◁ S2 , then S0 ◁ S2
From Theorem 2 the following theorem can be derived.
Theorem 3. The set P of base service and its variants form a lattice [37].
Proof: A lattice is a poset with the following additional properties:
• There exists an unique service composed of the minimally required functions. It is
established as the infimum (greatest lower bound) of the lattice P. It is called the base
service.
• There exists an unique service composed of all possible functions. It is established
as the supremum (greatest lower bound) of the lattice P. It is called the final variant
service.
• For any two services Si and S j in the lattice P, it can be established that there exists a
meet. If S j is a variant directly derived from Si , then the meet is Si itself. Otherwise (Si
and S j are derived from different services), the meet is the base service of the lattice.
• For any two services Si and S j in P, it can be established that there exists a join (least
upper bound). If S j is a directly derived variant of Si , then the join is the variant S j
itself. If otherwise(Si and S j are derived from different services), the join is the final
variant of the lattice.
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An illustration of lattice models for the DL and PF services, and some of their variants,
is depicted in Fig. 6.7.

(1) DL service Variation model

(2) PF Service Variation Model

Figure 6.7: Lattice models of process variants
From Theorem 3, useful results regarding the mappings between service variant lattices
are achieved.
Definition 6. S j has a dataflow dependency on Si if OSi ∩ IS j is non-empty. That is, some
outputs from Si would be needed in order for S j to execute. It is formally represented as
d

Si → S j .
Definition 7. I define service lattices L and K as composable if the following holds for the
d
base services A0 and B0 of L and K, respectively: A0 → B0 .
Definition 8. Given two composable service lattices L and K, let us assume the existence
of the following dataflow dependency between any two variants Ai and B j of L and K,
d

respectively: Ai → B j . Then this dependency is a maximal dependency if for any variant A p
d

of Ai , the following dependency does not hold: A p → B j .
Hence Definition 8 provides a means to select the so-called “best fit” variant Ai needed
to compose with B j in the solution. This leads us to the following theorem.
d

Theorem 4. Let a maximal dependency relation Ai → B j exist between variants Ai and B j in
d

lattices L and K. Let Bm be a variant of B j . If a maximal dependency relation A j → Bm exists
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between Bm and a service A j belonging to lattice L, then A j is either Ai itself, or a variant
of Ai . This clearly establishes how the maximal dependency relation between two services
can be leveraged for deriving all possible process variants by identifying compatible service
variants. This is an important requirement in addressing process flexibility for changing
business contexts.
Proof: There are three sub-cases:
• Bm does not contain any extra input data. Then the maximal dependency relation
d
Ai → Bm holds.
• Bm contains extra input data, but which cannot be provided by any service in the lattice
d
L. Here also, the maximal dependency relation Ai → Bm holds.
• Bm contains extra input data, which can be provided by one or more services in the
lattice L. Then from Definitions 3 and 8, it follows that the only service A j for which
d

A j → Bm holds, is a variant of Ai .

A brief illustration of Theorem 4 is depicted in Fig. 6.7, which shows two service variant lattices of the services DetermineLiability and PotentialFraudCheck from the
running example. For the original process Pr1, it is known that DL0 is composable with
PF0. For the variant process Pr2, DL0 is replaced with its variant DL′ 1 to support sequential composition. As per Theorem 4 the only possible variants of PotentialFraudCheck
lattice that are candidates for composition with DL′ 1 are PF ′ 1 and PF ′ 5 from Fig. 6.7. Furthermore, for Pr2, since the extent of liability is required to determine fraud, the selected
variant of PotentialFraudCheck is PF ′ 5.
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Figure 6.8: Service variant lattices
In other words, Theorem 4 shows that the maximal dependency relation is an orderpreserving morphism between the two service lattices. That is, assuming a maximal dataflow
dependency among the services in an SOA-based solution, let us assume that an existing service S j is replaced by its variant. Then for another service Si on which S j is dependent, the
variants of Si is searched to determine the appropriate variant of Si to compose with that
of S j . This greatly eases the task of selecting the appropriate service variants to generate a
required variant for an SOA-based solution.
The lattice-theoretic ideas (Theorems 2, 3 and 4) to optimize the integration of generated variants into a business process as part of an SOA-based solution. This is achieved
with establishing the minimal dependency relations between the variants of a service lattice with the variants of the other service lattices required in the business process. This
would therefore help automate variation-oriented design to a large extent, thereby rendering
it potentially scalable on large real-life systems.
From an evaluation perspective, the category-theoretic notions (Theorem 1) are first used
to formalize the variation model as a category and the variants derived from a service as a
set of objects with variation functions as morphisms defined between the variants. Once this
is done, lattice-theoretic ideas (Theorems 2, 3 and 4) can be used to optimize the integration of generated variants into a business process as part of an SOA-based solution. This
is achieved with establishing the minimal dependency relations between the variants of a
service lattice with the variants of the other service lattices required in a process. This helps
in identifying valid service compositions suitable for the process. Subsequently each such
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service composition Q is then mapped with a corresponding process variant P′ , such that
the union of variations associated with Q, QV F is a subset of variations PV′ F associated with
the process variant P’. This helps in automating variation-oriented design to a large extent,
thereby rendering it potentially scalable on large real-life systems.
Such an activity carried out as part of individual process design will help the process
analysts to easily construct a family of process variants that can be readily considered for
future SOA-based application development. As each service and process has its one design
and development life cycle during the initial development and subsequent reuse contexts,
these activities remain scalable even during the development of larger systems.
6.1.4.2

Operators of the Variability Algebra

One of the primary requirements of any algebra is a set of operators that be applied on the
constructs belonging to the algebra. From the viewpoint of SOA-based reuse, the operators
defined, help in automating the key steps of a variation-oriented design approach, viz., creating variation model, generating a service variant, and validating the generated variant. To
that end, I now define and discuss the following core set of variability operators.
• CreateVariationModel(S): This operator creates (and updates) the variation model
of the service S. This operator is used when variation points, variation actions are
added or deleted, and when new variants are generated.
In the running example, for the service PF, its variation model would consist of the
following:
– variation points : the service PF itself and its operation fraudCheckAlgorithm();
– variation actions : fraudCheckAlgorithm() modification that considers liabilityInfo as additional input and fraudCheckAlgorithm() modification that enables the
operation to be invoked sequentially; and
– variants: PF’1, PF’2, PF’3, PF’4, PF’5.
• CreateVariantLattice(S): This operator creates (and updates) the variant lattice of
the service S as defined by leveraging the inclusion relationships established between
the service and its variants and is illustrated in Fig. 6.6 for the VC sub-process. This
operator depends on the existence of the variation model for a given service.
• GenerateVariant(S,{V F i }): This operator generates a variant S′ of S by applying
the variations V F i as per Definition 3.Examples are the generation of the variants
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of DetermineLiability and PotentialFraudCheck in the running example. First the
service designer selects the list of available variations from the variation model and
then invokes this operator to generate the resulting variants. These are checked for
uniqueness against already generated variants.
The selected variations will be validated for any exclusiveness type conflicts and sequence of its composition will be confirmed with the designer before initiating the
variant derivation. An exclusiveness type conflict arises, if for example two selected
variations V F 1 and V F 2 change the input data set in of a service operation Op into
two different data sets in1 and in2 respectively, where in1 ≠ in1. Thus every valid
variant thus derived enables increased reuse of the base service with controlled modifications for different requirement contexts. This also helps avoid repeating similar
modifications that have already been made for an earlier requirement.
• ValidateVariant(S,S′ ) : This operator validates the correctness of a variant S′ of S in
terms of the current variation model of the service S. As defined in Definition 3,a variant can become invalid, if the associated variations that are used to derive the variant
or the variation points that the variations are applied on are no longer part of the variation model. This is needed for continuous evaluation of an existing variant against
changing variation model of the corresponding base service. A variation model can
be subjected to changes such as removal or addition of variation points or variations
due to domain related constraints. From Definition 3, S′ can be expressed as
S′ = V F n (...V F 2 (V F 1 (S,V PS1 ),V PS2 )...V PSn ). Hence S′ is a valid variant of
S: {V F 1 ,V F 2 ,...V F n } ⊂ SV F . This subsequently implies that {V P1 ,V P2 ,...V Pn } ⊂
SV P . This means that there exists no variation action that has been used in the construction of S′ , but not defined as part of the set of variations defined for the service S.
Now, if it is assumed that V P1 ⊂ SV P as not true. Then S′ becomes invalid as a variant
of S, as V F 1 can not be a supported variation in SV F . From Theorem 3, it can be now
established that S′ is the join and S is the meet in {S,S′ }.
• PlaceVariant(Sx′ ,E): This operator is useful in placing the service variant Sx′ in the
lattice of a service S. This operator can be invoked post validating the variant using
the previously discussed operator. The objective is to ensure that only unique and
valid variants can be accepted into the variation model. The uniqueness is ensured
from Definition 3 and Property C2.
The variant Sx′ is first compared with each variant of S, such that for atleast one variant
Si′ , Sx′ can be established as its join. If no such variant exists, then Sx′ is positioned as
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a join on the base service S. This implies that Sx′ as a direct variant of S. Now each
of the existing direct variants of S are compared with Sx′ to determine if they can be
established as its join. In that case, the lattice is restructured such that Sx′ becomes
the meet of those variants that are its join. But if there is a variant Si′ of S for which
Sx′ can be established as a direct variant (join), then the above steps are repeated with
the direct variant of Si′ , such that Sx′ becomes the meet (greatest lower bound) of these
variants.
• composeVariants(A0 ,B0 ): This operator identifies the compatibility of each variant
of A0 , with the service B0 or one of its variants in conformance with Theorem 4.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.8. Let A0 ,B0 be the services required in the design of a
process P. Now, using this operator, the variants of A0 and B0 are identified that can
be eventually composed to create valid variants of the process P. Such an exercise
will greatly automate the integration of different service variants towards creating
newer variants of process and also help in validating and rejecting variants that are
not compatible in the process context.
• retrieveVariations(V MS ,b): This operator retrieves a specific (sub-)collection of variations from V MS based on a specified element b ∈ S. In the running example, invoking
this operator on V MPr1 and PF, will return two variation actions defined as part of the
associated service PF.

6.2

Searching Process Models in Process Trees

The process tree enables optimized searching of an ideal candidate process to be considered
for a given requirement. The requirements and constraints for a process model is represented
as the Artifact Requirements and Constraints Model (ARCM). Similarly the capabilities of
each of the listed process model in the repository is represented via the Artifact Capabilities
and Analysis Model (ACAM). Leveraging these models, a matching algorithm for correlating the appropriate artifact variants/versions against the specified requirement is discussed
in the subsequent sections.
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Requirement with Constraints Models(ARCM) and Capabilities
with Assessment Models (ACAM)

The ARCM represents the requirements and constraints stated towards the selection or construction of a process artifact in an intended application. Therefore for an intended application, there can be one or more ARCM defined depending on the granularity of the business
functions required. These models are defined formally as follows:
Definition 9. An ARCM is defined as MRC = {R,C}, wherein R is a set of requirements and
C is the set of associated constraints. Each requirement stated in R consists of the following
structure:
• Data entities that can be provided as input for the execution of the business process
{dini }
• Data entities that are expected as output from the execution of the required business
process solution {douti }
• The set of tasks or activities Sq corresponding to the business functions realized by
the required process.
Similarly, C denotes the constraints that are to be satisfied by the required business process
and is specified as follows:
• Type T , which defines the category of the constraint in terms of it being a quantitative
or subjective unit of measurement.
• Order Ord, which denotes the increasing or decreasing aspect of the value of the
constraint.
• Value Val, which denotes the minimum and maximum threshold value of the constraint.

Please note that the ARCM can be extended to accommodate the actual semantics of
matching the types of input and output data, via preconditions and effects, e.g., as per [64].
I have omitted them in this Chapter, not only for reasons of simplicity, but also because they
are orthogonal to the main ideas discussed in this Chapter.
The constraint representation model is inspired by QML [50], the QoS modeling language. I chose QML due to its simplicity and ease of adoption. Some Ill-known constraints
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are performance, reliability, and cost. A constraint of increasing (resp. decreasing) order
implies that an artifact whose non-functional property corresponds to that constraint, should
have a value greater (resp. loIr) than that of the constraint, in order for that particular nonfunctional property to be considered a match.
I model the ARCM by leveraging from the Reusable Asset Specification (RAS)1 . The
RAS provides a structure to specify reusable assets in a repository. The same constructs
in RAS can also be used to specify requirements for an artifact. Briefly, the process client
specifies an artifact requirement via two specific dimensions - the actual requirements themselves, and the constraints under which the artifact is expected to be utilized. The requirements are represented by the artifact’s inputs and outputs, while the constraints represent
the following: preconditions under which the artifact would execute, effects of the artifact
execution, and other non-functional constraints which will be described later below.
Definition 10. The ACAM model is similarly defined as MCA = {C p ,A}, wherein
C p is a set of capabilities and A is a set of analyses (non-functional properties). C p is defined
to be comprised of the following:
• Supported input data entities to the process {dini }
• Supported Output data entities generated from the execution of the process {douti }
• The set of services Si realizing the tasks (or activities of the process)
• The set of data dependencies Dq among the services Sq , in a manner similar to that
defined in Definition 1
A as a set of analyses (non-functional properties) is defined as a tuple with the following
factors:
• ID, The name of the function on which the analysis is documented
• Type T , The category (subjective or quantitative) that been used for the analysis
• Value Val, which is the measured value at the time of assessment

The ACAM can represent and support any process model formalism such as BPMN,
BPEL, UML Activity Diagrams, State Chart diagrams.
1

http://www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/ras.htm
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The ACAM is used to advertise existing processes in the repository in a manner suitable
for them to be matched against ARCM specified by potential consumers. The key components of ACAM are capabilities and analyses. The process artefact capabilities are defined
by the process model definition as per Definition 1. Artefact analyses are the actual advertised non-functional properties of the process, such as performance, cost, reliability, etc.,
and are expressed in the same manner as constraints in the ARCM . Artefact capabilities
is in terms of the following: inputs, outputs, and variation model on which the artefact is
built. The artefact’s analyses comprise the following: how the artefact is derived as a variant
and/or version of the base artefact in its process tree; and the non-functional properties of
the artefact.

6.2.2

Requirement matching with Process Trees

The matching of the user stated requirements in the form of ARCM against process trees
expressed as a collection of ACAM is achieved in two phases: functional matching and nonfunctional matching. Functional matching involves the following three steps. First, relevant
assets that should be matched will be determined. Second, a core matching algorithm that
matches the requirements and constraints in an ARCM against the capabilities and analyses
in an ACAM. Third, determining the degree of match (for functional requirements as Ill
as non-functional constraints) based on user-defined Iights on the requirements; the best
match (functional or non-functional) is therefore that which yields the highest match score
based on the user-assigned Iights. These Iights are introduced to provide the user the option
of specifying which requirements are relatively more important. This is especially crucial
since it may not be possible to achieve a perfect match to the user’s requirements, and the
user will have to trade-off certain requirements against others in order to pick the most
suitable artifact.
6.2.2.1

Functional Matching

Functional matching of an ARCM against the ACAMs is achieved as mentioned in the Algorithm 4 formally. The matching algorithm 4 supports both process versions and variants.
The former is implemented via checking inputs, outputs and existence of a service that can
meet the requirement Si . The latter is implemented via variant matching. Hence it is possible
for a version on the process tree to achieve a partial match with the ARCM, but a (variant)
child to achieve a perfect match. There exist several service matching algorithms in the literature; however, for partial matching, to the best of my knowledge, the existing algorithms
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fail to consider the input and output differences in the variation model.
Step 1: Given an ARCM, the various process trees in the repository are traversed to determine relevant processes by matching the inputs and outputs.
Step 2: In order to determine the degree of match, there are three basic matching criteria:
inputs, outputs, and the set of services in the ARCM against which the ACAM should be
matched.
Matching a service requirement against the services in the ACAM produces one of three
results: exact, partial, or disjoint functional match, designated by scores of 2, 1, and 0,
respectively. In an exact functional match, the requirement matches perfectly. An existing
service matching machinery such as [98] can be used to assess exact service matching. If
there are no services identified with an exact match, then the input and output data differences are ignored. Subsequently the procedure MatchServiceVariants() from Algorithm 4 is
leveraged. This procedure uses the associated service variation model to detect the possibility of creating a requested variant. In a partial functional match, the artifact capabilities are
a subset of the inputs and/or outputs of the requirement. A disjoint functional match is one
that is neither exact nor partial.
The core step in functional matching involves the matching of a service requirement Si
against a single service Sa in an ACAM. Since Si is specified via its input and output sets
{dini } and {douti }, this matching checks whether the service Sa possesses the same input
a } and {d a }. This also considers the case where S ’s input-output set
and output sets {din
a
outi
i
does not match that of Si , but whether a variant of Sa can be generated whose input-output
set can match that of Si . This involves several sub-cases depending on whether Sa ’s input
(resp. output) set is a subset or superset of the input (resp. output) set of Si , and is detailed
in Algorithm 4.
If this check is successful for a suitable combination of variants, then a variant match
exists, at least for the input set. The difference in the output sets is also checked similarly.
A variant match with a variant of Sa , for a collection of variants applied on Sa , then exists.
Let the user-assigned relative Iight of each service Si in the ARCM be wi , such that
∑ wi = 1. Let the match score for each service be Sci . The total match score for the specified
services is ∑ wi Sci , and would be in the range [0-2∑ wi ].
6.2.2.2

Non-functional Matching

Non-functional matching is implemented against the resulting matches from functional matching. The constraints in the ARCM are matched against the advertised non-functional properties in the ACAM. For any constraint Csi , if its order is increasing, then the advertised
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non-functional property Nsi should be such that value(Nsi ) ≥ value(Csi ). For a constraint
with a decreasing order, the condition to be met would be value(Nsi ) ≤ value(Csi ) (see
Algorithm 5).
In an exact non-functional match, each constraint from the ARCM is satisfied by a nonfunctional property advertised in the artifact’s ACAM. In a partial non-functional match, at
least one constraint is not satisfied. Given a set of constraints, each match (resp. non-match)
against each constraint is tagged with a score of 1 (resp. 0).
Since different users may view the significance of non-functional properties differently,
the following simplistic assumption is made on the scoring weights: A weight of κi for each
non-functional property is assigned, such that ∑ κi = 1. Then the aggregated match score for
the ARCM-ACAM pair in question would be ∑ κiCi′ , where Ci′ ∈ [0,1] is the match score of
the individual non-functional property.
6.2.2.3

Search Optimization in Process Trees

A naive way to implement matching would be to compute the match score for Si repeatedly
for the same features (whether in the static or dynamic part) for every ACAM. A depth-first
traversal of the process tree is performed. When a particular version node in the process
tree has already been matched against the ARCM, it is labelled as “visited” and the child
nodes are considered. If the child in question is a variant node, then Definition 3 would
detail the variations over the parent node, and the matching for that node would require only
the checking of those particular variations. Alternatively, if the child is a version node, then
Definition 4 would be used to determine matches only against those additional features that
the child possesses over and above those of the parent.
The above optimization may still result in some variations being considered multiple
times for matching, especially if a version node has many variant nodes as children, with
many variations common among them. In order to eliminate this wastefulness, a hash table
of variations and their respective match scores against the service requirement Si is being
used. If that particular entry is encountered in any other variant node, then that match score
can be reused.
This optimized match, along with depth-first traversal, can be implemented in O(n + F)
time, where n is the number of nodes in the process tree, and F is the total number of version
features plus variations among the assets in the process tree.
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Presentation & Analysis of Results

The output of the algorithm is a set of matching results, with each match containing a tuple
of scores one related to the functional match between a pair of ACAM and ARCM and other
related with the non-functional match. The scores indicate if the models have a partial or a
full match.
Once all applicable process trees have been traversed, our algorithm then groups the
ACAMs into the following subsets, in increasing order of priority:
• Mdis,dis = Disjoint functional matches, regardless of results of non-functional matching
• M p,dis = Partial functional match and disjoint non-functional match
• M p,ex = Partial functional match and exact non-functional match
• Mex,dis = Exact functional match and disjoint non-functional match
• Mex,ex = Exact functional match and exact non-functional match
If Mex,ex is non-empty, then at least there is one match in Mex,ex . If not, then if Mexd is
is non-empty, the consumer can choose the best (in terms of overall Weighted score of
functional match) among the candidates that meet the functional requirements, and which
are least disjoint (in terms of overall Weighted score of non-functional match) with the nonfunctional requirements. Tied scores in either functional or non-functional match category
can be broken arbitrarily.
Alternatively, the consumer can evaluate the candidates in the set M p,ex . If this set is
non-empty, the consumer can choose the best candidate in this set, reset the requirements to
those that have not yet been met, and restart the search with the new requirements. In case
M p,ex is empty and M p,dis is non-empty, the exercise is repeated, this time with selecting the
candidate that is least disjoint with respect to non-functional match.
Of course, if the only non-empty set is Mdis,dis , the search with terminate with failure.
Hence the artifact search will iterate with a successively reducing requirement set, until one
of the following occurs: (a) all requirements are met, or (b) the search ends in failure with
some or all requirements unmet.
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Evaluation

The objective of this evaluation is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed formal
machinery towards the construction of process tree representation model. Towards this, a
collection of 900 insurance claims business process related artefacts is considered. Amongst
these, there were 155 goal models related to different process models in the insurance domain. These artefacts are stored in an industrial scale asset repository implementing OMG’s
RAS (http://www.omg.org/spec/RAS/) specification . To effectively utilize such a setup,
an ARCM containing 7 functional requirements and 8 non-functional constraints is considered.
A collection of functionally similar processes related to insurance claims domain are
first considered. The different versions of each of the processes are identified using the version history information. Using this information, all the process artefacts in the repository
are either classified as common base artefacts or as versions of these common base artefacts.
The next step tends to establish the variant relationships between only these base artefacts
leaving the versions for later considerations in the construction of process trees.
For every goal model from the collection of 150 goal models, the process artefacts underpinning a given goal model are identified. A collection of processes once identified as
goal aligned variants of a given goal model are removed from subsequent searches with a
different goal model. A process tree is constructed using the processes from the collection
leveraging the structure of the associated goal model. For the experimentation, a simple
convention of declaring a base artefact as the root node of the process tree is followed, if it
is correlated with the root goal of the goal model. The other process variants of the collection is appropriately inserted in the process tree based on their alignment with the respective
Or-refined sub-goals in the goal model. The edges between the root nodes and the variant
nodes are labelled as —”variations” Now for each process node in the tree, the collection
of process artefacts, declared as versions in the previous step are inserted as child nodes
with edges labelled as ”Versions”. This exercise lead to the generation of 126 process trees
comprising the total of 900 artefacts.
In Fig. 6.9, there are two charts depicted. The top chart depicts the growth in terms of new
processes being inducted into the repository. The growth in the number of processes has
an exponential upward curve, but the growth in the number of process trees has remained
linear. The newly submitted process models were identified mostly as variants with existing
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Figure 6.9: Repository growth and search
process models in the repository leverage the correlating goal models with each process tree.
Subsequently such processes are added as derived variant in the process tree based on the
closeness of their matching with a node in the process tree. The process trees can thus be
observed to consolidate new additions of processes to the repository as just variants with a
correlation to a corresponding goal model.
This approach eliminates large number of non-matched candidate artefacts in a given search
as the repository increases in terms of number of nodes. The chart at the bottom depicted
in Fig. 6.9 shows the distribution of average time (in minutes) taken for searching over the
3-year period. As Fig. 6.9 demonstrates, with process tress, the search time is lesser. This
is because the search space is reduced to just 126 process trees, compared to 900 distinct
process models previously. At the end of completing the execution of matching algorithm,
all matched process design models represented as ACAM , in terms of the stated ARCM is
listed.
This evaluation establishes the notion that process trees are much better compared to the
regular process repositories in the context of search optimization. The process trees also
helps in preventing exponential increase to the searchable assets in the repository as the
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Figure 6.10: Evolved process tree representation for running example
number of process trees remains constant after certain period of time.
The proposed machinery can be illustrated using the 4 process models as discussed in
Fig. 6.10. Let us assume an ARCM comprising requirements R1 through R7, and constraints
C1 through C6. The relative weights are depicted in Table 6.2. A weight of zero indicates
that the corresponding requirement or constraint is not considered.
As depicted in Fig. 6.10, the process A001 contains the features BF01, BF02 and BF03.
The process A002 contains the feature BF01, BF02, BF03 and BF06. Similarly, the variant
A003 derived from process A001 is based on variations VF01 and VF06. Variant A004
is derived from the process A002 in terms of the variation feature VF01. Table 6.3 lists
the weighted scores related to the features that all of these processes belonging to the same
process tree . The final score based on the composition of variations and based features
associated with each process is depicted in Table 6.4.For experimental purpose, the full
match score and partial match scores are respectively stated as 2 and 1 for this illustration.
Using these values, Table 6.4 depicts the best matching candidate as the process A006.

6.4

Chapter Summary

Modeling business process solutions as variants and versions of a base process model facilitates reuse. However, today, organizations do not have a formal mechanism for facilitating the storage,search and differentiated retrieval of functionally related business processes
in repositories and subsequently determining the extent of reuse in terms of required customization. Furthermore, organizations have no means to compare between different candidates and determine which is the better artefact to reuse. In this Chapter, I have presented
an approach towards business process reuse that addresses the aforementioned limitations.
It is an integrated approach that encompasses the entire artefact reuse life cycle, comprising artefact usage, development and customization, storage into repository, and ultimately
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discovery. Although the idea of software reuse life cycle is not new, this approach has presented two unique contributions: (i) an efficient representation model for artefact variants
and versions in a repository, and (ii) an algorithm for efficiently matching existing artifacts
against stated requirement. I show that the contributions of the approach discussed in this
chapter, considerably improve the efficacy of service and process model reuse. Given that,
this is implemented and demonstrated this with an industrial scale collection of business
processes dealing with insurance claims.
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Algorithm 4: ComputeFunctionalMatchScore(MRC )
1: for all MCA do
2:
if ( I(MRC ) ∩ I(MCA ) = ∅ ) or (O(MCA ) ∩ O(MRC ) = ∅ ) then
3:
exit(-1)
4:
end if
5:
for all Si ∈ MRC & Sa ∈ MCA do
6:
SCi = MatchServiceVariants(Si , Sa )
7:
IightedSCi = wi * SCi
8:
end for
9: end for
procedure MatchServiceVariants(Si , Sa )
1: score = 0
2: if MatchService((Si , Sa ) ) then
3:
score = 2
4: else
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Algorithm 5: ComputeNonFunctionalConstraintScore (MCA )
1: for all MCA do
2:
totalWeightedscore=0
3:
for all Ci do
4:
score = 0
5:
if ( ord(Ci ) = ascending ) then
6:
if ( NSi > CSi ) then
7:
score = 1
8:
end if
9:
end if
10:
if ( ord(Ci ) = descending ) then
11:
if ( NSi < CSi ) then
12:
score = 1
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
WeightedSCi = wi * score
16:
totalWeightedscore = totalWeightedscore + WeightedSCi
17:
end for
18: end for
Functional Requirements and Constraints
R1,R2,R3,R6,R7,C3,C4,C5
R4,C1
R5,C2,C6
C7,C8

Weights
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.0

Table 6.2: Weights of Functional Requirements and Non-functional Constraints
Feature ID
BF01
BF02
BF03
BF06
VF01
V04
VF06

Full Matches
R4
R2, C5
R5
R6, C8
R3
C6
R7

Partial Matches
C1
R1
C2
C4
C3
C7

Feature specific Weight scores
(2 *.3 + 1 * .3) = 0.9
(2 * .1 + 2 * .1 + .1) = 0.5
(2 * .2 + 1 * .2) = 0.6
(2 * .1 + 2 * 0.0 + 1 * .1) = 0.3
( 2 * .1 + 1 * .1) = 0.3
(2 * .2) = 0.4
( 2 * 1 + 1 * 0.0) = 0.2

Table 6.3: Weighted Scores of Searched Features
artifact
A001
A002
A003
A004
A005
A006

weighted search scores
(0.5 + 0.9 + 0.6 ) = 2.0
(0.9 + 0.3) = 1.2
(0.5 + 0.3 + 0.2) = 1.0
(.3 + 0.3) = 0.6
(0.5 + 0.9 + 0.6 + 0.3 ) = 2.3
(0.5 + 0.9 + 0.6 + 0.3 + .4 + .3 + .2) = 3.2

Features Category and List
[BF01,BF02,BF03]
[BF01, BF06]
[BF01,BF02,BF03,VF01,VF06]
[BF01,BF06,VF01]
[BF01,BF02,BF03, BF06]
[BF01,BF02,BF03, BF06,VFO1,VF04,VF06]

Table 6.4: Total weighted scores of process artefacts

Chapter 7
Goal-driven Context-aware Data
Filtering in IoT-based Systems
One of the crucial research issues in an Internet of Things(IoT) based system is how to
manage the huge amount of data transmitted by the potentially large number of sensors that
form the system. Prior research has focused on centralized cloud-based “Big Data” architectures for collecting, collating and analyzing the data. However, most of these scenarios
accumulate thousands of petabytes in a short period of time, increasing the demand for more
storage, and also slowing down speed of data analysis. Hence for real-time scenarios, e.g.,
agricultural crop tracking, traffic management, etc., such an approach would be impractical.
Moreover, depending on the context in which the data is generated and is to be used, only a
fraction of the data would be needed for analysis. Therefore, the challenges are to determine
which data to keep and which to discard for both short term and long term usage; and define
the contextual parameters along which this filtering is to be done. Hence one key problem
addressed in this chapter is how to define what data the user needs so that filtering algorithms
can be defined to extract the data needed. To that end, in this chapter, I present a goal driven,
context-aware data filtering, transforming and integration approach for IoT-based systems.
I propose a data warehouse-based data model for specifying the data needed at particular
levels of granularity and frequency, that drive data storage and representation (aligned with
the Semantic Sensor Network ontology). Throughout this chapter, I illustrate the proposed
approach via a realistic running example in the smart city domain, with emphasis on traffic
management, and also present a proof of concept prototype.
This chapter is organized as follows. The next section gives an introduction on IOT. The
section 7.1 presents the running example, which I will be using throughout this chapter for
illustration. In section 7.3, I present background material on sensor data representation and
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dimensional fact model that I will be using throughout the rest of the chapter. In Section 7.4,
I present the conceptual model for IoT systems, and I also discuss how this model enables
data filtering as per various levels of granularity and frequency. Section 7.5 will then discuss the core contribution of this chapter, viz., how goal-driven contextual data filtering can
be accomplished. I then demonstrate the approach in Section 7.6 via a proof of concept
prototype.

7.1

Internet of Things

The world is witnessing an exponential growth in the number of devices comprising sensors, actuators and data processors, resulting in the so-called Internet of Things (IoT) phenomenon. It is estimated that by 2020 there will be in excess of 50 billion devices all
connected to the Internet. Such a proliferation of devices has the potential to generate
enormous amounts of data, resulting in a classic Big Data problem, viz., the need to extract, process and analyze this data. In particular, this carries with it the danger of being
overwhelmed by too much data, most of which may not even be relevant. This raises the
need for data filtering approaches. Although several data filtering approaches have been
proposed [52, 48, 105, 1], there has been very little research on developing techniques for
accurately determining which data to retain and which to discard.
Consider, for example, the (not uncommon) situation of a major traffic accident/pileup
occurring at a highway at the same time as fans driving to a popular music concert venue
a few miles just off the same highway. The traffic management authority would need to
consider the following Dimensions along which to collect and analyze data:
• Space: from fine-grained data (on a particular street) to more coarse-grained (in a
particular suburb)
• Time: how traffic would evolve over time, e.g., at the beginning, during and at the end
of the concert; and the impact thereof on highway clearance/repair due to the traffic
pileup
• Data source: data from different sources may have to be integrated. Apart from traffic,
other sources could be about road conditions (bad condition of a particular road may
rule that out from being able to handle traffic), weather (localized cloudbursts to more
coarse-grained weather condition in the city), and other events (a wedding occurring
at the same time may block off a section of a road, rendering it perhaps partially un-
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usable), may influence decision making regarding traffic management for the duration
of the music concert.
Hence, depending on the particular user requirement, which will dictate the extent or
granularity of data needed, appropriate filtering of sensor data is needed. For example, more
coarse-grained traffic flow through the suburb (such as traffic flow in out of the suburb)
containing the concert venue would be sufficient instead of fine-grained traffic pattern information (such as detailed traffic flow through every street in the suburb). Similarly, data
on road conditions at the outskirts of the city may not be relevant, unless the music concert attracts visitors from outside the city. Hence these contextual parameters need to be
incorporated in order to deliver the appropriate data to enable correct decision making.
The above model raises two crucial issues. First, the system needs to determine the
least amount of data to be sent to meet the users requirements, since only a small part of the
generated data would actually be needed. Second, among the data that is not sent, the system
needs to determine which part could possibly be retained for future use. For example, for the
case of the music concert, detailed traffic through the streets of the suburb could be removed
from consideration, since that data would be too much in size and would also add minimal or
no value; instead traffic flow in and out of the suburb would suffice. However, some of that
detailed data could be retained for future analyses. One such analysis could be to determine
traffic flow for key arterial streets in the suburb, and correlate that against traffic flowing in
and out of the suburb (since not all traffic flowing through suburban streets would actually
go out of the suburb). Therefore, techniques need to be developed to tackle the challenges
such as extracting, transformation, integrating, sorting and manipulating data.
To that end, in this chapter, I propose a goal-driven contextual data filtering approach.
Based on the conducted literature survey, I believe, that this is the first such approach, whose
key novelty is that it filters data even before storing it for future processing. The goaldriven aspect of this approach is inspired by the dimensional fact model [59] from data
warehousing. That is, data from sensors is extracted & retained only based on goals specified
by the user; all other data is discarded, thereby ameliorating the aforementioned Big Data
issue. In addition, I also integrate a context model through which the user can modify the
data needed independent of his/her earlier specified goals.

7.2

Smart Traffic Management Example

The running example is from the smart cities domain, and it relates to smart traffic management on highways and surface roads in a city. I assume the city comprises a collection
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of suburbs with their own surface road network, connected together with one or more highways that act as “ring roads” encircling the suburbs. The existence of information of a down
town area, with arterial roads connecting to the highways is also assumed to be available. In
such a system, smart traffic management would involve several scenarios: ensuring smooth
traffic flow with minimal disruptions, especially at rush hour or during special events such
as music concerts at particular venues; diverting/regulating traffic during emergency situations such as accidents, natural disasters, etc; and cutting off sections of roads/highways
for repairs/maintenance, and regulating traffic in other parts of the Smart City. Monitoring
and managing such a system requires collecting large amounts of data from several sensor
networks: traffic sensors, road sensors and weather sensors. These sensors could further be
categorized as: acoustic sensors, optical and infrared sensors and video image processors,
magnetic sensors, ultrasonic sensors, and microwave radar sensors, inductive-loop detectors,
tribo-electric, seismic, and inertia-switch sensors. Depending on the frequency at which this
data is generated, decision makers could get inundated with huge amounts of data, most of
which would not be relevant to meet their particular requirements at a particular point of
time. For example, data from optical sensors has been found to be useful for detecting
priority and over height vehicles specifically to restrict traffic during rush hour. Further,
such sensor provided data should also be integrated with data from social media such as
special events or accident information. Another unconventional source of traffic monitoring data is from satellite, aircraft, and unmanned aerial vehicles to estimate arterial and
freeway traffic characteristics over long time scales and large geographic areas. However,
there would be several other organizations such as traffic update providers and weather information providers that need data collected by these roadway sensors. This illustrates the
same data source from a single sensor network can have multiple sensing and filtering needs
even at the same time. Such needs keep changing over time with or without any patterns of
repetition.
In this chapter, I illustrate the approach in terms of the following sensing needs and associated goals: (a) detection of the passage of vehicles in specified directions; (b) monitoring
the movement of vehicles till a given distance on a road.
This example, therefore, raises the following crucial question: given the huge amount
of data emitted by traffic related sensors, how would a user be able to formally specify
their requirement so that they are provided with precisely the data they need as per their
requirement. Moreover, this data should also be tweaked to reflect the context in which the
requirement is being raised, as stated above. The rest of this chapter will therefore present
the proposed goal-driven contextual data filtering approach.
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Realization of this approach, therefore, requires the following:
• A data model to define data items generated from sensor networks
• A context model that defines the contextual parameters that need to be taken into
account when the data is to be consumed or integrated with other data sources before
consumption
• A dependency model to model dependencies among the data items, as per the three
Dimensions introduced above
• A requirements model that enables the user to specify what data they need this will
then need to be mapped onto the data model, and further refined via the contextual
model. In addition, the dependency model will be used to determine the least amount
of data to be sent to the user.

7.3

Background

An infrastructure for data processing in sensor networks was presented in [1]. Via the concept of a “virtual sensor” that acts as a proxy for multiple sensors, that paper presents a
middleware for managing large sensor networks. In particular, [1] focuses on efficient distributed query processing and integration of sensor data. [1] can be viewed as complementary to the proposed work in this chapter, and an useful extension to the system architecture.
The citation [52] presents spatio-temporal sensor graphs, a data model for representing
sensor data. Its key usefulness is a memory-efficient model for representing fast-changing
sensor data, that also supports adequate support for knowledge discovery from the model.
The model also enables the detection of so-called “hot spots”, which are topological changes
occurring in the graph, and are generated by changes in values emitted by sensors. The
spatio-temporal sensor graph is therefore a useful tool for representing changes in sensor
values over time, and is complementary to the proposed work.
In [93], the authors present a set of useful points to be considered when designing IoTbased systems for emerging markets such as India. Indeed, a rethink of the basic assumptions around IoT raises a fundamental issue of data management in IoT-based systems, viz.,
that a decentralized approach is needed. In other words, data collection & analytics thereof
has to be distributed between edge devices and the cloud data center that will store the
collected data. In a followup paper [61], the authors present an event processing engine
that optimally redirects event stream data to the edge based on various parameters. In this
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chapter, I have addressed a complementary issue that helps to ameliorate the data collection
issue raised in [93, 61], i.e., contextual data filtering to ensure that only needed data is to be
processed and stored. Incorporation of the ideas from [93, 61] will be taken up for future
work.
In [90], the authors present metrics for defining quality of contextual information (QoC)
received from sensors. They evaluate metrics related to sensor capabilities and context oriented measurement and use of the sensor data. They also discuss how the metrics can be
used to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of the system under consideration.
The citation [25] presents an architecture for a data collection system for IoT based applications. That paper also presents an implementation and detailed experimental results to
evaluate their architecture. A few constructs from [25] is leveraged for the system architecture, although the emphasis of this work is different. A more detailed investigation of the
data collection architecture of [25], along with incorporation into the system architecture
can be considered as a potential future work in this area.
A similar data collection & storage architecture, specific to smart cities, is presented
in [48]. A highly abstracted layer for the description of both sensing infrastructures and
sensed data is established, which can be exported as “things” to the internet. This work
proposes a new two-layer system for data storage as a data dissemination service. This
serves as a hybrid solution based on both SQL-like and NoSQL database mechanisms.
A context management architecture for IoT has also been presented in [105]. One key
feature of [105] is a multi-tenant storage & representation model that provides data isolation
for multiple users. Another key feature is scalability, which is achieved via a combination
of distributed deployment with horizontal scalability, and shared resources through multitenancy.
In [115], the authors present a distributed architecture for Iot-based systems that they
call DIAT. DIAT aims to be a truly distributed, layered architecture, which would provide a
reference architecture for anyone wishing to build IoT-based systems.
On a related note, the citation [7] presents an approach for scalable semantic-aware storage of context data. The key premise of that paper is that, given the extreme heterogeneity
of data sources in IoT-based systems, it would be more efficient to deal with this diversity
via context-aware storage. To that end, that paper discusses the key requirements for context storage systems, and discusses two context organization models. Simulation of these
models on smart city data is also presented in [7].
A discussion on semantic modeling of smart city data has been presented in [16]. That
paper describes the various sources of data in a smart city, such as transport, air quality,
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traffic, city events, etc. Further, it discusses some challenges of modeling, extracting, storing
and using such data, viz., quality, dynamism, security & privacy, heterogeneity and data
integration.
The citation [22] presents a simulation methodology to test IoT systems in urban environments. The main advantages of such a methodology are: i) the capability to simulate
large-scale systems with thousands of geographically distributed devices; ii) the maximization of code reuse; and iii) the high generality of simulated nodes, which can be characterized by multiple network interfaces and protocols, as well as different mobility, network,
and energy consumption models.
The CityPulse project1 focuses on providing large-scale stream processing solutions to
interlink data from Internet of Things and relevant social networks and to extract real-time
information for the sustainable and smart city applications. The project supports the integration of dynamic data sources and context-dependent on-demand adaptations of processing
chains during run-time. CityPulse is complementary to my work, since the contextual data
filtering approach would be relevant to any system that needs to process streaming data from
sensors.
A recent trend in cloud computing has been Fog Computing [18] and Edge Computing2 .
These proposals focus on the crucial issue of voluminous data generated by sensors, and
which need to be processed by cloud data centers. Arguing that centralized cloud data
centers would be overwhelmed by the volume of this data, these proposals call for moving
computation and data analytics as much towards the edge devices as possible. To that end,
they propose solutions similar to those proposed in [61].

7.3.1

SSN Ontology

The data model in this chapter is derived from the SSN ontology [29], which covers four
perspectives: (a) sensor perspective, with a focus on what senses, how it senses, and what is
sensed; (b) observation perspective, with a focus on observation data and related metadata;
(c) system perspective, with a focus on systems of sensors and deployments; and (d) feature
and property perspective, focusing on what senses a particular property or what observations
have been made about a property.
Stimuli are changes that a sensor can detect and report. From the running example,
when a parked vehicle start moving, its a change that need to be detected by the optical
or infrared sensor. Such a stimulus is therefore a proxy for a property of the environment
1
2

http://www.ict-citypulse.eu/
http://vis.pnnl.gov/pdf/fliers/EdgeComputing.pdf
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being Measured. In this case, the environment is Traffic, and the property is Vehicular
Movement at a specific time and on a given road Hence the sensor perspective is of interest
to us, and is illustrated in Fig. 7.1, which also illustrates sensor capabilities. In Section 7.4,
the Goal Model (which helps the user specify the data they need) is represented via the
FeatureOfInterest parameter from Fig. 7.1, the Observation parameter (i.e., in what context
the sensor collects and transmits data [29]) inspires the context model, and the Sensor and
SensorOutput parameters inspire the data model.

Figure 7.1: Sensor perspective

7.3.2

Dimensional Fact Model

I adopt the Dimensional Fact model from [59] for representing stored data collected from
sensors. It is a conceptual model for data warehouses, and consists of the following components. The Fact schema consists of Facts, Measures, Dimensions and hierarchies. A Fact
is a data item that is of interest to a user, e.g., Traffic data. Measures are continuously valued (usually numerical) attributes that which describe the Fact from different viewpoints;
e.g., traffic flow through a street. Dimensions are discrete attributes which describe granularities to represent Facts; e.g., hourly or daily traffic flow. Hierarchies are made up of
discrete Dimension attributes linked by one-to-one or many-to-one relationships, and determine how Facts may be aggregated and selected significantly for the decision-making
process. The Dimension in which a hierarchy is rooted defines its finest aggregation granularity; the other Dimension attributes define progressively coarser granularities. Hierarchies
may also include non-Dimension attributes. A non-Dimension attribute contains additional
information about a Dimension attribute of the hierarchy, and is connected by one-to-one or
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many-to-one relationships (e.g., sensor location); unlike Dimension attributes, it cannot be
used for aggregation.
Referring to Fig. 7.1, a Measure will represent a sensor property, while Dimensions and
hierarchies will represent Measurement properties, conditions and capabilities. Hence Dimensions and hierarchies will help qualify the contextual conditions under the Measure will
be extracted from the sensor. For example, a Dimension attribute such as “hourly” applied
on traffic flow Measure, would result in traffic sensors sending traffic flow information every
hour.

7.4
7.4.1

Conceptual Model
Goal Model

The goal model is based on the goal-driven data warehouse design approach presented
in [57]. The approach in [57] is a dual approach, driven by both organizational and decisional modeling. Each approach comprises the following steps: (i) goal analysis, in which
actor and rationale diagrams are produced, (ii) Fact analysis, in which rationale diagrams
are extended with Facts, and (iii) attribute analysis, in which rationale diagrams are further
extended with (Dimensional & non-Dimensional) attributes.
Actor diagrams model actors (i.e., users of the system) and high-level descriptions of
the actions they undertake on the system. Rationale diagrams are explicit pictorial representations of the reasons behind decisions made by users regarding the data that they want to
access and use. Of particular relevance to this work is the decisional modeling part of the
approach from [57], which focuses on rationale diagrams, and which is modelled as the goal
models. A (subset of a) rationale diagram for the motivating example is shown in Fig. 7.2.
The figure shows that three sub-goals - monitor traffic, monitor road conditions and monitor
accidents - are needed in order to meet the overall goal of traffic management. (The other
constructs in Fig. 7.2 are explained later in Section 7.4.2.)

7.4.2

Data Model

The data model is derived from the basic Facts and Dimensions concept from data warehousing as introduced in Section 7.3.2 and detailed in [59]. Each data item transmitted by a
sensor is modelled as a Fact, which is described by a set of Dimensions. Each Fact is represented as Fi = (Id,{Measi },{Dim j },{Attk }), where Id is the Identifier of the Fact, {Measi }
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Figure 7.2: Facts, Measures and Dimensions of sensor data model
is a set of Measures that are part of the Fact, {Dim j } is a set of the Dimensions of the Fact,
and {Attk } is a set of non-Dimension attributes associated with the Fact.
Dimensions contain aggregatable (by any mathematical or relational operator) information directly related to the Fact itself, whereas non-Dimension attributes contain nonaggregatable information. Measures can be additive along a Dimension (e.g., traffic flow
along time Dimension), or non-additive (e.g., temperature along time or space Dimension).
Non-additive Measures can only be aggregated using non-additive aggregation such as average, maximum or minimum.
In addition, between any pair of Measures from two different Facts, a dependency could
exist. For example (see Fig. 7.3), consider TrafficFlow Measure in Traffic Fact and Accident
Measure in Event Fact. The flow of traffic through a suburb could be affected by traffic
accidents occurring in that suburb, i.e., a traffic accident in a suburb could adversely affect
traffic flow through the suburb or even the neighbouring suburb. Hence a dependency is
categorized as one of Depi = ((Fi ,Measi j ),(Fk ,Measlk )).

7.4.3

Context Model

The context model is defined as one that models information that is orthogonal to the data
model, i.e., information that qualifies the basic data extracted from sensors. Two primary
examples of contextual variables are the spatial location of the sensor vis-a-vis the environment & the other sensors, and the frequency with which data is transmitted from the sensor
(or is requested by the system).
The primary motivation for the context model is to model the extraneous factors that
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Figure 7.3: Data model example
influence the exact data that needs to be sent to the user in response to their requirements.
The data transmitted could be qualified based on aspects such as frequency, granularity,
sensor’s physical characteristics, etc. In this data warehouse based model, these aspects
are modelled via the dimensional and non-dimensional attributes. For example, frequency
and granularity could be dimensions whereas sensor’s physical characteristics could be nondimensional attributes; the reason for this being that measures cannot be aggregated across
the sensor’s physical characteristics.
Loosely put, contextual information from the user perspective can serve as non-functional
requirements that complement the core functional requirements from the requirements model.
Indeed, as defined, the user can change the context requirements for a specified set of functional requirements, without affecting the functional requirements themselves. Hence this
achieves a decoupling of functional and non-functional requirements, which enhances the
flexibility of this approach.

7.5
7.5.1

Goal-driven Contextual Data Filtering
Overview

Extending Goal oriented requirement analysis [57], a given goal model is used to derive a
conceptual design and it involves the following steps (these are manual steps by a user, but
with tool support as discussed later in Section 7.6):
• Requirement Mapping: in this step, the user defines Facts, Dimensions and Measures
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Algorithm 6: GoalAlign
1: Input Goal Model - G, List of Facts - F, Map [Goal, Map[Fact F, List of Dimensions
D]] M1, Map [Entry in M1, Measure A]] M2, Map of retrieved data[Facts F,
Map[Hierarchy H, Measure A]] - O, Map of required data[Facts F, Measure A, Context
C] - I
2: for all Goals g1 ..gn in G do
3:
for all Facts f1 .. fm in I do
4:
bEntailed = CheckGoalEntailment(Gi , fi , M1 )
5:
if (bEntailed = true)
6:
Retrieve associated Dimensions D from Map M1
7:
for all Hierarchies h1 ..hk in fi do
8:
Retrieve associated Measures A from Map M2 listed under h j
9:
for all Hierarchies h1 ..hk in fi do
10:
bContext = CheckContextAssociation(Ci , mi , M2)
11:
if (bContext = true)
12:
Add Fi as key, [hi ,mi ] in O
13:
end for
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end for
17: Return O
against each goal in the goal model (I assume that the user is aware of the underlying
data schema that models the data generated by the sensors). As illustrated in Fig. 7.2,
Facts are associated against non-leaf goals in the rationale diagram, whereas Measures
and Dimensions are associated against leaf goals in the rationale diagram.
• Schema Mapping: in this step, the user then maps these Facts, Dimensions and Measures against the appropriate data items in the database schema where applicable. If
the user has chosen the same names as in the database schema, then this step can be
partially automated. Otherwise, one can assume the existence of a thesaurus as suggested in [17]; however, building such a thesaurus is outside the scope of this work.
• Fact Schema Hierarchy Construction: for each Fact from the rationale diagram which
is mapped against a Fact in the source schema, its relationships to other Facts (expressed via foreign keys) is iteratively navigated. Since a foreign key for the Fact in
question is a primary key for another Fact, this lends itself to a natural hierarchy, as
explained in [57]. Indeed, this could lend itself to multiple hierarchies (i.e, a manyto-one path) from a Fact F to an attribute a if the primary key of F (transitively)
functionally determines a.
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The choice of the appropriate hierarchy to select would then be driven by the context
model as defined in Section 7.4.3 earlier, as per the following guidelines:
– Every Dimension d associated to a goal related to F and successfully mapped
from the rationale diagram to the source schema is included, and the full hierarchy rooted in d is generated by navigation. In case the path from F to d happens
to be many-to-many, d is modeled as a multiple Dimension; i.e., multiple values
of d can be related to a single instance of the Fact F.
– Every Measure m associated to a goal related to F and successfully mapped from
the rationale diagram to the source schema is included, provided that a many-toone path exists from F to m.
– Those Dimensions and Measures associated to a goal related to F for which no
mapping could be found, are also included, but listed as “missing”. However,
handling such a case is outside the scope of this work, and I assume that such a
case will not arise.
Algorithm 6 depicts how the goal and contextual alignment to identify the required hierarchy and to retrieve the associated facts is leveraged. It starts by identifying the goal
alignment for each required Facts by the user. Then the list of dimensions, associated hierarchies and Measures based on the aligned goal are identified. If the user has not specifically
mentioned any Measure, the default flagged Measure is retrieved. For example, referring to
Fig. 7.3, if the user requests traffic flow data, the default information provided would be
hourly traffic data correlated with hourly accident data. In order to filter the data, the user
can use the Context Model to specify the Dimension attribute hierarchy (perhaps daily data
would be sufficient). To filter the data further, the user could specify Vehicle Type (e.g.,
car or truck). Also, given the Fact schema hierarchy, the user can also specify the level to
which the algorithm should extract data. For instance, the user may not need correlation of
accident data with road repair conditions at that point in time, hence they can specify that
the Fact schema hierarchy construction be truncated at the Accident Fact itself.

7.5.2

System Architecture

Since this approach is to be used in real time, it needs to be ensured that it works on streaming data from sensors as well as stored data. Indeed, the proposed approach should ensure
that only that data which is required by users should be filtered from the numerous streams
of data transmitted by sensors. The key requirement of the system architecture, therefore,
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is to ensure that requirements from multiple users are taken into account by the filtering
mechanism. For example, one user may require hourly traffic flow data, whereas another
user may require average daily traffic flow data.
Hence the filtering mechanism will first identify to which Fact the received data correlates. It then correlates the Fact against those user-defined goal models that include the Fact.
Further, based on earlier sampled/filtered data, and the user goals, it then determines whether
this data is to be stored directly, summarized (based on whether the associated Dimension
is additive or aggregatable) before storage, or discarded.
To that end, the proposed system architecture is as shown in Fig. 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Sensor data model filtering architecture
As depicted in Fig. 7.4, the Goal Definition Module is used by the user to define/update
goals. The Goal Decomposition Module implements the decomposition procedure as explained above, and determines the Facts, Measures & Dimensions that correspond to the
user’s goals. This information is then used by the Filtering Module to determine the data
to be stored (with or without aggregation or addition). Meanwhile, the Event Processor is
responsible for receiving the data from sensor streams, and scheduling the data feed to the
Filtering Module as per appropriate queuing policies.
Since the proposed approach incorporates off-line as well as real-time filtering, the existence of an in-memory database (e.g., VoltDB3 ) is assumed. This helps to store real-time
filtered data for quick retrieval and also transfers it to a data warehouse.
3
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Implementation and Experimentation

Figure 7.5: Implementation view
The proposed architecture is implemented as an eclipse plugin as implemented in Fig. 7.5.
The plugin starts functioning once the user creates a goal model as depicted in Fig. 7.2. This
implementation enables the real-time filtering of data received from GPS sensors of a taxi
company [137]. I have used the data set from the taxi example depicted in [137], which
contained the GPS trajectories of 10,357 taxis during the period between February 2nd and
8th, 2008. Via this data set, it is able to present insights on entailing goals corresponding
to monitoring traffic, accidents and other signals at the time Dimensions of hour, day and
week as per Fig. 7.3. Each data point is of the form [Vehicle ID, Time Stamp, Longitude,
Latitude]. The overall goal model of this system is depicted in the left of Fig. 7.5. Now,
from this data set, the objectives to realize are the following: (a) detect the passage of specific vehicles, and (b) monitor vehicle movement on specific traffic hotspots on the roads. It
is to be noted that these goals are actually interlinked; unless vehicle movement is detected,
it cannot be monitored.
Now, to address these requirements, the following would need to be done. First, the corresponding goals need to be retrieved, and modeled in a goal model as depicted in Fig. 7.5.
Second, based on the SSN ontology and the Facts/Measures associated with the goals, the
corresponding sensors and their observed properties have to be determined. In terms of the
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goal model from Fig. 7.2, only the following user requirements are considered:
• Retrieve movements of 21 vehicles identified by their vehicle numbers (366, 1131,
1277, 2237, 2560, 2669, 3015, 3557, 3579, 3781, 4798, 5075, 5099, 5860, 6275,
6656, 6665, 7105, 7146, 8179, 8662).
• Further filter this data restricting to a given signal route identified by (39.97571,
116.38176) that was frequently visited to reduce traffic congestion.
As it can be observed, the above requirements have specific Fact-based associations to
Monitor Hourly Traffic as the closest matching goals. In addition, the Measures observed
correspond to Average Traffic Flow and Total Traffic Flow. The goal decomposition module then maps these requirements (goal and context models) onto the data schema of the
database as per the approach detailed in Section 7.5.1 and creates the following data model
specification in memory: Traffic[Path, Hourly, Vehicle Usage]. The parameters within the
parenthesis indicate the specific Measure from the associated hierarchies. This is then loaded
into an in-memory database, and also sent to the Event Processor, which can then initiate
data extraction from sensors as per the specified requirements. Finally, once the data is
filtered, it is then moved to the Data Warehouse for storage.

Figure 7.6: Goal specific retrieval of sensor data
I evaluated the scalability and effectiveness of the proposed approach with the data set
from [137]. Given that, the input goal model mandated retrieving a small fraction of streaming data from the sensors (focusing only on 21 vehicles out of 10000 vehicles), the reduction
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in data points achieved by subjecting both the goal aligned filtering and subsequent contextual filtering was quite large; while the total number of data points from the given data set
was 887042916, the total goal aligned sensor data points amounted to just 2128903, resulting in a 99.76% reduction. The evaluation results of this approach in logarithmic scale is
depicted as in Fig. 7.6. The progressive filtering achieved by subjecting specific Dimensions from the goal model is presented in the top left of Fig. 7.6. As it can be seen, from
the goal aligned data, which is already just 1 % of overall data, this approach efficiently
achieved filtering based on the following specific contextual requirements: (a) A common
signal that was most frequented by all the 21 vehicles (Common Signal); (b) The collective
data points from all 21 vehicles in terms of their most frequented signal (Vehicle); (c) The
total data points for a time interval of 1 hour (Hourly); and (d) The total data points for
a time interval of 8 hours (Daily). The data filtering is significant for each hierarchy in a
specific Dimension such as Time. The actual % of reduction for each of the Dimensional
hierarchies from overall data points is depicted in the top right of Fig. 7.6. The bottom portion of Fig. 7.6, illustrates the vehicle wise comparison for all the 21 vehicles that has been
subjected to trackings from the given data set. For example, consider vehicle identified as
8 in this chart. If the contextual requirement is only to track this vehicle for a given signal against all signals that are goal aligned, it is needed to capture a small fraction of data
points. This illustrates the huge overhead in terms of both processing and persisting data
that was merely not needed and thus filtered out by this approach. Also, focusing on most
frequenting vehicles 3, 9, 14, 17 and 21 in a given intersection, and checking if there can be
alternate routes imposed on such vehicles could help in mitigating traffic congestion in the
intersection.
It can be established that having specific Fact association in Monitor Hourly Traffic is
the closest Matching goal. Also the Measures observed can correspond to both the metrics
: Average Traffic flow and Total Traffic flow. The Data Model Manager then maps the
requirements and context models onto the data schema in the database (as per our approach
detailed in Section 7.5.1) and creates a data model specification in memory. In terms of
the stated requirements above, the following specification is captured : Traffic[Path, hourly,
Vehicle usage]. The parameters within the parenthesis indicates the specific Measures from
the associated hierarchies. This is then loaded into the in-memory database, and also sent to
the Stream Processing Engine. The Engine will then initiate the data extraction from sensors
as per the user’s requirements.
The systems starts with a given goal model as in Fig. 7.2 and enables the real time
filtering of the streaming in data received from multiple sensors. For our experimentation,
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a data set from [137] containing the GPS trajectories of 10,357 taxis during the period of
Feb. 2 to Feb. 8, 2008 is used. This data set provides insights for entailing the goals
corresponding to monitoring traffic, accidents and specific signals at the time Dimension
(hour, day and week) as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. Each data point is of the form [Vehicle ID,
Time Stamp,longitude, latitude]. Now, from this goal aligned data set, the following data
requirement are to be met : 1. Detection of the passage of specific vehicles. 2. Monitor
the movement of vehicles till a given distance on the road. Actually the requirements stated
here are inter linked. Unless the vehicle movement is detected, it cannot be monitored.
Now to address these requirements, the following activities need to be determined: 1. The
corresponding goals needs to be retrieved. This is achieved as illustrated in the left side of
Fig. 7.5. Here, basically the goals from the given goal model that are subscribed from the
data set are retrieved. 2. Based on the SSN methodology and the associated Facts/Measures
with the goals, the corresponding sensors along with the observed properties have to be
determined. In terms of the goal model in Fig. 7.2, the following user requirements were
addressed: a. Retrieve movements of just 24 vehicles identified by their vehicle numbers
(366, 1131, 1277, 2237,2560, 2669, 3015, 3557, 3579, 3781, 4798, 5075, 5099, 5860, 6275,
6656, 6665, 7105, 7146, 8179, 8662, 8717, 9109, 9754). b. Further filter this data restricting
to a given signal route identified by (39.97571, 116.38176) that was frequently visited to
reduce traffic congestion. Also the Measures observed can correspond to both the metrics
: Average Traffic flow and Total Traffic flow. The Data Model Manager then maps the
requirements and context models onto the data schema in the database (as per our approach
detailed in Section 7.5.1) and creates a data model specification in memory. In terms of
the stated requirements above, the following specification is captured : Traffic[Path, hourly,
Vehicle usage]. The parameters within the parenthesis indicates the specific Measures from
the associated hierarchies. This is then loaded into the in-memory database, and also sent to
the Stream Processing Engine. The Engine will then initiate the data extraction from sensors
as per the user’s requirements.
Once the data streaming begins, the user can make modifications to the context model in
real time. The data model is then updated as per this approach, and the Data Model Manager
then resubmits the updated data model to the Stream Processing Engine.
Considering the SSN Ontology, such a data map specified should lead to the list of stimuli that a sensor can detect and report. Preceding that, the sensors to be involved for providing the information need to be identified. The information retrieved are either correlating
or corroborating in nature. Given the sensitivity of the requirement, the sensors that enable
corroboration of retrieved information is required. Therefore the type of sensors involved
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are optical and infrared sensor. Optical sensors enable capturing of vehicle properties such
as vehicle type, size and registration number and can also record the movement of vehicle.
Similarly the infrared sensor primarily captures and records the movement of vehicles. In
both these types of sensors, the movement of vehicle act as a stimulus or rather configured
as so. Such a stimulus leads to the Measurement of number of vehicles moving in a particular path. Specifically the following properties are also noted : direction of movement,
number of vehicles that have entered (exited) the path but not exited (entered) the path, size
of the vehicles ( to capture violations in terms of timings or general size related restrictions),
vehicle registration numbers (for general record). Therefore, in this case, the environment
is Traffic and the property is Vehicular Movement in a specific time on a particular path.

7.7

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I investigated the crucial issue of contextual data filtering in IoT-based systems. This research was motivated by the felt need for ensuring only relevant data gets
transmitted to the consumer of the data. I presented an approach that leverages the Dimensional Fact model from data warehouse representations, and showed how this model can
help users specify goals, contextual information and data models. I also showed how this
approach can help to extract precisely those data from the data models that are required by
the goals, and appropriately tuned via the context models. Via a prototype implementing a
smart city scenario focused on traffic flow modelling, I also showed how this approach helps
to significantly reduce the amount of data that needs to be stored.

Chapter 8
Conclusion
The problem of variability management (VM) has gained significant research and industry
attention, motivated by the need to effectively reuse artifacts such as industry domain centric
process and service data models in particular .On the other hand, there is increasing need
for adapting process design and execution to address varying conformance to organization’s
strategies and goals.As part of my research work, I have developed an Goal Oriented Variability Modeling Framework that addresses the aforementioned challenges. This would
involve development of formal variability modeling techniques in SOA-based systems.
This chapter first recapitulate the challenges and research questions that I set out to
address. This is followed by a summary of how these challenges and research questions
were addressed. The chapter ends with an outlook on different directions in which my work
could be extended in the future.

8.1

Summary of Research Questions

The overall reuse context specifically in service oriented developmental methodologies is
currently dominated from the initial development perspective. lack of formal mechanisms
to represent and help differentiate variants derived out of different reuse contexts leads to
development of redundant variations. Also such independently generated variations can be
inconsistent with each other, thereby hindering effective reuse. The variations developed
for different components of an expected application lack proper validation towards consideration for future requirements. The aspect of preserving the intended goals from different
stake holders has not been addressed adequately in existing research on variability management. As a result, formal techniques for derivation of goal-preserving variations are lacking.
The above challenges were consolidated in the following research questions.
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• Research Question 1 : What is a formal definition of a variant? Is there any structural
or semantic relation that a parent artifact expected to share with a derived or declared
variant artifact?
• Research Question 2 : Given an artifact such as a business process, how do we
identify its variability scope and valid set of variations in an organization context?
Conversely, what is the scope of augmenting the organizational intent with a process
artifact that contains a library of derived variants?
• Research Question 3 : What are the formal techniques to generate,validate and compose variants? What should be the underpinning guidance for such techniques in the
context of variability management?
• Research Question 4 : How to partition a repository containing multiple process
models with derived variants and evolved versions over a period of time?
• Research Question 5 : Given a contextual change, how to identify the closest variant
for reuse?
• Research Question 6 : Given a set of variants for an artifact, how to identify the
extent of variations in terms of their respective adherence to organizational goals?
• Research Question 7 : How might a framework to support this functionality be implemented and validate and how do goals underpin a framework for Variability Management?

8.2

Summary of Contributions

Chapter 3 (addressing question Q3 ) starts by highlighting issues in variability modeling
formalization when they need to evolve. Addressing question Q2, this chapter also discusses
how a formal goal model can be leveraged to design a family of business processes. In particular it discusses, how the specific goal refinements such as AND, XOR can be leveraged
to address domain centric precedence constraints that directly transforms to generation of
process control flows with one ore more alternate paths of execution. This is followed by
goal model formalization, which overcomes these deficiencies. This chapter also discusses
a formal mechanism for variability management called Goal Oriented Variability Management (GOVM). This helps in determining all possible goal preserving variations available in
a SOA-based application. Chapter 4 (addressing question Q6 ) presents a formal approach
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for goal oriented categorization of process variant instances discovered from process execution logs. I achieve this by leveraging the goal adherence aspects of individual process
instances with a goal model captured as hyper graph. Chapter 5 (addressing question Q5
) discusses approach for leveraging the process context, process state, and process goals to
generate predictions on goal aligned process variations and associated performance of process execution. This chapter details the general framework and presents an empirical evaluation leveraging an industry-scale incident management process with an event log containing
over 1400 process instance executions. Chapter 6 (addressing question Q1 ) proposes a tree
representation model for integrated management of versions and variants of business processes in a repository. It also discusses how the proposed machinery, can be used to identify
a valid goal aligned variant for a given set of requirements and constraints. Chapter 7 (also
addressing question Q5 )discusses a goal driven, context-aware data filtering, transforming
and integration approach for IoT-based systems. I propose a data warehouse-based data
model for specifying the data needed at particular levels of granularity and frequency, that
drive data storage and representation (aligned with the Semantic Sensor Network ontology).

8.3

Future Work

The body of work presented in this thesis can be extended in various interesting ways.
• I have used semantic effect annotated business process designs or services to automatically establish correlation to goals in the goal model and showed how this enables us
to partially automate the identification of answers to the requirements problem. The
extent of generalization of this approach is illustrated with a IOT based sensor data
model in Chapter 7. Therefore it must be emphasized that the analysis need not
be restricted to only these types of artifacts. It would therefore be interesting to explore, in the context of this framework, how goal driven variability management
(GOVM) for other business architectural artifacts can be established in an automated
or semi-automated manner.
• In my thesis work, I have not considered the inter dependency of business process
designs and the possibility of conflicts in corresponding goal models from multiple
collaborating organizations. This might lead to individual process design realizing
goals with the associated goal model but not be conjointly executable with others.
This leads to interesting research questions. How the goal correlation conflicts (in the
best case automatically) be identified? How These conflicts and integration of goal
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models be further represented and reasoned towards generation of compatable process
(or other artifact) designs?
• The goal driven business process design procedure, presented in Chapter 3, requires
the existence of a goal model to generate the process design. Alternatively the goal
correlation procedure presented in this chapter, discusses identifying existing process
variants that realize the goals. It would therefore be interesting to explore how the
process construction or variation procedure can be converted into a goal augmentation
and pruning procedure. Such algorithmic support would further ease the exploration
of answers to the goal oriented variability management problem.
• A context based goal and performance correlation approach for predicting performance and for re-purposing process designs was discussed in Chapter 5. This obviously did not consider the possibility of parallel shift in contexts of the process
under execution. Therefore correlating dynamic run time shift in contextual factors towards adjusting process executions and optimizing performance considerations based
on correlated goal models can be an interesting consideration.
• Chapter 7 discusses technique for goal oriented sensor data filtering. This can be
taken as a potential research direction with the following steps: (i) extending the
proposed architecture by incorporating appropriate elements from those proposed
in [61, 25, 105, 1]; (ii) enriching the data model via incorporation of the spatiotemporal sensor concept [52]; (iii) expanding on the system architecture via more
detailed descriptions (and implementations thereof) of the architectural components;
and (iv) evaluating the “VIDA” framework on large scaled real-life scenarios, with
emphasis on optimizing the time taken for online data filtering. In addition, once the
system has extracted the data required by the user, it would need to analyze the correlations among the extracted data (as well as the context model) to determine whether
the extracted data exhibit strong correlation to each other from the user’s perspective.
Based on these correlations, and perhaps some inputs from the user, it would need to
perform predictive analytics [91] to determine how the goal model needs to be adapted
in order to extract data more relevant to the user’s actual needs. Eventually this could
become a learning system that continuously adapts the user’s goal models to improve
relevancy of the extracted data.
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